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. . - . .;. THE ADYISORY"'()UMMITTEE 
,; AD INTERIM" REPORT 0.1' THEREF]):RENCK 

SECOND T"'" DEVELOPMENT DIRECTORATE_~~" ri- 'D-::i313 DATED TO -nl> n ... n.nl'NT IN tETTER ~,o. 0.· , 
MADE TO IT BY GOVEOMTHE ACTING SECRETARY TO GOVERN-
25TH AUGUST i6;~i:T DEPARTMENT (APPENDIX A). . ~ .• 
MENT, DEVE . mmittee are to enquire intQ the actiyI-
1 . Under the tel'JIlB of reference .thd Ct rt to Government as to how far, 

t1es of the Development DepartmtP~·tt' an ho°ulrdePboe continued or eliminated. The 
'. - di:r t' such ac IV! les S • S h and in what e~ 10ns, 1s with the Back Bay Reclamation !l eme. - .. 
report now submItted. dea f thi in uiry hereafter referred to as 

. 2. The Co~ttee for .the Purpo~d~O s coinuttees for Bombay CityaIid 
the Special CoIDIDlttee, C?~~s of the dix B) ~th the addition of Mr. A. N. Surve, 
the Bombay Suburban D.IVlslon(ApPdditionalmember under Government Res?
M.~.'C., who was a£P~d\te ~h january 1925, for the special purposeS of this 
lutlon No. S. D.-9, a e _. . 

-investigation. 
"BACK BAY R~CLAMATION' SCHEME. .' 

. d' the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme are as 
concerne m 3. The areas 

follows :- Acres. 
1,145 

To be reclaimed
h 

M'ili't .' Departme~t undevelop~d at Rs. 20 
To be Bold to t 6 • ary .. 265 

. _ per square yard • • . . 426 
: ~ .. ~. - " --. l· ... .,.,n spaces . . 454 

RoadS alia "1',.-. - ........ -----, •• • • -
Net building area" u':-'~#f of dissem Ti'fro...0'eY.,!2lakhs square yards) .. 

- "" "l." .1 !l25 the SpeCIal 
'. \"'> J .... m in general a:greemiih't'#ithR~ 

4. In an ad interim report submitted on the 17th Februal:j'Brvgt.ions. .' 
Committee' stated their intention to appoint a sub-committee to examiiui t1iir ~. 
financial prospects of the scheme in detail, and reco=ended that, pending the 
submission of tlteir final report, the work should be proceeded with. _ A sub
committee was accordingly appointed, the members being Mr. Manu Subedar, 
Mr. R. H. A. Delves and the Chairman, with power to co-opt Mr. A. V. V. Aiyar, 
Deputy Controller of the Currency and Financial Adviser to the Development 
Department. The report of the sub-committee is printed as Appencfu:: C to thiS 
report. It will be seen that the sub-committee were unable to present 8, unani
mous report, and submitted a majority report signed by the Chairman, Messrs., . 
Delves· and Aiyar, with a minority report signed by Mr .. Manu Subedar. -

5. In paragraphs 1-6 of the majority report a brief resum~ of the position 
is given a8 it stands at pr~sent, based on the actual output of the dredging plant 
during the working season of 1924-25. The scheme consists essentially of two 
parts: (1) the construotion of a sea-wall, and (2) the :filling of the area, enclosed 
,by it. So far as (1) is concemed, no excess over the provision in the project estimate 
is anticipated. It is in regard to the :filling of the area that trouble has arisen. 
Government undertook the scheme on the advice of Sir George Buchanan, K.C.I.E., 
who estimated that the :filling could be completed in I) years by means of a suction 
dredging :plant, the purchase of which he reco=ended, which would be capable 
of reclaimmg the area by dredging from the harbour at the rate of 2,000 cubic yards 
per pumping hour. The plant 'l'ps accordingly ordered to the specification of 
Messrs. Meik and Buchanan, and to the designs of the Consulting Naval Architect 
to the India Office who, on its completion, after trials on the Clrde, certified the 
plant to be capable of the specified output, and formally took It over on behalf 
of Government. 

6. Sir George Buchanan's estimate of the cost of :filling the area has proved . 
to be seriously at fault for two reasons :- . 

(a) That the whole of the material required cannot be obtained ~om the· 
harbour, because the area which Sir, George Buchanan proposed to dredge 
over has had to be curtailed to meet the reasonable objections of the Royal 
Indian Marine and the Bombay Port Trust. The balance of material 
required has now consequently to be obtained from Baok Bay involving a 
further outlay of Re. 28 lakhs on additional plant. 
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(brThat in actual practice it has not been possibie up to date to obtain 
~fi~e than about 25 ~er cent. of th~ specified output of the dredger as actual 

. ~. and! u~ess an llD.provement m the performance of the plant can be 
obtamed. It 18 probable that. including the increased cost referred to in (a) 
above. the t?tal C?st of the work will be in the neighbourhood of Re. 11 
crores, excluslve of mterest. 

7. With re~erence t~ (a) the Special Committee consider that a grave initial 
error was made m the failure to consult the Bombay Port Trust concernin the 
area proposed to be dredged ove~ in the harbour. although the Port Truste~s. as 
conservlltors of the Port. were Vltally interested in the proposed operations. 

" It~' "AB regards (b) the Special Committee understand that the suction dredgers 
au a.nd" Jing.a". employed by the Bombay Port Trust from 1909 to 1913 on 

the Ma.zagaon-~ewn recla.mation. were similar to the plant ordered for the Back 
~ay ReclamatIOn and were constructed by the same makers. Messrs. William 
S!mons and Company of Re~ew. They were also designed to dredge and 
discharge at the rate of 2,000 cublc yards per hour, but never in practice attained 
that fig~e. The Special Committee find it difficult to understand why Govern
ment failed ~o ava.il t~emselves o.f the experience of the Port Trust Engineers, 
befor? a.cceptmg the est!IDates of Su George Buchanan. With a practical example 
of a sinillar work at theu doors. data were available which would it must be 
th0!1ght. have. dictated ~aution. and have led to a further exa~ation of the 
proJect before It was declded to proceed with it. 

. 9. The Special 90inmittee cannot av~ido the conclusion that Government 
~ght well have exerc18ed greater pfUdence m these matters. At the~,w. .. ~ 
Su George Buchanan was the expert adviser reputed t--, " t t' -1 
experience in the operation of suctiQn dredrrll":-'d'th"'-S'" If'eal Coprac.~~ 

f .. th t th' . " ...... ". an e peCla mmlv""e are 0 opIDlon a e mam respo ,It--- t 'th him f th di t with which Governm n . us res Wl or e pre camen 
e onfronted. 

-...:_-........ v .... -".JiJlre ... g-a-rds~~th:--e-a~dVl~·~ce called for from the Special Committee under the 
terms of reference. after a careful consideration of the report of the Sub-Committee, 
the Special Committee find thenlBelves m agreement with the reco=endations 
of the majority of the sub-committee, 'Viz .• "that work on the sea-wall should 
be stopped for the present. and all efforts concentrated on the completion of blocks 
1, 2 and 8 employirlg 2 trains of dry filling per day to supplement the dredging. 
first m block 8 until completion. and then in blocks 1 and 2. That the' question 
of contmumg and completing the whole reclamation should be reconsidered in 

. 1927-28. when the dredging m block 8 will be approaching completion. and when 
further experience of the workirlg of the plant will have been gained". The 
Special Committee accordingly accept and adopt the majority report of the. Sub-
Committee. 

n. They consider that it has been clearly shown m that report that by com-
o pleting blocks I; 2 and 8 a substantial reduction of debt can be effected. compared 
with the loss which would be mcurred by closing down the work now. The Special 
Committee agree that the prospects of the disposal of land m blocks 1 and 2 are 
difficult to forecast. JlUt they observe. from statements land II attached to the 
majority report. that the present value of the proceeds of sale of block 8 to the 
Government of India. amounting to Rs. 189 lakhs. will alone more than cover 
the present value of the estimated cost of completion of blocks 1, 2 and 8 after 
1st October 1925. Allowing for the present value of the sale proceeds of plant. 
Rs. 251lakhs. there would be a gain of about Re. 55 lakhs, even if no land in 
blocks 1 and 2 were sold,at all. 

12. Besides reducing the loss on the scheme, the completion ot' blocks 1, 2 
and 8 will provide the ~~ Department wi~~ the land th~y require at Colaba, 
whilst the Bombay public will secure an. additional recreation ground of over 
50 acres in extent. m block 1, together with a promenade and marine drive, a 
.mile m length. 

13. By the time the decision has to be made ~ to the. advisability ?r otlier
wise of completing the whole scheme. further expenence Wlth the dredging plant 
will have been gamed. and fuller data will be available on which to base final 
conclusions. 
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14. ln adopting the majority report of the Sub-Committee the Special COm" 
mittee have assumed the reasonable aacuraci of the Chief Engineer's' forecast 'Of • 
expenditur!l after 1st October 1925, for the completion of blocksl, 2 and 8, on 
which statements 'I and II attachlld to the Majority Report are based. They 
suggest, how,ever, for the consideration of Government that this estimate should 
be checked by a small co=ittee of local Engineers appointed for the purpose'. 

. 15. A further suggestion the Special Co=ittee desire to make is in regard 
to the proposed recreation ground in block 1. Without co=itting themselves 
to any definite reclKIlIIlendation on the subject, they would 4raw. the attention 
of Government to the fact that, if considered desirable, the financial position might 
be still further retrieved, if a part of this area were sold as bUilding sites. ' 

, (Signed) H. A. L.HEPPER 

(Signed) H. ST. C. SMITH, 

" W. H. NEILSON. 

" 
" 
" 
" 

R. H. A. 'DELVES. 

E. 0 .. REID (subject to millute of dissent)'; 

, C. ,J. HANSOTI (subject to my minute). 

L. U. MONGINI. 

Secretary. 
" 

, JANMEJAY CHHABILDAS. 

21st January 1926. " 
JEHANGIR BOMANJI PETIT (subject 

to minute). 

Minute of dissent by ¥r. E. O. Reid. 

I have signed the majority report because I am in general 'agreement with its 
reco=endations, but I do so subject to the following reservations; . ' 

tiIlllIllIJ. - - '"5 
I do not considen;hair parltgntpirH·~,<I;h~~yGIt.. g~-,;nli"'~~ I.[J ,l;he 

light of the bitter experiences of the past I consider it essential that "tn8"Cliief 
Engineer's forecast of expenditure after 1st October 1925, for the completi,on of 
blocks 1, 2 and 8, should be checked by an independent firm of consulting engineers 
who have hitherto been entirely dissociated frOIl! the activities of the Developmen~ 
Directorate. 

In view of the fact that the Special Co=ittee are unable to agree upon the 
reco=endation that should be made to Government and in order to restore 
publio confidence in the conduct of the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme I consider 
that the papers should be referred to a fresh and independent Co=ittee. 'for 
consideration de nooo with a view to submitting representative reco=endations 
to Government. I would suggest that this Co=ittee be composed of-

two or three Executive Ministers of Government; 
two or three Members of the Legislative Council; , 

,representatives of the Chamber. of Co=erce, the Indian Merchants' 
Chamber, the Millowners' Association, the Municipality, the Improvement 
Trust, the Port Trust, and the military authorities and the Royal Indian 
Marine. 
In the meantime I agree that work on blocks 1, 2 and 8 should be . proceeded 

with. " 
Minute b~ Mr. O. J. Hansoti. 

, 1. I am of opinion that blocks 1 and 2 should not be taken up until experience 
of work in block 8 shews that the work in the former can be done within the cost 
estimated by the Sub-Co=ittee. 

2. I would at the same time suggest that steps be taken'to assist as far as 
possible the silting that takes place in the remaining area and to prevent excessive 
sc~ur where the sea-wall is left incomplete. 

,3. Again, in view of paragraph 8 of the report I would advise Government 
to institute enquiries with a view to apportion responsibility for the failure of the 
dred~ and if possible to ;recover damages from the manufacturers and others· 
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concerned, as the order for such an extra I -. 1 . J ~e eoncehed to have been placed without me y cost y piece 01 ~achjnery cannot 
Its place of destination. proper guarantees for lts performance at 

. _ . _ Minute by M,. J. B. PdiJ. 
I agree that the best way in wh' h to a minimum amount of loss is to foll~w th get out of the ~eplorable ~ituation with 

fe:::n!~ilft~hf~~h!::: ::S::t1::hid:P~:~~:~ii?:!~~:t :~;~~t: of a::; 
been touched upon by the Committee' and I c t shcl a J:~cament has not 
of the manner in which the entire r~ din anno e p t mg that, in view 
were rushed through in 'the face of ~m cl:.:tic gs cop.nected wit~ ~his Department 
public inlportance that the question ~ respo:~1fliJr~~~:j It :j, of Ithe dtmost 
m order at least t? avoid 8 repetition. in. the future I lsno ~ s urre over, 
Government owe It to them.'!elves and th bli . a q think, that the 

_ declara:tion at the earliest possible momerifugivin to all~h a flear and u!lequiv?cal • 
allocatmg the exact responsibility for this Jt to the acts and If pOSSIble 
cerned, however highly placed. res e person or persons con-

_Minority report on the Back Bay Reelamation Scheme • 

. We regret we cannot sign the Milo' orit R 
registers' the decision arri~ed at by G~ve y e~ort: th We ob~e~ve that the report 
of the Special Committee. The M~l' orit rnmen WI . dOu~, waltmg for the opinion 
sea-wall should be ato d t y reco=en that the work on the 
of blocks I, 2 and 8 e!~!oyfu p~e:::~sallf efforts ~oncentrated on the completion 

. dredging, first in block 8 unt~ completi:n ~d ~g peblda
y 

to supplement the 
paragraph 10) We find th t k ' en mocks I and 2" (Vide 
filling of blocks I 2 and 8 h:s ~or .on the sea-wall has stopped, and that dry 
debris_ filling of bl~cks I and ~wi~hn the PX:feri:l ~bta::~t :ime sUPilemented by 

=~~.;tP_a~_ from the ~uestl0~tZ~ :ourte~, or~co~~~~c.e, _~h;!d :£h~ll~:~: 
._.~~!eilir COnl:llitl'"tf'C rot .. },~ •• ---', ~f, the bmakes the whol 
___ the Special J1r--: ...... r~-- ..... ';' ........ , vI tue ommlttee, and .... , _ ~ - . e 

proce.:'...."" juore or less, farCIcal. ~~,na.. , 
2. Seven voted for the majority .report, including Mr. Reid, represe:n~fu.~ ----

the Cha.mber of Commerce, Had he voted with the Minority, the majority would 
have become the minority. Considering Mr. Reid's draft report substantially 
accords with the views of the minority contained in paragraph 15 it appears 
desirable to us to quote the relevant part of Mr. Reid's draft report: "The members 
of the Special Committee find themselves unable to agree upon the reco=endation 
that should be given to Government, but as they take a very serious view of the 
present state of the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme they consider it advisable in 
the interests of all concerned that Go,,"ernment appoint an entirely independent. 
Committee consisting of say-

two or three Executive Ministers of Government; 
two or three Members of the Legislative Council; 
representatives of the Chamber, Indian· Merchants, Millowners, Munici-

pality, Improvement Trust, Military and Indian Marine; 
with a view to representative recommendations being made to Government." 
. 3. It is true that, under the terms of reference, the Committee al'i to inquire 
into tbe activities of the Development Department, and to report to Government as 
to how far and in what directions, such activities should be continued or thoroughly 
eliminated. We regret that the Committee have not been able to enquire 
into the activities of the Development Department. We also feel that the Majority 
Report has put too narrow a construction on the terms of the reference. The 
Special Committee is not a Royal Commission co~ained to keep strictly within 
the terms of the reference. .AB a matter of fact it has gone ontside the terms of . 
the reference in apportioning blame between the Government and Sir George 

.. Buchanan in paragraph 9 of the Report and in speculating about the jurisdiction 
of the Municipality over the reclaimed area in paragraph 21 of the Sub-Committee's 
report. The Committee would have exercised a wise discretion if it had explored 
the subject in all its ramifications. The Committee could then have produced a 
much more illuminating report for the information of Government and the 
Legislative CQunci1 and the edification of the tax-payer. 
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. 4. Weare of opinion that Governm~nt were not justified in proc~eding With 
the scheme Without the sanction of the Legislative Council the moment they rea
lised that the expert and amateurish advisers of Government had gone hopelessly 
astray in their calculation of the cost of the reclamation. The project sanctioned 
by Government in October 1922 was the reclamation of 1,145 acres te be completed 
in.5 years at the total cost amounting to Rs. 7,02,43,321 nett (Rs. 775 lacs). 
It is now admitted that " the filling will take 4 times as long and cost 4 time~ as 
much" at the estimated" cost of the whole scheme at Rs. 11 crores and the date 
of.completion 1944-45 "., (Vide paragraphs 2,5 and 6 of the Sub-Committee's 
Report). The inefficiency of the dredgers was known during the working season 
of 1923-24 when" the actual output had been very considerably less" (vide ibid 
paragraph 5). Admittedly, it has never exceeded 25 per cent. of "the specified 
output'~ of the dredger. This accorded With the .experience of the Port .Trust 
whose dredgers were constructed by the same makers, Messrs. William Simons 
and Company of Renfrew and were" designed to dredge and discharge 'at the 
rate of 2,000 cubic yards per hour but never in practice attained that figure," 
Weare told that the' actual figure never exceeded 50 per cent. ofthe specified output. 
With such available data, the Directorate and the Government were not justified 
in neglecting to take the Council and the public into confidence and in maintaining 
the silence of the Sphinx: 

5. _ The report virtually reco=ends :~" Go on With the scheme' at full 
speed. Reconsider· the-situation at the end of 1927-28 in the light of experience. 
Meanwhile provide for the liquidation of the inevitable dead loss.;' This is not 
the language used. It is concealed in camouflage. But there ought to be no 
difficulty in realising the true nature of the reco=endation. The dredgers are to 
work at their highest point of efficiency. This is to be supplemented by " employ
ing 2 trains of dry filling per day". It is dnly With this double activity that the 
"dredging in block 8 will be approaching completion in 1927-28". What else 
could be done if the report had simply said: "Go on With, full speed plUIJ dry 
filling " . The liquidation is mentioned in paragraph 23 of the Sub-Committee's 
report. The figure is not mentioned, but on the most optimistic basis according 
to the majority it would vary from Rs. 281 lakhs to Rs. 369 lakhs. . . 

6. We have a shrewd ·suspicion·that the Directorate have made up their 
.minds to abandon the original scheme as financially impractical. It is impossible 
for them to confess such a colossal collapse of their ambitious project. Moreover, 
such a coirlession would be an insurmountable obstacle in the underlying design. 
of their present proposal. The underlying object is to complete the reclamation 
of Block No. 8 for the Military Department at the contracted price of Rs. 239' 09-
lakhs or 247 acres at the average rate of ·Rs. 20 per square yard, or Rs.189 lakha 
at less than Rs. 16 per square yard in terms of the present value (i.e. in October 
1925). The estimated cost according to the Directorate will be something between 
Re. 19'48 and Re. 21'20 per square yard. This is a very difierent story from the 
roseate picture drawn by the Directorate in the Report of 1921-22. Then they 
were confident that "that the total cost of the reclamation at the time of the 
transfer of land to the Military Department including interest will be Rs. 618 
lakhs equivalent to Rs. 11 per yard and as the figures are believed to be an over
estimate, it is not in the least likely that Government will lose haVing fixed the 
cost price at Rs. 20. In any case Government will receive from the Military 
Department for the whole area about double of what the land will at the date 
cost them". All this has gone wrong. In all likelihood the Directorate would 
spend not Rs. 618 lakhs. on the whole scheme but over Rs. 800 lakhs for completing 
blocks 1. 2 and 8 only. 

7. The report reco=ends that" all efiorts be concentrated on the com
pletion of blocks 1, 2 and 8 employing 2 trains of dry filling per day to supplement 
the dredg~ng, first in .bl~ck 8 until compl~tion, and then in blocks 1 and 2. That. 
the q~estlOn .of continUIng and compl~t~ the who~e reclamation should be 
reconBldered In 1927-28 when the dredgmg In block 8 will be approaching comple
tion 0.. The dredging With dry filling in blocks 1 and 2 ·was not to CO=ence 
before the end of 1927-28. It appeared therefore to be unnecessarily complica
ting matters by importing considerations concerning blocks l' and 2 at present 
instead of relegating i~ to 1927-28. The li~ht of ~xperience may ·wggest the total 
abandonment of the Incompleted scheme Including blocks 1 and 2 at the end of 

w 2S-JI 
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1927-28. It might upset all the combinations and permutations of statements 
I and II. It would have been reasonable to confine calculations to block No.8 
but unfortunately Government have decided and are actively going on with the 
reclamation of blocks 1, 2 and 8 instead of concentrating all dredging and dry-filling 
in Block No.8 until completion. We do not know on what date Government 
came to the decision to proceed with blocks 1, 2 and 8 simultaneously. 

8. We have no confidence whatever in the forecasts now submitted. A 
brief history of the scheme will justify our scepticism. The foreshore of Back 
Bay with its graceful curve, refreshing zephyrs and oceanic outlook is capable 
of conversion into the most beautiful "beauty spot" in the World with grand 
beulevards, marinas, parks and up-to-date amenities. The idea of reclamation has, 
therefore, survived, the shock of the Share Mania, and was probably stimulated 
by·the comparative cheapness of the Cuffe Parade. It appears that in January 
1911 the Government of Bombay submitted a Reclamation scheme to the Govern
ment of India for sanction. "The Government of India replied on the 14th 
October 1911, and said that before any representation could be made to the Secre
tary of State they must be satisfied that the works would be reproductive, and for 
that purpose there were practically no data available. The Government of India 
did not wish to question the accuracy of the skilled engineers who had advised the 
tG1>vernment of Bombay, but their figures had not been placed before the Govern
ment of India, and all that could be said on a general review of the case that 
.large estimates of that type were particularly liable to be exceeded and that even in 
130mbay experience of that type of reclamation on an open sea front, was limited. 
{)n the proposal that the scheme if undertaken, should be executed by Guvernment 
in rn:eference to private agency the Government of India were not convinced on the 
information before them that the scheme, if undertaken, should be executed by 
Government in preference to private agency, and asked that the matter should be 
further investigated and finally they enquired what would be the cost of the 
detailed surveys and estimates. which would be necessary before the scheme could 
be reco=ended to the Secretary of State." The italics are ours. It is a mis
fortune that Government did not take to heart the warning that large estimates of 
the. type were liable to be exceeded, and did not accept the wisdom of the advice 
to prefer private agency to Government. It will be observed that local experience 
was pleaded in support of the scheme. It is not clear whether the cost of detailed 
surveys and estimates was submitted to the Government of India,but Messrs .. 
Lowther and Kidd were engaged to make a survey and prepare the estimates. 
The cost of the project was estimated by them at Rs. 5'68 per square yard, 
and though the Committee of 1912 reported favourably on it, the Government of 
India rejected the project, and were prepared to sanction the reclamation of a small 
portion only consisting of 84 acres at a cost of Rs. 37 lacs. The subject was 
further examined by the Bombay Development Committee. Conflicting 
views were expressed before the Committee. Curiously enough, Sir Lawless 
Hepper who preferred the development of Salsette to "the reclamation of any 
large -additional areas from the sea" is now Director of the Development Depart
ment and the Hon'ble Mr. Cowasji Jehangir .who believed that investors who" have 
burnt their fingers on the Cuffe Parade" and" the public will not come forward in 
any numbers to build on the proposed reclamation " is now Member in charge of 
this Department. The crux of the question was the cost of reclamation. Even
tually the Committee reco=ended reclamation of a small area of 100 acres. In 
1917 the Government of India for the third time turned down the proposal of the 
Government of Bombay and would not sanction the reclamation of even such a 
small portion as 2~0 acres. "It required a man of bold conception of courage 
and sufficient driving force to put through a bold scheme, and fortunately for 
Bombay we got such a man in our Governor, Sir George Lloyd. It took a con
siderable time, Sir, to outline the activities intended and to obtain the sanction 
of the higher aut~orities, the Government of India and the Secretary of State to 

-... . this project. Ultimately the sanction was obtained and the Department was 
organised so.mewhere .in October or November last year." (Per Sir ChimanlaI 
Setalvad, Vide Council speech on 14th March 1921). Sir George Buchanan now 
appears on the ~eJ?-e. In September 1919 he reports that the nett outlay on the 
scheme for reclalDlIDg 1,145 acres would be Rs. 367'61 lacs. Upon the strength 
of this report, the Government of Bombay, on the 4th December 1919, wrote 
as follow :-" The Governor in Council is confident that the Government of India 
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'will have little hesitation in accepting Sir ~orgeBuchanan's opinion. I am ~o 
add that the Governor in CoUnCillB prepared in view of :possible increase of rates 
of labour or materials to add 10 per cent: to the totalc(lst of the scheme as esti
mated by Sir George Buchanan and the total cost of the project . may be roughly 
taken at Rs. 4 crores for the purposes of finance." Upon this representation the 

,sanction of the Government of . India and the Secretary of State was obtained 
in 1920. No time was lost in piloting through the Council a Bill: authoriZing 
Government to rai8jl a loan for the reclamation in August 1920. Referring 'to 
this hurried passage of the Bill, Mr. (now Sir) PurshottalIldas Thakurdas on 15th 
July 1921 said that" the Select Committee appointed by the Council did their 
utmost to get the Bill through at the concluding session last September as it was 

. considered desirable that it shouJd be passed at that time as otherwise it would 
have had to come before the New Council, which every one thought would require 
some time for settling down." Clearly the sanction was exacted· on the basis of. 
4 crores. No variation in this estimate was indicated on the 14th March 1921 when 
Sir Chimanlal placed it at the same figure at the rate of Rs. iLo per square yard · 
in the Legis}ative.Council at the time of the first budget of the Development , 
Dep,artment. Since March 1~21 the prices of labo~ and material hoi/, nOt percepti
bly mcreased. Nevertheless m Septembe~ 1921 SuGeorge Lloyd suddenly raIses 
the estimate to 702 lakhs in his information to the Indian Merchants' Chamber. 
It was a big jump from Re. 400 lakhs to Re. 7021akhs. No sanction of the Govern
ment of India was solicited on the ground that'it had b~ome supe:dluous under the 
powers of the Reform Act of 1919. The Government assumed the responsibility , 
of sanctioning the project in October 1922 without consulting the Government of 
India or the New Council . . The loan Bill was hastened through the Old Council 
as the passage through the New Council wonld not be smooth sailing. The project 
was sanctioned under the reformed powers · by ignoring the reformed Council. 
A special department was organised to keep it out of a · responsible minister ,in 
charge of the transferred subjects. We are unable to penetra.te through the motives 
of these manreuvres, but we are strongly of opinion that the Government of India. 
should have been consulted and also the New Council. The reason why this was 
not done appears to be that the Government of Bombay was hopelessly committed 
to the scheme even before, the sanction of October 1922. . 

9. The report of 1920-21 contains th~ following:-

. .. Report received from India office up to 31st March 1921 shows that good 
progress has been made on tbe dredger and the intermedia~ pumping station. The 
Fipe lin~ both .floating and shore are also P!o!Vessing, an~ it is expected that Bome 
parts will be shipped shortly. The dredger IB timed to amve after the monsoon of 
1922 whel;l it is expected to have a compartment of the reclamation area ready for 
filling." As a matter of fact the dredger" Sir George Lloyd" arrived before the 
monsoon of 1922 011 the 31st March 1922. The Government were thenine:x:tricably 
.committed to the scheme, and for this reason an optimistic propaganda became 
indispensable. Sir George Curtis ou July 15th, 1921 said before the Royal Society 
·of Arts :-" Great secrecy in the plans of Government was essential and when His 
Excellency placed the proposal before the Council, it took the Council and the 
public by surprise. Accordingly it was decided to start a propaganda explaining 
-exactly what the various projects were and the paper which I am about to read 
forms part of it." There was no reason for secrecy as scarcely any property on the 
foreshore of Back Bay was to be acquired. Even St. Nihal Singh was mobilised. 
We do not know what expenses were incurred for and what purpose was to be served 
by this unworthy propaganda. But we now enter upon an era of optimism 
unparalleled by the maddest delirium of the share mania. The C<!St l?er square 
yard had jwnped from Mr. Kidd's Re. 5' 68 per square y&td exclusive of mterest of 
1912to Re. 28 in 1922 and repeated with op~tic confidence by the Honourable 
Mr, CowlISji J ehangir on 10th March 1924 in Council in these memorable terms :~'''1 
can tell you ...... that the land on the Reclamation when it is first ready for sale, 
will cost this Government Rs. 28 a square yard is a statement I am prepared to 
repeat today and it is a statement, I hope, lor my successor may be able with confi
dence to repeat when the Reclamation is completed." It is a case of living in hope 

' . and dying in despair for the chalice of hope hIlS already changed into the cup of gall. 
We cull a li6lect sample of the quality of the propaganda seton foot. .. Sir George 
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Buchanan on a very conservative estimate of land values .... confidently believes 
that not only will the reclaimed work pay for itself but there will be a handsome 
surplus from sales." (Propaganda no1!e on Back Bay Reclamation by Sir George 
Buchanan, price 2d.). This is cautious compared with Sir Chimanlal Setalvad's 
" Now taking the present valuation ofland in the City, on a very modest estimate the 
result of the reclamation would be a profit of at least thirty crores of rupees to the 
City. It may be more, in all probability it will be more and in certain circumstances 
it may even go to fifty crores." Of course this was not in terms of present values, 
for present values would reduce ultimate profits to smaller dimensions. Present 
values are no doubt good for purposes of comparison, in the case of engineers, 
accountants, mathematicians, but they deceive laymen who imagine that the 
present values are the true figures of the ultimate losses whereas the ultimate 
figures may be ten times larger depending upon the final date of completion. Under 
the influence of Sir Chimanlal's fabulous figures it is no wonder that Mr. Cadell in 
February 1924 was able to say that this was no " wild cat scheme" for" private 
financiers were tumbling over one another to get concession from Government." 
" If the concession had been given to a private company .... there would have 
been speCUlation and inflation in the prices of the shares, with the inevitable 
sequence of depression, ruin and widespread disaster. The ruin would have been 
hundred times worse than that which followed the share mania of the siatics." 
This made no impression on Mr. Lalji Naranji. If there be" an offer of Re. 50 per 
square yard of. the Back Bay Reclamation" said he "let it be brought. It is 
merely bluffing the public. I will challenge the Goverument Member to bring out 
the offer." The challenge was not accepted, but it stung Sir Lawless to the quick 
who retaliated :-" It must be recognised for it cannot possibly be concealed, that 
there are powerful vested interests in Bombay which are and must be from their 
very nature,· definitely hostile to any measures calculated to bring about a general 
reduction in the value of land in the City." (Budget speech 10th March 1924). 
On 24th October 1924 Sir Lawless Hepper fired another volley :-" You will have 
damaged Back Bay without replacing it by the new and equally beautiful curve 
which the Reclamation Scheme gives it. The marine drive, the open spaces and 
playing grounds will never materialise; nor will sites for residence for officers and 
public buildings. To stop the reclamation would now mean to throwaway all the 
money that has been spent, to abandon all possibility of profit, or even recovering 
expenditure incurred and to deny to future generations the room for expansion and 
the amenities which this great scheme is designed to afford". With all the internal 
knowledge at his disposal it was rather audacious on the part of Sir Lawless Hepper 
to attribute ignoble motives ofvested interests to honest critics but perhaps offensive 
tactics in hostile camps is better than purely defensive tactics. On a former 
occasion he had let the cat out of the bag when he said :-" I am not prepared to 
say what the actual cost of land on the reclamation is going to be" (vide speech 
February 1924). The significance of these words was not comprehended at the time. 
But in February 1925 he assured Mr. Baptista on the eve of the ad interim report 
that all was well and this assurance was conveyed in the report in these terms :
" In regard to the possibility of financial loss, the expenditure has, up to date, 
approximated closely with the forecast, the total including interest charges to 31st 
March 1924 being Rs. 412'39 lacs against the forecast figure of Rs. 421'16 lacs." 
This obviously meant that the work done kept pace with the money spent according 
to programme. But the conflicts behind the scenes were not revealed to a trusting 
Committee till a later date. In a departmental note of 27th January 1925, Sir 
Lawless Hepper estimates the net outlay of Rs. 880 lacs. We cannot divine what 
scruples of conscience, moral or economic, constrained Sir Lawless to withhold this. 
note from the Committee whose blissful ignorance thereof left them no option but 
to sign the ad interim report in February 1925. But even 880 lacs mounted in no
time to 1,103'73 lacs. -With interest and receipts from military area this would 
work out at about Rs. 93 per square yard. This is a big and bitter pill to swallow 
but there may be bigger pills in store for us. We have no confidence whatever in. 
the present estimates. They may be as worthless and deceptive as the estimates 
that have gone before. The expert advisers are unmasked as false prophets. Like· 
the Honourable.Mr. Cowasji's friends we have burnt our fingers badly. Under the 
circumstances we can only protest against the acceptance of any part of the . 
majority recommendations and remind all concerned of the sage advice of the Govern
ment of India,." that large estimates of that type were particularly liable to be· 
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- exceeded" and -that private agency is preferab~e to Government agency in schemes, 
of such magnitude. ,Sic transit gloria reclamationis. -
" 10. - History bas repeated itself. 'Government are faced with the fate th~t 
overtook the 'share maniacs of 1861. Humpty Dumpty was placed o~ the bigh 
pedestal of profits of 50 crores by Sir Chimanlal Setalvad. It was lowered to 4! 
crores by Sir Lawless Hepper on the 17th September 1924 in a:jlepamnental note" 
then to 2 crores in the note of 27th January 1925, and finally to a dead loss of 3 
crores or more by the Sub-Co:rnniittee including Sir Lawless Hepper. Humpty. 
Dumpty has had a big fall. Wise men and wise-acres ,are all now silent about 
profits or profiteering. All are agreed about the dead loss of 488' 67 lacs on the 1st 
of-October 1925, if the works were closed on that date and the dredging and other 
plant fetched 45 lacs. There is p.o more tall talk about profits. The point at issue 
now is simply either to sufIer a ,dead loss of 488 lacs after disfiguring the graceful 
Bay and substituting Lord Lloyd lake for breeding mosquitoes, or to embark upon 
the forlorn hope of reducing the loss by drastic tlhanges in the time and method of 
completing the whole scheme or only parts thereof.' , " -

11, The position assumed is that the debt or loSS on the 1st of October 192~
is 533' 67 lacs. The proposals are based on this assumption. Already there is a 
change in the position as the Directorate has not stopped work or expenditure but 
has gone on as if nothing had happened without waiting for the views of the Oom-, 
mittee. It means that whatever its views Government have resolved Ullder the 
adviCe ofthe DirectOrate to proceed with full speed the dredging in of bloc1dfos. 1,2 
and 8. This is not a very honourable position for the Cpmmittee to ocCupy, nor a 
very courteous treatment for their labour of love pace Rs. 30 per meeting. If the 
proposed date of completion is not realised, it would afIect the calculation of the 
Engineers to some extent. 'Yith this gene~al obse~afion W ll proceed to Elxamine 
the present prop~salB. 

H!.TheSub-Committee say that" having satisfied Qurselves that a loss on 
the scheme is almost inevitable we have directed our inquiries to an Ilxamination 
of three possible alternatives". The" almost inevitable" is an incredible piece 
of optimism afterreco=ending the fUllding of a debt which according to statements 
I to V cannot be less than Rs. 281 lacs but may be more than Rs. 567 lacs iIi terms 
of the present value. It must be noted that a loss of 567 lacs in teJ:lllS of present 
value, would in terms of the ultimate value in 1984-85 be 176 crores o~ rupees at the 
rate of 6 per cent. per annum. ' , 
, ' 13. There are five statements. Of theSe statements III, IY and V are 
forecasts for the completion of the whole scheme. Statement III reduces the dllbt 
from Rs. 533' 67 lacs to 336 lacs (present value), statement IV to 337' 36 lacs, ,and 
statement V to 367 . 89 to 567: 56 depending upon the date of completion. But these 
statements need not be taken seriously. The Sub-Committee practically discredit 
them when they write :-

"At the same time we feel that the problem of forecasting the prospects of disposal 
of 22 laos square yards, stretching from Church Gate to Colaba, offers much greater 
difficulties than that of dealing with 3' 60 lacs square yards in the neighbourhood 
of Church Gate Station. We are not prepared, therefore, to make aby definite 
reco=endations in regard to completion of the scheme beyond blocks 1, 2 and 8 
at this stage n. We regard this as an implied pronouncement against the Bcheme 
as a whole. It would have been better and more straightforward without the 
camouflage in paragraph 10 :....:" That the question of continuing and completing 
the whole reclamation should be reconsidered in 1927-28, when the dredging in 
Block 8 will be ~pproaching co~pletion and when further experie~ce o.f the worki~g 
of the plant will have been gamed". We, therefore, do not think It worthwhile' 

- discussing the merits and demerits of these alternatives as we think that the whole, 
scheme can never be completed on financial grounds. We shall proceed to consider 
the reco=endation regardin~ blocks 1, 2 and 8. ' , 
. 14. Statements I and II refer to proceeding with the completion of plocks 

_ 1,2 and 8. We are of opinion that the case of ~lock 8 should have been separatild 
from blocks 1 and 2 on the ground thah there IS a ready purchaser from whom a 
higher price might well be demanded under the' circumstances than the 
contract price of Rs~ 20 per 'square yard or RB. 16' per square yard iii- -tflIiri~ , 
of the value o~ 1st October 1925. The suggested separatio~ wouJ.~ in~cate' 

w 23-3 " , 
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what would be the cost of completing block 8 with and without dry fil).ing and 
what reduction in the debt it would effect. If all the dredging by both'dredgers 
had been concentrated. on block 8, there would be no necessity for the more expen
sive dry filling of block 8. There appears on the surface no risks beyond the 
vagaries of the dredgers. The Directorate could be abolished at once and the 
work transferred to .. the Public Works Department. We believe this block would 
reduce the debt by a crore or more. There would be something shown for the 
fortune buried in the Lloyd Lake. 

15. We cannot accept the joint estimate concerning blocks 1, 2 and 8 taken 
together. The majority of the Committee have evidently little confidence in the 

,Chief Engineer's. estimate for they recommend that his estimates" should be 
checked by a small committee of local engineers appointed for the purpose". 
How the majority can make this recommendation after this diffidence in the estimate 
of the Chief Engineer is beyond our comprehension. The wiser course would have 
been to make no recommendations whatever beyond advising the suspension of all 
work and a thorough examination of all the blundering and plundering by an 
independent and impartial committee of engineers who have had nothing to do 
with this extraordinarily miserable affair. 

16. Scheme II is composed of two parts, viz., block 8 for military purposes, 
and blocks 1 and 2 for sales. The contemplated layout assumes that there will 
be 3,60,000 square yards available in blocks 1 and 2 for sale at 20,000 square yards 
per annum at the rate of Rs. 60 per square yard for 18 years commencing with 1929-
30 and ending with 1946-47. 

17. There is no likelihood that these anticipations will materialise. The 
governing factor is the sale of 20,000 square yards per annum for Rs. 12lakhs without 
intermission. Any undersales for the first five years will reduce the present value 
considerably. The Sub-Committee confess that there exists about 1,00,000 square 
yards of military land on Queen's Road which will compete directly with reclaimed 
land. Government have been unable to dispose of this land ready f01 building. 
Besides the military area there are other competing sites. The Committee 
declare :-" It cannot be denied that this very large area must in some degree affect 
the prospects of disposal of this land on the Reclamation ., in spite of its " unusual 
attraction to investors". We doubt the Reclamation will have unusual attraction 
to investors on account of the increased cost of the kind of foundations required 
for large houses on such sites. Investors burnt their fingers on the Ballard Estate. 
The reclamation will not include many sites for business purposes, and therefore 
the capital for business purposes will not be attracted in this direction. The scheme 

• depends substantially upon capital for residential purposes. It is admitted that 
" the present high cost of building is likely to have a deterrent effect in the matter 
of disposal of the land on the Reclamation". (Vide paragraph 20 of the Sub
Committee's Report). We are not told whether the reclamation will furnish sites 
for palaces for Princes or for flats for peasants. We cannot do better than quote 
Sir Henry Proctor's evidence before the Claude Hill Committee :-" I do not myself 
consider that the scheme quite fulfils the object aimed at, which is, I understand, 
to provide housing accommodation at reasonable rents. It is perhaps true· that 
Rs. 25 per square yard is a reasonable rate for land in Bombay, situated as the 
proposed reclamation will be; but it appears to me that If it is to be the price 
of the land, then it will only furnish accommodation for wealthy people or result 
in the erection of flats ...... which, in our opinion, are most unsuitable for this, 
and except in certain back plots should not be encouraged on the reclamation. 
The .results foreshadowed in Messrs. Lowthel' Kidd and Company's report, viz., 
'a decided abatement of the excessive cost of housing and the substitution of a type 
of house better adapted to conditions of living in a tropical climate' are hardly 
likely to be obtained unless there are a good proportion of sites available at 
considerably below that figure". These remarks must carry greater weight with 
the enhanced rate of Rs. 60 per square yard instead of Rs' 25 and the doubled or 
trebled cost of building. The Committee do not trouble to tell us what the cost of 
building flats will be and what rents these flats must fetch. Assuming that the 
average building plot is 1,200 square yards, each plot will /lost Rs. 72,000 for 
land alone .. We cannot accept the Sub-Committee's general estimate that the cost 
of a block of flats will be Rs. 50,000 per flat and the rentals Rs. 450 per mensem 
on the reclamation on account of the necessity of special foundations.. The 
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experience on the Ballard Estate makes us fix the cost at Rs. 135,000 per flat on the 
most optimistic hasis. The cost of a block of 6 Hats will'therefore be Rs. 4,62,000 •. 
The cost is practically prohibitive at. the present time. -The Sub-Committee 
themselves feel oppressed by this factor to some extent as they" suggest that steps -
should be taken to ascertain what, if any, reduction, ,could be effected Jif Govern-
ment supplies stone to builders fjom the Kandivli quarry at cost price ...... an 
investor is not likely to put money into a building unless there is a reasonable 
prospect of a dema,nd for the acco!Dmodation, and as the deman~ will depe~d on the 
rent charged, the prospects of disposal of the area would be llllproved d. means 
could be found to enable builders to erect houses at moderate cost". (Vide 
paragraph 20.) Evidently the Director has not been authorised· to assure the 
Committee that Government would supply stones to builders at cost price from the 
Kandivli quarry. From keeping law and order to stone-supplying is an interesting 
though novel development in the business of Government. But it will not carry 
the case to success. The capital required annually for 20,000 square yards divided 
into H~' 6 building sites at 1~00 square yards per block of 6 Hats would be roughly 
75·5·1akhs per annum. We are convinced that this anticipation is far too sanguine. 
to be brought within the range of practical politics. Taking 9 per cent. to cover 
interest at 6 per cent. plus the usual outgoings the rent per flat would be Qver 
Rs. 575 per mensem. The Municipal assessment book will probably convince the 
most optimistic that no investor in houses and flats can expect nearly 100 new 
tenants at Rs. 575 per mensem or even the Sub-Committee's Rs. 450 per mensem, 
everyyearfor 18 years as scheme II for blocks 1 and 2 anticipates. We apprehend 
that the mentality of the Directorate has not yet undergone the desired change: 
No doubt the prospects of fabulous profits have vanished into the region' of fairy 
tales but the hopes of reducing the dead losl! of 533 lakhs have possessed the 
authors, advisers and executors of this Wild Cat adventure. 

18. We regret that the Majority Report does not su.fliciently emphasize the 
gravity of the responSibility of Government in lightly embarking upon the scheme 
without proper examination of the efficiency of the dredgirig system. Dredging was 
the crux of the scheme. " The successful reclamation of the enclosed area by means 
of pumping material dredged from the sea bed is the crux of the whole scheme" 
(per Sir George Buchanan). "I believe I am correct in sayi.p.g that dredging 
operations on this scale have never been attempted either in India or elsewhere". 
The Government of India had plainly warned the Government of Bombay" that 
even in Bombayexperienceofthattype of reclamation on an open sea was limited ". 
A municipality which undertook such a scheme without availing themselves of the 
lessons of experience would be suspended for incapacity and scandalous miscQnduct. 
But the Government of Bombay stands convicted of declining to learn from experi
ence. They ordered the same kind of dredging plant as did service for the Port 
Trust without even ascertaining what experience taught in the Bombay harbour. 
Five minutes would have su.fliced to learn enough to make any man pause and 
reflect further. The Port Trust dredgers never attained the designed efficiency. 
The dredging plant was ordered from England in spite of Mr. Kidd's opinion 
that such plant had reached greater perfection in the United States of America. The 
actual output during the working season of 1923-24 had been very considerably less. 
We assume this meant 25 per cent. efficiency in actual filling. And yet Sir George 
Buchanan deprecated framing an estimate on the basis of the results then obtained 
on the ground that it was largely of an experimental character. .. We understand 
that the Engineers, Messrs. Meik and Buchanan, are confident that these fignres 
can be substantially improved upon". (Vide paragraph 6 of the Sub-Committee's 
report). Evidently the Directorate' are still prepared to repose reliance on the 
optimists. The m!lst extraordinary part of the whole affair is that no gaurantee 
for the designed efficiency was secured upon ordering the plant. The Port Trustees. 
were vitally interested in the dredgin~ operations of the Directorate in the harbour. 
The Royal Indian . Marine were also mterested. Their objections were so sound 
as to ~ave prevailed without a whisper of complaint. They were·never consulted. 
All this cannot be passed over as .. a grave initial error " but can only be stigmatisea 
as I!''' grave scandal". We do not deem to prope~ for us to emplor the language 
which would have been employed by share-holders if the promoters of the company 
had fooled the share-holders as the tax-payers have been fooled by the advisers and 
officials of Government. In England the Cabinet would have been dismissed by 
the Co=ons without much ado. 
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19. We cannot agree with the majority that the main responsibility must 
rest with Sir George Buchanan for the predicament in which Government now find 
themselves (vide paragraph 7 of the report). We are of opinion that the whole 
responsibility rests with Government. We suggest that Counsel be consulted as to 
the civil and criminal liability of Sir George Buchanan. 

20. We have carefully considered Mr. Manu ,Subedar's Sub-Committee Mino
. rity Report, " th~ notes on some of the points in Mr. Subedar's Minority Report " 
and his rejoinder. We are much indebted to Mr. Subedar's industrious and elabo
rate report which has opened our eyes. We have refrained from incorporating the 
exposure of blunders of the expert and other advisers of Government in this report 
simply to prevent duplication. We recommend (1) the abolition of the Directorate, 
(2) the transfer of its activities to the Public Works Department, (3) a thorough 
examination of the prospects of completing block No.8 for military purposes, (4) 
the immediate declaration of the abandonment of the rest of the scheme and (5) 
the re-examination of all the schemes that arose from and were affected, directly 
or indirectly, by the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme. . 

21st January 1926. (Sd.) JOSEPH BAPTISTA. 

( ,,) FAZAL IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA. 

( ,,) MANU SUBEDAR (subject to minute 
of dissent). 

( ,,) Ig. D'MONTE. 

( ,,) S. K. BOLE. 

( ,,) D. D. RODRIGUES. 

Minute oj dissent by Mr. Manu Subedar. 

I have signed the minority report because I find therein practical agreement 
with eight out of the following nine conclusions with which I concluded the minority 
report of the Sub-Committee :-

1. The scheme was never properly considered by the Government of Bombay. 
2. The sanction of the Government of India was given in a hurry and was 

secured through an incomplete presentment oIthe entire programme; 
3. The dredging plant was ordered even before the scheme was sanctioned 

and the specification of the plant must have been faulty to give 
results very much lower than what was expected. After complete 
stoppage, enquiries should be held into the financial liabilities of the 
manufacturers of the plant and the responsibility of the officers 
involved in its ordering and purchase. 

4. Public opinion or business opinion of the City was not at all considered at 
any stage in the progress of the programme. 

5. Grave financial miscalculations were made both as to cost and realisations. 
6. The question of interest charges was never seriously thought of. 
7. The period of disposal and the possibility of disposal or the possible price 

to be realised were not considered. 
8. At a much earlier stage the scheme could have been stopped with a much 

smaller loss and about Rs. 2,50,00,000 of public funds spent on the 
scheme could have been saved in this manner. 

9. The scheme should be immediately stopped, the establishment disbanded 
and the plant sold. 

I regret I cannot concur with my colleagues in the recommendation that 
block 8 should be completed for the military because I think that any saving to the 
Government of Bombay at the expense of the Government of India is no saving at 
all but a mere book entry so far as taxpayer is concerned.. But I must object to 
the further lock-up of public funds amounting to B.s. 691·39 lakhs in working up 
the dredger and in proceeding with the programme, which has in every respect been 
proved unworkable·. The further outlay of any funds in order to add a single 

• See paragraph 91 of SUb-CO~ 1Iinority Report. 
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square yard of land to the City of Bombay is not juatified in view of the one crore 
square yards of vacant land now available and the continuance' of a department, 

, which has already through inefficient andunsatisfa~tory working led to such great 
losses, would be a blot on the administration of Bombay Presidency .. -The uncer
tainty as to further direct loss out of thereolamation scheme on the head of the 
taxpa)':er is only counterbalanced by ,the unce$inty with regard to the. final 
settlement of numerous probleIilEi, particularly' of railway terminals ,which arose 
out of the discussion of the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme. .I, therefore, suggest 
an immediate stoppage and, the liquidation of the assets and iii commission of 
enquiry to apportion the relative blame for the fiasco as well as to see wl1ether any 
part of the losses could 'be recovered from the consulting engineers arid other 

. advisers of the Government or from the makers of the dredging plant, ' ' 
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APPENDIX A. 

Copy of letter No. S.D.-1313, dated the 25th August 1924, from the Acting 
Secretary to Government, Development Department, to the Acting 

Director of Development. 

" In the last session of the Legislative Council there were a number of resolu
tions regarding the operations of the Development Directorate which were not 
discussed for want of time.· The principal of these resolutions stood in the name of 
Mr. Lalji Naranji and the first part of it was to the following effect:-

, That in view of the conclusions arrived at during the period of war 
boom that the land available in Bombay was inadequate having proved 
erroneous, this Council reco=ends to Government that a committee, with a 
non-official majority, be forthwith appointed to enquire into the activities of 
the Development Department as to how far and in what directions such 
activities should be continued or eliminated.' 
" 2. I am directed to inform you that Government see no objections to the part 

of the resolution quoted above being considered and reported on by a committee. 
Mr. Lalji Naranji has suggested a committee with a non-official majority. The 
Advisory Committee appointed in connection with the Development Department 
is a very representative body and Government are of the opinion that this committell/ 
should be entrusted with the investigation of this very important question. I afu . 
directed to request that the matter should be placed before the committee and that 
they should be asked to report upon it. For this purpose the committee should be 
supplied with all the necessary facts and figures. 

"3. The whole position of the Development Department has had the very 
serious consideration of Government and Government have already reached 
conclusions and taken action in several matters. It would be most useful to know 

. how far the Advisory Committee agree with Government in the views which they 
have already formed and whether the Committee would propose that Government 
should further curtail their activities." 
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APPENDIX B, 

Names of tke MernbeJ/'8 of tk AdVisO'l'.Y Committei8 fM tke City of Bombay 
, and tke Bombay Suburban DivisiOn. .' 

FOR BoMllAY CrrY. 

1. § Dr. Nadirsha'\Y :8;. E. Sukhia, L.M. & S., L.V.Sc., RR.S.I; (MUnicipal 
Corporation).,' . , 

2. " Fazal Ibrahim Rahimtoola, Esquire, B.A. (Municipal Corporation). 
3., ~ R: H. A. Delves, Esquire, F.S.I.' (bhairma~, Ci,J;y of Bombay Improve-

ment Trust). 
4. t E. C. Reid, Esquire (Chamber of Co=erce, Bombay). 
6. ~Jehangir ,Bomanji Petit, Esquire (Millowners' Association, Bombay). 
6. "Manu Subedar, Esquire (Indian, Merchants' Chamber). 
7. *~ L. U. Mongini, Esqu1re (Bombay Presidency Trades' Association). 

,8. ~ W. H. Neilson, O.B.E. (Bombay Port Trust). . 

NOMJNATED BY GOVERNMENT. 

9. "Sitaram .Keshav Bole, Esquire, M.L.C. (Working Classes in Bombay). 
10. "Joseph Baptista, Esquire, L,C.E. (Bom.), B.A., L.L.B. (Cant.); 

Bar.-at-Law, M.L.C. (Working Classes in Bombay). ' 

FOR BOMllAY SUBURBAN. 

11. "Ig. D'Monte, Esquire (Bandra Municipality). 
12. II D. D. Rodrigues, Esquire (Kurla Municipality). 
13. t~ C. J. Hansoti, Esquire (Ghatkopar-Kirol Muni~ipality). ' 
14. tJanmejayChhabildas, Esquire, M.A. (Camb.) (Notified Area Committees). 

, Added as per Government Resolution No. S.D.-9, dated the 15th 
January 1925. ' 

15. § A. N. Surve, Esquire, B.A., ~.B., M.L.C., 

" •• d~T~ I!~:bay Pmidonoy Tr~ Aaoociation nominatOd Mr. L. U. Mongini .... Mr: F. G. SoowOn pro. 

t Tho Ghatkopaor.KiroI Munioipality oIeoted Mr. C, J. E&DSoti.i<o Mr. P. J. Vakil (deoeaaed). 
; Signed the Molarity Report. ' 
f Did not Bign any Report. 
Ii Signed the Minority Report. 
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. REPORT OF . THE SUB-COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO REPORT 
ON THE FINANCIAL PROSPECTS OF THE BACK BAY 

RECLAMATION SCHEME. 

In submitting their report the Sub-Committee do not consider it necessary 
to deal with the projects. put forward on several occasions in former times. In 
May 1919, the Government of ;Bombay requested Sir George Buchanan, K.C:I.E., 
to report on the scheme for reclaiming 1;145 acres in Back BaYj the specific points 
on which his opinion was required being as follows :- _ . 

(1) The practicability of the scheme from the engineering point 'of view,' 

(2) The suitability of the type of wall preposed, o~ alternate suggestions 
for better types. 

(3) The suitab.ili~y of the proposed method of reclamation by means of dredg
ing, o~ alternative proposals for the same. 

2. Sir George Buchanan submitted his report in September 1919. He 
expressed the opinion that there could be no doubt as to the practicability of the 
scheme, and reco=ended that the filling should be carried out by dredging by 
means of a plant.designed to deal with 25 million cubic yards in 5 years, working 
170 days a year and 15 hours actual pumping a day; in two shifts .. On this basis, 
he submitted an estimate of the cost of the whple work amounting to Rs. 367'61 
lakhs. It maybe noted that 25 million cubic yards represents the estimated cubic 
content of the reclamation, and no allowance was made for shrinkage in drying out, 
which at 20 per cent. would bring the actual amount of filling required up to 30 
million cubic yards, requiring 6 years' work at Sir George Buchanan's estimated 
output of the plant. Moreover, Sir George Buchanan's estimate was further 
vitiated by his failure to allow for losses as between the amount of material 
excavated in the harbour and the actual filling deposited iu the reclamation, I.osses 
which have, in practice, been found to be very considerable. 

3. The Government of Bombay accepted Sir George Buchanan's reco=end
ations and, with the sanction of the Government of India and the Secretary of 
State, decided to proceed with the project. Messrs. Meik and Buchanan were 
appointed to act as the Engineers to the Secretary of State in carrying out the 
scheme, and arrangements were made in May 1920 for the purchase of the neces
sary. dredging plant through the Director General of Stores, and Government were 
then finally committed to the project. 

4. In November 1920, the Development Department was formed, with an 
executive organisation, known as the Development Directorate, to carry out the 
work, with other schemes of development. As soon as the Directorate got to work 
the preparation of a detailed project estimate was put in hand which, on cQJllple
tion, placed the total cost of the scheme at Rs. 702'43 lakhs. The excess was due 
to the fact that, since Sir George Buchanan prepared his estimate, the prices of 
machinery, materials, fuel and labour had risen considerably. Also Sir George 
Buchanan's estimate had been based on exchange at Re. 12 to £1,. whereas when 
the plant was imported in 1921, the rate was in·the neighbourhood of Rs. 15 = £1. 
Moreover, insufficient provision had been made for the cost of the subsequent 
development of the reclaimed area in the way of roads, drains, lighting, etc. Fore
casts prepared on the basis of the detailed project estimate figure of Re. 702' 43 
lills showed that it would be necessary to obtain an average rate of Re. 55 per 
square yard for the 22 lakhs square yards net to be sold to the public, assuming 
disposal spread over 11 years, in order to recoup the expenditure with interest, 
and leave a small margin of profit. 

5. The next development was that, as the Bombay Port Trust and the ~oyal 
Indian Marine were unable to agree to the harbour being dredged over the whole 
area proposed by Sir George Buchanan, it ·became necessary to supplement the 
dredging in the harbour by dredging in Back Bay, for which additional plant 
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costing Rs. 28lakhs was necessary. Against this a saving of some Rs. 18lakhs h~d 
been effected in other items, leaving a net. excess of about Rs. 10 lakhs, the C¥ef 
Engineer's revised estimate of cost being ~s. 712'79 lakhs. The cost of. dredgmg 
was still maintained at 5 annas per cubic yard, the figure based on Sir George 
Buchanan's estimate of the output of the dredging plant. During the working 
season 1923-24 the actual output had been very considerably less, but, as the work 
during the first year had been largely of an experimental character, Sir George 
Buchanan deprecated framing an estimate on the basis of the results then obtained, 
and urged that the complete results of the season 1924-25 should be awaited. 
Those results are now available and we give the figures of the two seasons working 
below:-

Quantity bf material dredged Actual filling 88 measured 
88 ascertained from soundings in Back Bay. 

Number of in the harbour. 
Season. pumping hours 

worked. 

I 
Per I Per pumping Per Per pumping 

season. . hour. season. hour. 
Cubic yards. Cubic yards. Cubic yards. Cubic yards. 

I 

1923-24 .. 843 8,59,858 ],020 5,28,000 I 627 
1924-25 .. 1,473 12,61,986 856 6,80,438 I 462 

6. We understand that the Engineers, Messrs. Meik and Buchanan, are 
confident that these figures can be substantially improved upon, but we consider 
it only prudent to base our calculations on the results actually obtained, wbich 
place the cost per cubic yard of filling deposited at Rs. 1-3-0, against 5 annas, the 
former estimate. In effect the filling will take 4 times as long, and cost about 4 
times as much, as it would have done if Sir George Buchanan's estimate of output 
had been attained. On this basis the Chief Engineer now estimates the cost 
of the whole scheme at Rs. 11 crores and the date of completion 1944-45. 

7. Before proceeding to examine- the financial prospects of the scheme in 
the light of the data now available, we have thougM it advisable to obtain figures 
to show the area and value of land which has been placed on the market in Bombay 
during the last 25 years, and the area which is, or will, during the next few years, . 
be available for disposal. In reply to our enquiries. the Bombay Municipality 
have informed us that the area of land disposed of by that body during the last 
25 years is inconsiderable, but from the Improvement Trust and the Port Trust 
we have received figures which give the following results :-

Lo.nd disposed of during the last 26 yean. 

Improvement Trost .• 
Port Trost 

Total •. 

Area 
Square yards. 

32,42,700 
3,52,600 

35,95,300 

Value. 
Ro. 

6,70,11,800 
98,97,000 

7,69,08,800 

8. It will b~ seen ~hat nearly 36 lakhs of square yards have been disposed of 
by these two bodies durmg the last 25 years, at an average price of between Rs. 21 
and 22 per square yard.. By far the larger area was disposed of by the ,Improve
ment Trust, whose detailed figures show that in the best year 1921-22, 4' 38 lakhs 
square yards were placed on the market of an aggregate value of Rs, 73 '19 lakhs. 
In 1918-19, 2'74lakhs square yards were disposed of at a total value of Rs. 48'90 
lakhs. In 1916-1~ the area was 2'12 lakhs square yards and the value Rs. 47'24 
lakhs. In 1920-21 .. t~e area was 1'40 lakhs square yards at a total value ?f 
Re. 46'17 lakhs, whilst III four other years the value of land disposed of was III 
the neighBourhood of Rs. 40 lakhs each year. . 
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_' 9.. Coming to land still available for disposal, or likely to be available in 
t\lture, the figures are as follows .:....,-: ..' _ . . . . 

Land still avaiJ&ble for disposal or likely to be 
ava.ilable in future. 

Improvement Trust 
Municipality 

. Port Trust 
B. B. & C. I. Railway land at Colaba 

, G. I. P. Railway land at Colaba •. 
Military lan4 in Fort and Colaba .. 
ColAba Land and Mill Company, Colaba 

J 
I 

"f 
::1 
"1 ", ; 

Area (square 
yards). 

6,434,900. , 
994,766 
885,854 
105,577 
34,525 

171,427 
55,822 

8,682,871 

I Appro>ima~ , 
value. (lakhs of Re.) 

1,206-01 
. 532'00 
, 437-13· 

42'23. 
13'81 

267-13 
22'3~ 

2,520'64 

The great bulk of this land, in the hands of the Improvement Trust and the 
Municipality, lies north of Dadar and will not, we think, compe~ directly with the 
Back Bay Reclamation. The bulk of the Port Trust land is in the neighbourhood 
of Sewn; but the lands set free in Colaba by the removal of the Cotton Green to 
Sewn, belonging to the Port Trust, the Colaba Land and Mill Company and the 
Railways, as well as the land belonging to the Military Department at Colaba, must 
compete to some extent; whilst the military land on Queen's Road, about 
1 lakh square yards, will do so directly. Sut although much of the land included 
in the table may be said to be in a different category from that on the' Reclamation, 
and admitting that sites on the latter may be expected to offer an unusual attrac
tion to investors, it cannot be denied that this very large area must in some degree 
affect the prosp'ects of disposal of the land on,the ReclaIIl;ation. . 

10. As regards the price that Government might reasonably expect to obtain 
for the reclaimed land, we consider that.an average rate of Rs. 50 per square yard 
would not be an unduly optimistic figure, the actual ;prices varying from Rs. 80 
per square yard in blocks 1 and 2 near Church Gate Station to Rs. 20, or a little over, 
m block 7, next 'the military area (see diagram attached). We find it far more' 

, difficult to estimate the period of disposat We think that if Rs. 50 lakhs are 
assumed as gross annual sale-proceeds, and 22 years as the minimum period for 
disposal, we shall probably be suggesting the outside limit in the direction of 
optimism, and that it will be desirable to consider also the effect of less favourable 
conditions. • 

11. On the basis of the figures referred to at the end of paragraph 6 above, the 
Chief Engineer has worked out a forecast which shows that, in order to recoup 
expenditure and interest, it Will be necessary to dispose of the whole 22 lakhs square 
yards in 15 years at an avera.ge rate of over Rs . .so per square yard; a result which, 
as indicated above. we believe 'to be very doubtful ofrealisation. The Chief 
Engineer has also prepared forecasts to show the effect of speeding up the work by 
supplementing the dredging by drl' filling. Even at the present high working cost 
of dredged filling. Rs. 1-3-0 per cubic yard, equivalent to Rs. 4-6-0 per 100 cubic 
feet, it is less than the estimated cost of earth filling, Rs. 5-10-0 per 100 cubic feet, 
and the fi~ show that whilst earth filling is of advantage, where, as in the case 
of the military land, there is a purchaser ready as soon as the area is reclaimed, 
there is no benefit to be gained by employing the more expensive method of filling 
in the case of blocks 3 to 7 where the period of disposal of the land must, in any 
case, extend some years beyond the date of completion. As will be seen later, we 
recommend dry filling in the case of blocks Nos. 1 and 2. 

12 .. Having satisfied ourselves that a loss on the 8<'..heme is almost inevit&J>le, 
we have directed our enquiries to an examination of three possible alternatives :

(1) To stop the work at once; 
(2) To stop it at some intermediate stage; or 
(3) To carry it to completion. 

As regards the first of these we have discussed with the Chief Engineer the value 
which would reasonably be placed on the assets in the form of plant and machinery 
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which would be available for disposal, if the work were closed down now. The 
Chief Engineer estimates the depreciated value, based on to-day's new cost, as 
follows :-

Rs. 
Dredoing plant 61,74,000 
Othe~ plant and machinery 36,17,000 

In the case of the dredging plant he informs ~ that, unless a similar work of a1;>o~t 
the same magnitude were about to be started m so.me other part of the world, ,It IS 

unlikely that more than the break up value of say Rs, 10 lakhs would be obtamed. 
In the case of the other plant and machinery, including rolling stock, it would be 
reasonable to assume a figure fairly close to his estimate. We therefore take the 
estimated liquidation value of the plant to-day as under :-

Rs .. 

Dredging plant 
Other plant 

(lakhs). 
10 
35 

Total 45 

On this basis we arrive at the net liability as on 1st October 1925 as follows :

Debt on 31st March 1925 

Expenditure 1st April to 31st September 

Rs, 493·00 Iakhs pZus interest at.3 percent, 

Rs, 25' 60 Iakhs pZus interest at I! per cent, 

Debt on 1st October 1925 

Less estimated Iiquidation value of plant 

Net liability on 1st October 1925 

Rs, (lakhs). 
493'00 

25'50 

507'79 

26'88 

633'67 

45'00 

488'67 

Natt.-The term U present value n wherever used in this report is the value on 1st Ootober 1925. 

13, This sum of Rs, 488'67lakhs represents the approximate debt which would 
remain to be wiped off now, if the work were closed down at once. In comparing 
the possibilities of alternatives (2) and (3) with this result, we have adopted the 
procedure of showing the estimated annual expenditure year by year, after the 
1st October 1925, to complete the work up to the required stage; and of entering. 
in the same way, the receipts as they are expected to acCrue. The annual expendi-
ture and receipts of each year are then written back on the 6 per cent, compound 
interest tables to 1st October 1925, when the present value of the estimated future 
expenditure, compared with the present value of the estimated future receipts, 
.l.ffords a simple method of judging the advantage or otherwise of proceeding with 
the work. ' 

14. The most favourable intermedIate stage to stop the work is, we think, 
on the completion of blocks 1, 2 and 8, the reasons being that-

SI) these blocks require less average depth of filling and are therefore cheaper 
to reclaim per square yard than the rest of the area ; 

(2) the Government of India have agreed to pay Rs. 20 per square yard for 
block 8, the military area, on its completion; 

(3) blocks 1 and 2 to the north and south of the Church Gate Street extension 
contain some 3,60,000 square yards net building area, without encroach-

, ing on the large recreation ground proposed in block 1, and this land will 
undoubtedly be the most valuable on the reclamation. 

The Chief Engineer has prepared a programme and estimate of works for the 
completion of these three blocks only, on the assumption that further work OD the 
sea-wall will be stopped, as well as on storm water drains other than those that. 
must be completed in connection with this restricted programme. The available 
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rolling stock is to be employed in running two trains a day of earth :filling 'to ~upple
, ment the dredged filling in block 8 until it is completed, when the earth filling will bo 
diverted to supplement the dredged :filling in blocks 1 and 2. With ,the data 
supplied us by the Chief Engineer we have prepared the accompanying statements 
I and II, which exhibit the financial effect, in terms of present value, otcompl~ting 
blocks i, 2 and 8, and of disposing of the 3,60,000 square yards in bl<,lCks 1 and 2, 
in the case of I at 60,000 square yards per annum at Rs. 80 per square yard, and in 
the case of II at 20,000 square yards per annum at Rs. 60 per square yard. 

, 15. Some explanat:on of those statemen,ts is p~rhaps desirable. On the 
expenditure lIide we show first the annual estimated cost of reclamation from 1st 
October 1925 up to, completion, then the cost of road making, etc., in the actual, 
building area, year by year, in proportion to the rate of disposal, road making 
being assumed on the average to co=ence two years before rusposaI. Inaddition, 
Rs: 5 lakhs have been added, distributed over the first two years of develQpment, to 
allow of the construction of the portion of the marine drive between the recreation 
ground in block 1 and the sea. The marine drive from this point to Chowpatty is' 
estimated to cost Rs. 5'30 lakhs, but has never been included in the estimates of the 
Reclamation. It is reasonable to suppose that the Municipality would contribute 
to the cost of this portion of the drive' in return for the large recreation ground 
provided in block 1. The provision for road maintenance is based on the assumption 
that the roads made in one year will have to be maintained for four years before the 
Municipality takes them over. Provision is made for a small estate establishment 
at Rs. 3,000 per mensem, and brokerage at t per cent. on anniial slfle proceeds is 
added. On the receipt side, the proceeds from the sale of the Military area are 
entered in 1929-30, the year in which block 8 will be completed. The area to be 
h/).nded over to the Military Department wItS 'Originally 265 acres, but part of this 
was on the East Colaba Reclamation which has been closed down. An area of 
247 acres remains for transfer on the west of the peninsula and this, at Rs. 20 per 
square yard, amounts to Rs. 239'09Iakhs, the figure entered. Credit for the estimat
ed liquidation value of the dredging plant is taken in 1929-30, the year after which 
dredging in the harbour ceases, and of the rest of the plant, at a further reduced' 
value of Rs. 25 lakhs, in 1931-32, the year after the completion of blocks 1 and 2: 
The sales of land in blocks 1 and 2 are taken at the rates and period of disposal 
already referred to in each case. Block 2, according to the provisional layout 
plan, is reserved for Government buildings, but we assume that this reservation 
would be withdrawn, and the area released for sale to the public on a fresh layou~. 
Unless this is done, the figures we have given would of course be valueless. 

16. A. note of the results arrived at in statements I alid II appears on each 
statement, but for convenience we su=arise them below. . 

Sta_ent. 'I Part.iouhm. 

I DiSposal of blocks 1 and 2 at average rate of 
Re. 80 per square yard in 6 years at 60,000 
square yards per annum 

II Disposal of blocks 1 and 2 at average rate 0 

Re. 60 per square yard in 18 years at 20,00( 
square yards per annum • . • • 

Gain ae OD let 
October 1925. 

Ro. Iakhs. 

251'89 

164'53 

Debt as on 1st. 
October 1925, 

Ro.l&kha 

The gain shown is the present value of the estimated receipts, less the present; 
value of the estimated expenditure after 1st October 1925, in each case; and thQ 
debt on 1st October 1925 is the present debt of Rs. 533'67 lakhs less the gain 
a~ p~ent value. If statement I is an und~y ?ptimistic forecast of the progress of 
disposmg of the 3,60,000 square yards net building area in blocks 1 and 2, statement 
II goes, we think, to the other extreme; and it appears to us to be fairly' safe 
to assume that if blocks I, 2 and 8 are carried to completion, it will be possible to 
reduce the present debt of Rs. 533'67 lakhs to something under Rs. 350 Iakhs at 
present value. It is possible that better results may be obtained with the dredging 
plant in the future, or that changes may occur justifying a more optimistio forecast 
of disposal. We consider therefore that it would be preferable to proceed with 
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the work for the present on the assumption that blocks 1, 2 and 8 a.re to be com-
pleted, rather than to close it down in its present condition, -

17. We have now to consider the financial prospects if the scheme is carried 
to completion, and from estimates of the annual expenditure necessary to complete 
the whole scheme after 1st October 1925, with which the Chief Engineer has 
provided us, we have prepared two forecasts, statements III and IV. The first of 
these assumes the employment of earth filling up to the completion of the 
Military area only. The second provides for two trains of earth filling throughout. 
In neither case is any credit taken for value of plant on completion as the life of 
the plant will be practically exhausted. It will be seen that it is estimated that 
nnder statement IV the scheme will be completed two years earlier, but on the 
financial side there is ~ slight advantage in favour of Scheme III, the present value 
of the cost of completion after 1st October 1925 being as follows :-

Scheme III 
Scheme IV 

&.Iakhs 

352'29 
353'65 

The present value of the receipts are of course the same in each case. In both 
these statements, 22 years is assumed for the disposal of the 22lakhs square yards 
net building area on the Reclamation (omitt!Jlg the Military area). at an average 
rate of Rs. 50 per square yard, or gross receipts of Rs. 50 law per annum. The 
costs of road construction, maintenance and disposal are not shown separately as 
in statements I and II, but are taken in reduction of gross receipts, the net receipts 
thus arrived at being placed at Rs. 39'\l5 law per annum for 22 years. 

18. The financial result, if the assumed conditions as regards disposal could 
be realised, would be to reduce the debt at present value to Rs. 336 lakhs in the 
case of scheme III and Rs. 337'36 lakhs in the case of scheme IV. But as this 
may be considered to be an optimistic estimate we have prepared statement V 
for comparison, which shows the result in terms of debt at present value, if the 
-average rate per square yard remained at Rs. 50, but the period of disposal were 
extended to 25, 35, 45 or 55 years. It will be seen that even if the period of 
disposal is extended to 35 years, the resulting debt at present value, Rs. 454'80 
lakhs, is still substantially less than the amount that would be lost, Rs. 488'67 
lakhs, if the work were closed down now. At the same time we feel that the 
problem of forecasting the prospects of disposal of 22 lakhs square yards, stretch· 
ing from Church Gate to Colaba, offers much greater difficulties than that of 
dealing with only 3' 60 lakhs square yards in blocks 1 and 2 in the neighbourhood 
of Church Gate Station. Weare not prepared, therefore, to make any definite 
recommendation in regard to completion of the scheme beyond blocks I, 2 and 8 
at this stage. We think that the matter should be further considered and decided 
in 1927-28, when the dredging in the Military area is approaching completion, 
and when the plant working-in the harbour will have to stop work if the comple
tion of the remainder of the scheme is then dropped. In the meantime further 
experience of the working of the dredging plant will have been gained, and the 
figures we have given can be revised each year as soon as the results for the 
season are available. If these recommendations are accepted, some reduction 
in the Establishment Charges of the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme should be 
possible, as well as in the overhead expenses. 

19. Before closing our report we desire to refer to a few other- points a 
consideration of which might, we think, assist towards a solution of the problem 
when the time comes for a decision to be made. The Chief Engineer has informed 
us that since the construction of the sea wall there are signs of natural silting 
within the reclaimed area, and that a survey, made in November 1924, showed 
that about half a million cubic yards of material had been deposited in this 
way. A further survey is to be made next November and, as a result of the 
~xtension of the sea wall, may show additional accretion. No allowance for such
silting has been made in our calculations, but, as this might be an important factor, 
we suggest that steps should, if possible, be taken to encourage this natural 
action. 

20. 'The present high cost of building Is likely to have a deterren t effect in th 
matter of disposal of the land on the Reclamation. We therefor e suggest tha 
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-steps should be taken ·to ascertain what, if any, reduction coilld be effected if 
Government supplied stone to builders from the Kandivli Quarry at cost price. 
Assuming that the cost of a block of flats to-day is not less than Rs. 50,000 a 
ilat, then taking 9 per cent. to cover interest at 6 per cent., plus the us)lal out
.goings, the rent would be Re. 375 a month, even if the land cost nothing. Taking 
1,200 square yards of land at Re. 50 per square yard for a block of 6 fiats, the ;rent 
of each flat'works out to Re. 450 per month. If the average building plot is taken 
at 1,200 square yards there will be some 1,800 such plots oD, the whole Reclamation. 

_An investor is not likely to put money into a building unless there is a reasonable 
prospect of a demand for the accommodation, and as the demand will depend on 
the rent charged, the prospects of disposal of.the area would be improved if means 
oould be found to enable builders to erect houses at moderate cost. 

21.' If the recll}mation were completed and built over, the municipal property 
tax at 11 per cent. on the ratE-.able value would amount to a very large annual sum. 
We are not aware whether the reclaimed area will necessarily be included within 
municipal limits on its completion, but we' suggest that the legal aspect of the 
·case should be examined. If it is optional on Government to allow the area 
to be included, there would appear to be possibilities for negotiation with the. 
Municipality in the future for an annual contribution out of the general tax on 
.account of the great additional amenities which the reclamation will provide. 
So far, it has 'been assumed that the 187 acres of additional open spaces, and 
4miles of Marine drive, will be paid for entirely by the purchasers-of the land on the 
reclamation. It does not seem unreasonable that the people of Bombay, in the 
next generation,. should contribute something towards the cost of the great 
additional facilities which the public in general will secure. 

22. In conclusion, our recommendations are that work on the sea. wall 
should be stopped for the present, and all efforts concentrated on the completion 
of blocks I, 2 and 8, employing 2 trains of dry filling per day to supplement the 
iliedging, first in block 8 until completion,. and then in blocks 1 and 2. That the 
question of continuing and completing the whole reclamation should be reconsider!ld 
in 1927-28, when the dredging in block 8 will be app~oaching completion, and 
when further experience of the working of the plant Will have been gained. . 
. 23. In any case, unless there is a marked improvement in the output of the 

iliedgers and the conditions of disposal are found to be more favourable than we 
.have thought it prudent to assume, we foresee a loss on the scheme. If this view 
is accepted, it would appear desirable to make early arrangements, if possible, to 
liquidate the anticipated loss at its present value, rather than to risk the. accumula
tion, at compound intere.~t, of a far heavier load of debt at soIll,ll future date. 

24. We desire to record our acknowledgtnents of the assistance rendered 
to us by the Chief Engineer, Mr. H. A. Elgee, in providing us with the. figures 
·on which we have based our conclusions, and by Mr. S. P. Gheewala, M.A., Senior 
Superintendent, Secretariat, who has acted as our Secretary. . 

S. P. GHEEW ALA, 
(Secretary). 

18th November 1925 . .. 

H. A. L. HEPPER, 

(Ohairman), 

R. H. A. DELVES, 
. (Member), 

A. V. V. AIYAR, 
(Oo-opted Member). 

N lb.-Mr. Subedar has not signed the report of the majority. His separate report ill 
.attached. The error referred to by Mr. Snbedar, which appeared in the first print of onr report, 
haa been corrected. Our comlusions and recommendations are not affeoted by this alteration. 
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STATEMENT I • 

. r FirulIndal forectUtfor the compldion ofbkx!k8 I, 2 aM 8 only after 1st October 1925. Dretl1Jing in Military area to be supplemenJ,ed by two ·trains a day dry fining until 
~ cmnpldion. Thereafter dry jiUmg to supplement dretl1Jing in bkx!k8 1 aM 2. . ' , . 

Salu oj 3,60,000 BlJIMMB yard8 in bkx!kwl aM 2 assumed at 60,000 IIlJU4re yarda per annum at &.80 per square yard,Jor ti years. (boss receipts per annum = Rs. 48 lakh8. 

Debt on 1st October .. :{ts. 533'67 lakhs. 

(All figures in I.kh. of rupees.) 

.EXPBlIDlTtTBlII. I RBCBIPlS. 

Couetructions of roads. Coat of WsFOl'al. I 
J>erIod. v&iue as Forla.nd Eatimo.ted Valu ... Reolamation Additional »a.inteno.nce 

TptaJ. on lBt Oct. Forblili .. aold to liquida.tion Total. on 1st Oot. works. for marine 01 roads. ~ ... +- taryarea. , value of 
In building drive oppo-

1925. publlo. plant. 192G. ...... Bite reorea,- ,t ~ percent • 
" 

tion 4ground. . 

I 
. j 

, .. """'"' '925 1 31st March 1926 •• 22'28 .. ..... .. .. .. 22'28 21 '95 .. .. .. .. .. 
'1926-27 . •• 32'73 .. .... , .. .. .. 32'73 30'88 .. , . .. .. .. 
1927·28 "1 28'76 .. .... .. .. .. 28'76 25'60 .. .. .. .. .. 
1928·29 ", 22'23 5'16 2'50 . , .. .. 29'89 25'10 .. .. .. .. , . 
1929·30 .. 23'74 5'16. 2'50 '07 '36 '24 32'07 ' . 25'40 239'09 48'00 10'00 291'09 235'32 
1930·31 .. 20'« 5'16 .... '15 '36 '24 26'35 19'69 .. 48'00 .. 48'00 35'86 
1931·32 .. " 5'16 .... '22 '36 '24 5'98 4'22 .. 48'00 25'00 73'0() 51.-46 
1932·33 .. .. 5'16 ,., . '30 '36 '24 6'06 4'03 48'00 .. 48'00 31'92 
1933-34 .. .. 5'16 .... '30 '36 '24 6'06 3'80 .. 48'00 ' .. 48'00 30''12 
11134·35 .. ., .. "If,_ -30 '36 '24 '90 '53 .. 48'00 .. 48'QO' 28'41 

I 
I .-' I 191'08 161'20 I 413'09 

I· .' 

Gain at preaent value,= B., 251'89 ~hs, re~uClng debt at pr~ent .value to Rs, 281 !78 lakhs. 



Financial forecast !or the completion of blocks 1, it "nilS only after ,1st Octo.ber 1925, Dredging in military area to. b. IfUpplemenied by two trains a day dnJ fining Utan! 
tompletion, Thereafter dry filling to supplement dredging in bwcks 1 anil2, " 

Sales o.f 3,60,()UU square yards in blocks 1 anil2 assumed at 20,000 square yards per annum at Rs, 6u per square yard, for 18 years, (Jr088 receipts Rs, 12 lakhs per annum. 
Debt on 1st October 1925 "Rs, 533'67 Jakhs, 

(All figures in la.kbs of rupees) 
---'-- -------,'-----------=----~--'--

l£XPENDlTUBB. RECEIPTS. 

Roada oonAtrriotion 

I Value 

I 
and gonolul deVelopment. Cost of dilpoeal, 

Period. Estimated Value on 
Recloma.tion 

Additionru for 
MainwDancc -· ..... l·~- Total. 

I-'·~ 
Formili- Blocks 1 liquida.tion ToW, 1st Oat, workB. 

marine drive 
of roads. 

1925, te.ry &rea. and 2. value of 1926, 

I 
In building opposite 

plant, 
area. reoteR.tion at ... per cent. 

l!!'Ound. 
---------

1st Oct, 1925 to 

l 
I 

31st March 1926, 22'28 I 22'28 21'95 " " .' .... " "' " " ." " 
1926-27 " 32'73 " .... " " " 32'73 30'88 " " " " " 
1927-28 " 28'76 " .... " " " 28'76 25'60 " " " " " 
1928-29 " 22'23 1'72 2'50 " " " 26'45 22'20 " " " " " 
1929-30 " 23'74 1'72 2'50 '02 '36 '06 28'40 22'50 239'09 12'00 10'00 261'09 206'80 
1930-S1 ' " 20'"44 1'72 .... '05 '36 '06 22'63 16'91 " 12'00 " 

12'00 8'97 
1931-32 " " 1'72 .... '07 '36 '06 2'21 1'06 , . 12'00 20'00 37'00 26'08 
1932-33 " " 1'72 .... '10 '36 '06 2'24 1'49 " 12'00 " 

12'00 

1 
19S5-34 

" .. 1'72 .... '10 '36 '06 2'24 1'41 .. 12'00 .. 12'00 
1934-S5 .. .. 1'72 . ... '10 '36 '06 2'24 '1'33 .. 12'00 .. 12'00 
1935,36 .. .. 1'72 . ... '10 '36 '06 2'24 1'25 .. 12'00 '" 12'00 
1936,37 .. .. 1'72 . ... '10 '36 '06 2'24 I' J8 .. 12'00 .. 12'00 

I 1937-3& .. .. 1'72 . ... '10 '36 '06 2'24 I'll .. 12'00 .. 12'00 
1938-S9 .. '" 1'72 . ... ~10 ' '36 '06 2,24 1'05 .. 12'00 .. 12'00 
1939-40 .. .. 1'72 . ... '10 '36 '06 ' 2'24 '99 .. 12'00 .. 12'00 ~79'61· 
1940,41 .. .. 1'72 , 

'10 '36 '06 2'24 '93 12'00 12'00 I . ... .. .. 
1941-42 .' .. 1'72 . ... '10 '36 '06 2'24 '88 .. 12'00 .. .12'00 I 
1942-(3 .. .. 1'72 . ... '10 '36 '06 2'24 '83 .. 12'00 .. 12'00 
1943-44 . 

1'72 '10 '36 '06 2'24 '78 12'00 12'00 .. .. .... -, .. 
1944-45 .. .. 1'72 . ... '10 '36 '06 2'24 '74 .. 12'00 .. 12'00 
1945-46 .. .. 1'72 . ... '10 '36 '06 2'24 '70 .. 12'00 .. 12'00 
1946,47 .. .. 1'72 

I . ... '10 '33 'OG 

I 
2'24 

I 
'66 .. 12'00 .. 12'00 ) 

I 
---

, 156'93 
I 

490'09 321'46 . 
*Annual net recelpts of Rs, 121akhs per annum from 1932-33 to 1946-47 (15 years) eq\uvalent to RB, 180 lakhs receIved ill 1939-40, which written back 14 years to 1st October 

1925 = 79 '61 lakhs, 

... 
o 
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STATEMENT JII. 

Porecaat for the IJOmplelion of the whole 8lJheme after 1st October 1925. Two trtMslJ day earth fiTJ.irig upto completion 
of blocks 1 and 2 thereafter dretlgirl1J and topping tm1,y, I. " 

Debt on 1st October 1925" Re. 533'67 lakhs, 

(All ~_ in lakhs of rupee.,) 

ExpeJlditure. Net Receipts, 

Period. Rem&r~. 
D' 'dl V&lue on Amount, I Vain. on 

UrIng PUrlO: ,1st Oct, 192,5, 1st Oct, 1925, 

I 
tober 1925 to 31st March 

21'95-I .. .. 22'28 
:7 " .. 32'73 30'88 
:8 " " 35'24 31'36 
:9 " " 35'34 29'67 
:0 " " 32-83 26'00 
:1 " "I 33'38 24'94 239'09 178'66 Receipts for military ar~, 
:2 .. 40'83 28'78 
:s " ..I 26'56 17'67 
:4 " 

"1 
. , 29'48 18'50 .' 

:5 " 26'06 15'42 , 
:6 .. "\ 34'01 18'99 
,7 

" .. 29'93 15'77 
,8 

" "I 26'85 13'34 
,9 . "\ 43-57 20'42 
.0 '.' 25'55 ll'30 863'50 371'30 Annua~ average net receipts of 
J .. .. 25'55 10'66 39'2 lakhs per annum for 22 
.2 .. " 25'55 10'06 - years from 1929-30 equivalent 
13- " " 8'22 3'05 to Re, 863' 50 lakhs written 
14 " .. 10'09 3'53 bs.ck 141 yeam. Sales com-

pleted in' 19P1-52, 
------.-

I \ 

352'29 1,102'59 I 549'96 

Gain at present value = Re. 197' 671akhs, reducing debt at present value to Re. 336' 00 lakhs. 
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STATEMENT IV. 

ForOOllst for the complelion of whole sc'hpme after 181 Octcber 1925 by dredging. plus (,,'0 trai1l8 
. of earth filling per day IhrOll!Jkout. . 

Debt on 1st October 1925 .. Rs, 533·67 \akhs. 

(All ft~ .... in I.kh. of ropoes,) 

Period. 

Expondlture. \ Net Receipt.a. 

Rcmnrke. 

During I Value on I I Value on 
________ + __ ' _._-+~~~_t_l~~5-,, __ Am_ ount,_. .1st_O:...t, 1925. __ _ _ FerIo", 8 0.. _____ _ 

. 1st October 1925 to 31st March 
1926,' 

1926-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1p33-34 
1934-35 
1935:36 

,1936-37 
1937-38 
1938-39 

. 193940 
1940-41 
1941-42 

22'28 
32'73 
35'24 
35'34 
32'83 
33'38 
47'50 
32'73 
40'70 
33'23 
33'52 
32'73 
32'73 
32'87 
32'23 
7'13 
8'88 

239'09 

863'50 

l,lO''z'59 I 

178'66 

371'30 

549'96 I 

Reccipts by Rale of Blor.~ 

Annual average net receipt 
Ra, 39 -25 lakhs per an 

, for 22 years from 1929-30, 
valent to Re, 863' 50 I 
written back 14i years, 
completed in 1951-52, 

Therefore gain at present value = 196'31lakhs, reducing debt at present value to Re, 337'36lakhs. 



•• 
I: 
I ... 

A.verage net ._to be 
Time fo .olde .. h dlopo.al. ;year. 

1, 2 

Yeara. Square 
yar~. 

·25 88,000 
35 62,857 
45 48,888 
1111 40,000 

STATEMENT 11 • 

Debt on lBt October 1925 . • B.s. 533·671&khs. 

EzpentliJ,Uf'8 ojIM '111l October 1925, tJtI/l receipt8 by sale oj milittJry Mea, a8 in Stotement 111. Rerna.ining land BOld at tJ1I _age price of R~. 50 
per Bf[IIM8 YIIA"!'- in 25, 3S, 4ti Of" SS year8, commencing in 1929-30. 

• Cost of Receipts by sale Average rate 
Receipt;. by sale of land exoIudmg millta", .rea. . Reoeipta oompleting Gain or loss as on let of I.nd (other per square yard 

Total Ootober 1926. thanmilita", , whioh it would 

I De~elopmsnt 
bya&leof receipt 88 

recla.ma.tioD Debt .. area.) aa on 1st be neoeaaary to milltuy· after 1st on 1st 
Nnmberof Value of net on 1st October 1926, October Ootober 1926 obtain (e",oludiog 

Grouper I and dIop .. al Net receipts Total net yeam written receipts as on area. as on October reqUired to 1 the millto", .... ) lot Ooto· .. in State •. 1926 • annum. ex_per perannom. .... ipta. book to 1st 1st October .ber 1925. 1926. mentill on 1st Gain. Loss. reooup the whole to reooup the 
&IlDum. Ootober 1926. 1926. ' Ootober 1925: expenditure (001. b whole expenditure 

plus Col. 14). (in round figwea). 
8 4 II 6 7 8 9 )0 11 12 1~ 14 16 16 

I 

I 
, 

I Ba. B.s. 

I 
B.s. 

I 
B.s. Yeara. Rs: B.s. B.s. Rs. Ra. Rs. Rs. . B.s. Rs • I Iakhs. I&kha. lilla. lakhli. Iakhs. lakhs. 1akhs •. 

44,00,000 ! 9,51,080 I 34,48,920 I 8,62,23,000 16 3,39,41,386 178'66 518'07 352'29 165'78· .. 367'89 707'30 93 
81,42,850 6,90,331 /24,52,519

1

8,58,38,165 21 2,52,49,786 178'66 431'16 ~.~ I ~·~1 .. 454'80 

I 
707'30 121 

24,44,400 i . 5,44,923 18,99,477 8,54,76,465 26 1,87,88,596 178'66 366'55 352'29 14'26 .. 519'41 707'30 .j 158 
20,00,000 4,53,200 15,46,800 8,50,74,000 31 1,39,73,817 178'66 318'40 352'29 :. 33'89 567'56 707'30 208 . , I 

N.B.-If Rs. 8 crores were written oft now, the filiures corresponding to those in the last column would be Rs. 59, 75, 96 and 125 per 'square yard for disposal in 25. 35, 45 and 55 years, 
reepsctively. 

... 
Co> 



DISSENTING REPORT OF MR. MANU SUBEDAR UN.'l'HE BACK 
- - BAY RECLAMATION SCHEME. . - -

- -

I regret the necessity of writing a separate report, but as the difference of 
opinion wibh my colleagues is serious, I think it fair to presenb the conclusions . 
which 1 have reached ina separate report for the Special Committee, in' the fust 
instance, and then, for the public of Bombay. . . / 

- 2. As the only non-official member of this Sub-Committee I had-considerable 
difficulty with the Department in securing the necessary papers relating to the 
programme as· it was passed by the Government of Bombay and sanctioned by 
the Government of India. I append a letter, which 1 was compelled to write to 
the Chairman of the Committee' before some of the things that I wanted were 
made available. 

3. During the discussion of the report some question arose as to the -exact 
terms of reference to the Financial Sub-Committee. I have to point out that the 
terms of reference for the' purposes of this report must be the terms, which were 
declared before the Bombay _ Legislative Council on· 24th October 1924 by the 
Member of Government in charge as follows:- . 

" In view of the .conclusions a.rrived at during the period of war-boom that the land !lvailable 
in Bombay was inadequate having proved erroneous, this Council-reco=epds to. Gpvernment 
that a committee with a non-official majority be forthwith appointed to enquire 'into the· 
~tivities of the Development Department. " . 

4. The main issue to consider is whether the reclamation scheme as it was. 
originally conceived and projected could be completed without serious harm to 
public interests. My colleagues have in their report declined to answer this OR&. 

sinlple question. They have admitted that there will be loss on the scheme which
ever way it is considered, but .they have not tried to give any indication 'of the 
amount of such loss on the date when the books of the Department are to b& 
finally closed. Taking their own Statement V (appendix) and taking the period 
of disposal at 55 years after land is ready for sale at the rate of 40,009 square yards . 
a year (an area equal to the entire Ballard Estate) the loss as written back on 1st 
October 1925 is (33'89 plus 533 '67) Rs. 567·56lakhs. This huge sum means that 
in simple interest alone for all times to come every year Bombay Presidency would· 
have to find Rs. 34lakhs. This loss is not fictitious but real, because Government 
~nds are borrowed funds and the benefit of liquidation in the case of limited lia
bility companies and of bankruptcy laws in the case of individuals is not available. 
to Government. The point to consider is that by immediate complete stoppage 
this loss, as will be shown further, would be (533'67-.45) Rs. 488·67lakhs. But 
this loss is very much increased by continuing. According to the most favourable 
presentation of the project by my colleagues in their statement III, this loss. 
moreased to Re. 19'488 ('rores. Ac~ording to them the expenditure is a& 
follows :-

E'prnditure .. 
011 1·10·23. 

488'67 
352'29 

Receipts 
.. 0111·10·26. 

17&'66 
37l'30 

840'96 min"" 549'96 Rs. 291'00 lakhs debt left o ... er 
as a dead loss as on 1st October 

, 1925., . 
But in showing Rs. 488 '671akhs as debt on 1st October 1925, credit is already taken. 
for assets sold at Rs. 451akhs. If these assets are sold, they cannot be used again. 
A very small error therefore of Re. 45iakhs has crept in the official presentation.'" 
This increases the debt left over to Ra. 291'00 lakhs, plus Rs. 45 lakhs=Rs. 336 

. lakhs. This amount (Rs. 336 lakhs) written down to 1951-52 when the sales are
supposed tQ be completed, gives the figure of loss at Re. 19'488 crores . 

. ... • Thill error, in wbioh the majority Sub~Committee had fallen. and which they are now acknowledging. 1F&IJ 
diso ....... d. by mo afw they had &xed their "'port, ODd yet Sir Lawl ... Hepper .. ChaimuoD of the Commi_ 
tried to inoinuale that I had a motive in Dot diaoJ..mg this error to them. 1_ theref ..... oompelled to publiola 
.. OIl apprndix ...... pODd ..... that took place COl the mbjoot. 

_ 9~'L-D 
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5. I speak of "loss" as it is spoken of in business at the moment \V hen an 
enterprise is completed or abandoned. Tlie clear indication out of these bald 
facts is that it is umkinkable that the Scheme could be completed, as far as OM can see . 
into the future,' without grave risk of her:vJ losses that will put an imolerable burden 
on tM taxpayer of tke province for all t1ffrlP...8. The number of circumstances that 
can vary up to the moment of completion and final disposal ar~ many and the 
thought of these' adds an element of serious uncertainty, that would prevent any 
reasonably prudent businessman from going ahead and must induce him to cut 
his losses. My colleagues have skirted round this question and have declined to 
take the responsibility of advising Government to consider the project as sllch, 
hopeless on financial grounds. I, as the only non-official on the Sub-Committee 
and as a representative of the taxpayer, must do my duty and in view of the dis

-closures during the enquiry and careful financial calculations ask for the Back Bav 
Reclamation to be stopped here and now. I would c.onsider the additional ex
penditure of a ~ingle rupee on the Scheme as unwarranted waste of public funds 
and dereliction of duty on the part of Government towards the population under 
their charge . 

. G. 1\'Iy colleagues have sought to minimise the loss by modifying the pro
gramme but their report leaves considerable doubt on the ultimate issue which 
is not justified by the figures in their possession. They recommend reconsideration 
of the Scheme in 1927-28 but this recommendation, is bound to mislead the public 
into a hope that there is some chance for the position being retrieved. I do not 
find any justification for holding out such hope and while I cannot for obvious 
Teasons enter into any political considerations, that may weigh with Government 
:such as the question of prestige, I feel strongly on mere business and financial 
oConsiderations that it is a serious disservice to the public to recommend anything 
in any form which will obscure the fact that tke Back Bay Reclama~ion Scheme a8 
launched out in 1920 is a ghastly financial failure. 

7. Subject to due emphasis on this fact and to there being no misapprehension 
-apout it, I shall examine further whether there are any means of reducing the 
great loss from the activities of the Development Department in this direction so 
far. 

8. My colleagues have decided that "it is not necessary" to deal with the 
projects put forward on several occasions in former times. I think it must be 
stated that such earlier projects . involved reclamation at a very low cost. 

I must point out that the scheme, which was submitted by the Government 
of Bombay in January 1911, was turned down by the Government of India in term,s 
that should have deterred any provincial Government less foolhardy than that 
of Sir George Lloyd from ever broaching the matter again . 

. "The Government of India replied on 14th October 1911, and said that before any re
pr~sentations could be made to thll Secretary of State they must be satisfied that the works 
would be re-productive, and for that purpose there was practically no data available, The 
Government of India did not wish to question the accuracy of the skilled engineers who had 
advised the Government of Bombay, but their figures had not been placed before the Government -
of India, and all that could be said on a general review of the case was that large estimates of 
that type were particularly liable to be exceeded, and that even in Bombay experience of that 
type of reclamation on an open sea front was limited, On the proposal that the scheme, if 
undertaken, should be executed by Government in preference to private agency, the Govern
ment of India were not convinced on the information before them that the scheme, if undertaken, 
should be executed by Government in preference to, private agency, and asked that the matter 
should be further investigated and finally they enquired -what would be the cost of the detailed 
surveys and estimates which would be necessary before the scheme could be recommended 

_ to the Secretary of State." 

. . Why the Government of India ever departed from the canons of wisdom em
bodied in their comments on the Government of Bombay's scheme, I do not know. 

9. The Government of Bombay got a survey made by Messrs, Lowther 
& Ki~d and sec,ured a report from the Committee, which had been appointed 
for this purpose m 1912, to the effect that the scheme was not only financially 
sound but that it added to the beauty of the city, 

The est~~d cost at that time was Rs. 0'S6 per square yard. The Govern
ment of India disapproved of the programme and were prepared only to sanction 
the recovery of 84 acres at a cost of Rs. 37 lakhs. 



10. The Government of B~mbay made another attempt by a larger and mOle 
influential Committee, which issued their rep0:t in 1914. ,', ' . , 

Views expressed before this Committee indicated that influential opinion was 
seriously divided on the need of reclamation, but many witnesses were impressed 
by the requirem.ents for land for certain public a~d \lducational 'institutions. * 

The specific recommendation of this Committee, however, covered reclamation 
of an area of about 100 allres. ' 

11. In 1917 the Government of lIiaia for the third time turned doWn the 
proposal of the Government of ;Bombay and would not a~ee to the reclamation 
scheme for ,even 220 acres. Smce then there was nothmg whatsoever for the 
Government of Bombay to go upon in the nature of new facts except enquiries by 
'a local syndicate and by an English firm for carrying on sectional reclamation on 
,their own risk. ' ' 

Sir George, Buchanan in propaganda note on Back Bay Reclamation (pri~e 
~~~ . --

.. Since that date the scheme has been periodically revived and discussed, the extent of 
~lamation varying from the whole.of Back Bay between Colaba Point and l~blabl.r Point, 
an area of 3,576 acres, down to one of 200 acres, but it was not until the appointment of the 
Right Honourable Sir George Lloyd to the Governorship of Bombay thAt a serious attempt· 
was made to produce a practicable workable scheme not only from the Engineering but from 
the Financial pomt of view. • , 

This was' finally accomplished and- the sanction of the Secretary of State tQ 
the project received in 1920. ' 

.. As the, filling is completed it will be covered with a layer 12 inches thick of dry earth 
and equipped with drains, roads, water, lighte, etc., and after making ample provisions for 
playing grounds and open spaces two and a quarter million square yards will be available for 
building purposes, whilst on a very conservative estimate of land values it is confidently belieVed 
that root only will the rec14imetZ t/JOrk pay for itself but there toiU b~ a handsOOIe Burplus from 
sales." 

12. The reproach for the launching out of the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme 
fal18 entirely on the Government of Bombay. Sir .chimanlal Seta1vad, in reply 
to Mr. Haveliwala, said on the 14th March 1921 :..,. 

.. The real fact was that the Bombay Government put forward a scheme but the Govern
. ment of India turned ip down. It was after persistent efforts that Government were able to 

, induce the higher authorities on this occasion to sanction the scheme." -

From the moment that a report was called for in May 1919 from Sir George 
Buchanan, there was no effort on the part of the Government of Bombay to ascer
tain the views of public bodies or to consult public opinion -generally. As a 
matter of fact the previous 'approach to influential and representative persons for 
their views on reclamation had yielded 'Vague support to the idea of restricted 
reclamation for certain purposes in the impression that_the costs were very low,
that is to say, frOm Re. 4 to Rs. 7 per squsre yard. Even in the. earlier stages 
several public bodies and notably the Indian Merchants' Chamber had opposed 
the idea of reclama.tion. . 

13. This disregard of reasonable spirit of criticism fr.)m the public could 
. not be better illustrated than by referring to the pertinent question raised by 
Dr. Sukhia, representative of the Bombay Muniripality on the Advisory Committee. 

- in his letter to the Department" dated 20th June 1921. Dr. Sukhia proposed 
that the following question be discussed at. the next meeting of the Advisory 
Committee :-

.. Whether the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme shonld not be abandoned fi>r the present or 
postponed for at least five years." 

In a reply under the signature of Sir Lawless Hepper, dated 25th June 1921, 
I find the extraordinary statement that- -

.. Whether or not the policy adopted by Government in regard to the Reclamation of 
Back Bay should he reversed is not therefore a matter which can suitably be discussed by 
the Advisory Committee." 

_ ~ Somo re_totiva vie ... bot_ the Ccmmi_ including views 01 Mr. Oowaoji Jobaugir ... d Sir La ... :_ 
Hepper are gi .... in Ap~dil< lL 
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The only body of non-official men, which was associated_with the Department, 
was thus definitely debarred from discussing the scheme at a time when such 
discussions might probably have brought forward facts now elicited and saved 
three or four crores of rupees. The public of Bombay, even if they overlook the 
grave miscalculations and errors for which Government are responsible, must 
find i~ difficul~ to, condone t~s studied disreg~rd of ;public o.r~ticism and ma~ked 
impatIence WIth representatives of the public seekmg legitunate explanations 
of policy. The fact that the Government now turn for advice and moral sup
port to the same body spurned in 1921 can be only explained in my mind by the 
change for the better that has since taken place in the head of the administration 
of t.he province. . 

14. The secrecy, in which this work was carried on, was complete. Sir George 
.curtis, K.C.S.I., on July 15th, 1921, said before the Royal Society of Arts :-

" Great secrecy in the plans of Government was essential and when His Excellency placed 
the proposal before the Council, it took both the Council and the public by surprise. Accordingly 
it was decided to start a propaganda explaining exactly what the various projects were, and the 
paper which I am about to read forms a part of it." 

In the speech of Sir George Lloyd on ard August 1920 before the Legislative 
Council, the mention of Back Bay does not come in till he gives the functions of 
.tAe new :oepa,Itment which he is creating, in the following words:-

" Briefly, then, the Directorate will (a) carry out with the aasistance of ita engineering 
staff the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme and any other Reclamation Schemes which may ~e 
found necessary in or near Bombay City." 

That a scheme of such magnitude should have been launched out by the back 
door with such a cursory reference before the Legislative Council indicates the 
autocracy of the late Governor, his unbounded confidence in his own business, 

"jllqgment and.in the light of subsequent events the ruin, which he has inflicted on 
the taxpayer .of ;!3ombl/-y ;Presidency 1 to the· tune of Rs. 4' 88 crores and yet the 
Governor had the audacity to state :-

" My colleagues and I felt, as I always feel, that the right place to give information on a 
matter of this importance was on the floor of this Council to the honourable members who 
represent the Bombay Presidency, and I thought, therefore, that the public would forgive me 
if I withheld giving that information another two or three weeke so that I might present it to 
-you personally hHe and hear your opinion about it." 

15. St. Nihal Singh, the official propagandist, in his pamphlet, says :--. 
" Had the speculators learned of .the action contemplated, the prices of land would have 

been rendered almost prohibitive by artificial inflation. These questions had, therefore, to be 
discussed and plans formulated behind locked doors. Such secrecy was indeed observed, that 
when the scheme to effect improvementa on a sufficiently large scale to enable Bombay, within 
a few years, to make adequate provision for the requirementa of advancing civilisstion, was on 
August Srd, 1920, laid before the Legislative Council in the form of a Bill authorising the Govern
ment to raise a loan for that purpose, it took the public entirely bY!!U1'Prise. After consideration 
l?y ~ Select Commit~e the /lleasure passed through the CotlDcil without a dissenting vote." 

16. It will be feen that the ma~ter was practically rushed throllgh in the 
Bombay Legislative Council. Mr. (now Sir) Purshotamdas Thakoredas, OD 
July 15th, 1921, said:- . 

!' Tha bill came before the Council of the ;!301llb3Y l'ri!aidellcy at ~~ jIOucllJdillg session in 
1?OqJlJ ~ SepteJp.per, .~ ~t WS8 ,~onsidere4 dfJ$'abl.e tha~ it shopl[j, be passed fl.!; that tUne, 
as oU}!\fwise it; woul<!-Itave had to CO/ll!' befor~ the l!FVi PO~cil, which ev~ one thoJJght woJJld 
:req,*"som~ time for ~ettling down. As S4' ~eofge Curtil! would no doubt agre4j, the 8e1\lCt 
p<>JIl!lIiI;tee aPpointed by the CoW),cil 4id th~ utI!lost to get the bill through before the end of 
the session, and although there was some trouble in making the different interest. affected take 
a common point of view, Government did carry the bill through the Council in all its ~es with-
out a dissenting voice." '. 

On the 28t~ of February 1&21 Sir Chimanlal Setalvad promised that:-
" I can assure the Council that whe~ I come to move for the necessary granta for this 

Department, I propose to make a full statement to the Council as to the various items in thia 
project.. . . . . . . . Taking the estimated expenditure on it, the cost per square yard works out 
to about 10'15. Now taking the present valuation of land in the city, em" very mode8t utinuJle, 
the result of the reclamation would be a profit of at least thirty C'lOrea oj rupees to the city. It 
may be more, in aU probaMlity it W'l1l be more, and in certain circumstancu it may even go to 
fifty C'lorea." . 
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, In spite of this asstp:ance the particulars D:vai!e:ble for the Counc~ in the speech 
of the General Member were most meagre. SIr Chimanlal Setalvad ill the Bombay 
Legislative Council at the time of passing the :first budget of the Development 
Depat1;ment on 14th March 1921, said :- ,." 

" As honourable members are aware, the -question of accommodation in Bombay, house 
accommodation, a.ocommodation for industrial purposes and accommodation for all other 
purposes has become for a long time a very acute question indeed; The BpaCI! iB !Vmited that is 
available in the islonul and Bombay has growp. very much and is growing every day. No doubt 
various pallistive measures have, been adopted from time to time. The City Improvement 
Trust has done a good deal in the way of opening up the northern part of the island but it has 
become evident that the time has arrived when the problem requires to be grappled in a ~older 
manner, than it has hitherto been done. It required a man of bold conception, of courage and 
sufficient driving force to put through a bold'scheme and fortunately for Bombay we gop such a 
man in our present Governor Sir George Lloyd. Soon after he took office he very earnestly' 
devoted his attention to his matter and with the help and co-operation of the public of Bombay 
his Government has succeeded in inaugurating this, Bombay Development Department for 
the purpose of grappling with this very urgent question of accommodation .in Bombay. It 
took considerable time, Sir, to outline the activities intended and to obtain the sanction of the 
higher authorities, the Government of India and the Secretary of State, to this project; ,Ulti
mately the sanction was obtained and the Department.,was organised somewhere in October 
or November of last year." ' 

From this it will be seen that the public of Bombay or their representatives 
in the Council or on the Advisory Committee could not take a very strong line of 
opposition. When the Government of Bombay speaks of a profit of .Rs. 50 crores 
and 'when they assure the public that they have carefully considered it and that 
the higher authorities, namely, the Governinent of India and the Secretary of State, 
have also carefully considered it and sanctioned the project, it hardly lay in the 
mouth of the layman to caVil. Yet the instinctive feeling of the man in the stre.et 

, that everything was ttot ri,ght never completely left him. . 

17. It will be thus seen that it is wrong to say that members of the Bombay 
Council were enthusiastic in their approval of these programmes. Rao Bahadur 
G. K. Chitale, the most influential non-official, finding that there was no time 
to discuss such an important scheme and Government were not inclined to give 
another day for discussion, declared:- " . ' 

" It is not possible, Sir, to do justice to the motion before us, and express our feelings. 
I think the feeling of the House is to allow the judgment to go by default. I oppose the grant, 
and will claim a division. " ' 

In this connection I cannot do better than quote Mr. M. R. Jayakar, leader 
of the opposition, to indicate that a very strong under-current of discontent with 
the activities of this Department has always continued :-

.. During all these years this House has lost no chance of protesting against the extra~' 
vagance of this Department, at budget and other timeS, nearly, at every session of this Council."-
(Bombay Legislative Council Debates, 24th October 1924.) , , 

18. Sir George Buchanan's estimate of Rs. 367 lakhs for reclaiming 1,145 
acres was accepted by the Government of Bombay; but has been up to the moment 
revised several times until the present estimate for completion without interest is 
Rs. 1,100 lakhs. ' 

My colleagues have explained in paragraph 2 the reasons why the estimate 
jumped up from Rs. 367 to Rs. 702 lakhs. Assuming that the project was sanc
tioned sometime after September 1919 when the report was submitted, it becomes 
difficult to believe that the Government of Bombay did not realise ~hat prices of 
material and of labour had already gone up considerably. In fairness to them 
I shall quote from their letter to Government of India, dated 4th December 1919. 

" I am to add that the Governor in Council is prepared in view of a possible increase of 
labour or materials to add ten per cent. to the total of the Scheme as estimated by Sir 
George Buchanan, and eM total Imt of eM project may be roughly taken as 4 arot"lI8 fur eM 
purpos8S of ft-nce." 
Sir Chimanlal Setalvad on 14th March 1921 in the Bomba.y" Legislative Council 
also gave the expenditure at Rs. 4 crores. , ' 

19. I have asked the, Department during the enquiry to make available W 
me all the \>apelS submitted by the Government of Bombay to the Governmen~ 
of India givmg the financial aspects of the scheme for the latter's sanction. From 

.. 33-10 
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such papers as have been made available to me, it is clear that the financial aspects 
of the scheme could not have been considered by the Government of Bombay at 
all carefully during the short period after the report and their submission of the 
project for sanction of the Government of India. 

20. In spite of the assurance by Sir George Lloyd, the first occasion on 
which any mention was made of the increase of estimates from Rs. 367 lakha to 
Rs. 702 lakhs was before the Indian Merchants' Chamber in September 1921. 
It is extraordinary that in the budget statement relating to the Department for 

. the years 1920-21, 1921-22 and 1922-23, no mention is made of how the 
estimates of the scheme had increased. What public object was served by working 
in this mystery I cannot understand. 

21. In the speech of the Governor before the Legislative Council on 3rd 
.August 1920 one of the functions and the first function of the Department was 
defined as-

" to carry out the Back Bay Reclamation.Scheme and any other reclamation schemes which 
may be foUnd necessary in or near Bombay City. " 

_. 22. Prior to the formation of the Department certain important preliminaries 
had been undertaken by Government in connection with the Back Bay Reclama
tion Scheme. Messrs. Meik and Buchanan, having been consulting engineers 
for the project, arrangements were made during the summer of 1920 to place orders 
for the necessary plant through the Stores Department of the India Office. The 
Chief Engineer and the Senior Deputy Engineer were appointed and were associated 
with the consulting engineer in London in the preparation of detailed designs 
and specifications for the various items. .An Executive Engineer of the Bombay 
Public Works Department was placed on special duty in Bombay to deal with 
certain preliminary investigations. Government secured the services of Mr. W. R. 
Davidge as Consulting Town Planner. Negotiations were made and finished with 
the .Military Department Jor exchange of land. Sir George Buchanan was in 
Bombay from November 1920 to February 1921. The report for 1920-21 says:-

" Report received from India. Office up to 31st March 1921 show that good progress has 
been made on the dredger and the intermediate pumping station. The pipe lines both floating 
and shore are also progressing and it is expected that some parts will be shipped shortly. The 
dredger is timed to arrive after the monsoon of 1922 when it is expected to have a compartment 
of the reclamation area ready for filling. " 

23. The dredger" Sir George Lloyd" arrived in Bombay harbour on 31st 
March 1922. The report of the year 1921-22 mentions that the dredger is 
capable of dredging 2,000 cubic yards of clay per hour from a depth of 70 feet below 
water level and delivering the same through 5,000 feet of pipe line. The inter
mediate station, the " Colaba " can only assist this dredger to put this material 
forward another 5,000 feet.· 

24. It will be seen from subsequent reports that the output of the dredger 
"Sir George Lloyd" has actually been 540 cubic yards per hour instead of 
2,000, and the length of the pipe line originally expected to be 5,000 has increased 
to 12,000 feet. In connection with the dredger it must be mentioned that the 
report of the Consulting Engineers speaks of trials, which were taken in England 
before the dredger came out here and these trials are described as " satisfactory". 

" The actual dredging was started on the morning of 8th December 1923, by His Excellency 
Sir George Lloyd and by the end of the year some 500,000 cubic yards had been deposited. 
The material obtained proved to be of much better quality than had been anticipated. . In 
view of the material obtained Sir. George Buchanan, during his cold weather visit decided that 
the construction of further bunds will not be necessary, an economy which will result in a saving 
of about Ra. 17 lakhs. (Report of the Working of the Development Directorate for the year 
ending 31st March 1924, page 2). 

25. The public were misled throughout the period as to the liabilities, which 
. they were inc~g. In the report of the working of the Development Directorate 
for the year ending 31st March 1923, we find that satisfaction is expressed with 
regard to the detailed project estimate of Rs. 702 lakhs, which we are told is the 
same as the information supplied to the Indian Merchants' Chamber in September 
1921. The report goes on-

" Much depends on the time required for the execution of the project, and, as to this, aU 
tlwt cun be said at presem is that the indi<:atiom are tlwt /I MmleUJ1Iat 8~ period tDill lJe n«ded 
tkan tDa8 at first estimoJetl. The actual expenditure up to Slst March 1923 amounted to 
Ra.2,79,91,168." 
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, It is difficult to underStand how the Pepartmentmade themselvesrespons
ible for this statement; which from information in their possession they must have 
known to be false. ., , . 

26.' In dealing ~th the question of estimates from the original figure my 
colleagues have not drawn attention to the ~act tha:t the sanction of the Gov~r~ent 
of India was obtained on a scheme costmg' Rs .. 367 lakhs. The sanctlon was 
'irregular and opposed to the usual practice as will be seen from the follo~ :- . 

"Under the rules of the Government of India for the carrying out of public works, the 
'approval of my report, plans and estimates did not imply more than the accordance of ~. 
istrative sanction to the scheme, and a detailed project estimate giving the fullest partICulars' 
under each head and sub-head shoul'" have been submitted before any actual expenditure .was 
incurred. . 

. . ." .The preparation of this estimate would .have taken a staff of engineers at least one year 
and when completed would have been valueless, for the same reason that contractors were unable 
to submit a firm tender, and as time was of importance, it was decided to proceed in anticipation 
of sanction and to prepare th~ detailed project estimate as soon as reliable data. had beeR 
collected." (Report of Sir George Buchanan, dated the 11th February1922.) 

In their ietter, dated the 4th December 1919, the Government of Bombay 
write:- '" 

" The Governor in Council is confident that the Government of India will have little hesita
tion in accepting Sir George Buchanan's opinion. I am to add that .the GovernOl." in Council·is 
prepared in view of possible increase of rates for labour or materials to add 10 per cent. to the 
total of the scheme 88 estimated by Sir George Buchanan and the total cost of the project 
may be roughly taken at Rs. 4 crores for the purposes of finance." 

'. 27. While the scheme was being sancJioned, prices were materially altering 
and wages were soaring very high towards the close of 1919. The Government of 
Bombay, if they had exercised ordinary business I>rudence, would have paused. to 
re~onsider the situation and they should certainly have gone more thoroughly into 
the issue when in 1921, the Chief Engineer gave an estimate of Rs. 7021akhs nett. 
In spite of this increa-sed estimate, it is extraordinary to read in Sir George 
Buchanan's report that the Government of-Bombay ordered that the sea wall 
should be started at both ends instead of one, though this was a factor which 
materially set up the cost. Another warning that would have sufficed for a 
business administration was when the Government sanctioned a revised figure of 
Rs. 775 lakhs in October 1922. . . 

28. The subsequent increase of estimate in the light of- results of. dredging 
at Rs. 1,100 lakhs was in spite of the facts; . 

. (1) that considerable savings had been effected by reducing the width of the 
sea wall from 16 to-12 feet; . 

(2) and by doing away with the cross walls in view of heavier material 
. pumped. ' . 

From the facts, which were placed before us; I have come to the conclusion 
that the purchase of additional pumping machinery including pipe lines amounting 
to about Rs. 281akhs was the result of the effort of the Department to complete the . 
scheme as e~rly as possible according to the schedule,but the ghastly failure of the 
original estinlates and the changes in the circumstances of the city in the interval 
ought to have induced a recoIisideration at a much earlier stage. The demand 
·from the public for an inquiry into the activities 'of the Department had been put 
off by the Government. They also ignored the notices of resolutions on the subject 
in the Council. So far as the Department itself is concerned I think it is most . 
extraordinary that the Advisory Committee attacl1ed to the Department, which is 
regarded as possessing varied talents and outside experience, were never consulted 
.about the progress and fina.ncial vicissitudes of this large Scheme. They had not 
been supplied with the different estimates. which the Chief Engineer prepared. 

. They had not been supplied with the reports of the Consulting Engineer which were 
prepared every season. Not a word about the estimates or the costs appears in 
the several reports of the working of the Department, which are published annually. 
The only specifio mention, which I find in one of the- reports for the year ending . 
31st March 1923, says:- . . 

"l'he detailed project estimate amounting to Rs. 7,02,43,321 nett (Rs. '175 lakhs) W&s 
sanctioned by Government in October 1922.. the figure being almost exactly the same as that 
()Jl which the information supplied to the Indiaa Merobanta' Chamber in September 1921 W&S 
based. There is, therefore, no change in the previous forecast of cost per square yard... Mue h 



depends on the time required for the executioll of the project, and, as to thie, all that oan be 
said at present is that the indications are that a 80mewhat 8hmter period· will be needed than 
was at forst estimated. " . • 

The last of this is a remark couched in a vein of extraordinary optimism at a 
moment when the Department were fully aware that there were serious difficulties 
ahead. 

29. In the new project estimate prepared by the Chief Engineer in January 
1925, in spite of the savings on the sea wall and cross walls amounting to 
Rs. 36,63,000, the estimate is increased by over Rs. 10 lakhs because of extra. 
expenditure of Rs. 28,42,877 on the dredging plant . 

.. The excess against dredging plant is due to the fact that the plant consisting of two 
dredgers and one intermediate station provided for in the sanctioned project estimate has now 
proved insufficient, and it has become necessary to purchase another dredger' Jinga ' as a booster 
station for the 'Kalu' working in the Back Bay together with additional floating and shore 
~» • 

DEPARTMENTAL WORK. 

30. Assuming that the Government of Bombay had decided on reclamation 
with the best intentions, the grounds that led them to the d~cision for doing 
the whole work in one block and for doing it departmentally do not appear to have 
been sound. A portion of the work was of a·nature for which tenders should have 
been called for and private enterprise requisitioned into service. If this had been· 
done the entire burden of variations o~ costs after the fixing of the tender would 
ha.ve been rem,oved from the head of the taxpayer. 

Sir George Buchanan before the Royal Society of Arts on July 15th, 1921, 
said :-

.. The whole work is to be carried out departmentally as, owing to the great fluctuations 
in the price of machinery, materials and labour, it was impossible to let a contract on satisfactory 
conditions, and although thie arrangement involves a great deal more work for the Resident 
Engineer I!Ild hie staff, it will probably in the long run be more economical. " 

In Sir George Buchanan's report, dated the 11th February 1922, we read:
., Tenders were therefore invited on the percentage basis for the construction of 8,000 feet 

of 'wall from the Colaba end, but when received they were found to be without exception so 
unsatisfactory from both economic and technical points of view, that it was decided Government 
should itself carry out the whole work by direct purchase of machinery, materials and plant, 
employment of engineers and workmen, and use of sub-contractors." 

31. The entire bias of official opinion was for carrying out the work depart
mentally. The departmental system, which hopelessly broke down in connection 
with the chawla in the year 1922-23*, did not give more satisfactory results on the 
Back Bay, and the reports of the Consulting Engineers point to several delays 
which were avoidable in starting the work and occasionally speak of work which 
"if done by a contractor would not be accepted". The tenders referred to by 
Sir George Buchanan were not made available to the Sub-Committee in detail and 
the reasons for their failure was not indicated. It is not to be found in any of the 
reports dealt with. But I have come to the conclusion that, assuming that re
clamation work had to go on, the second great mistake that the Government of 
Bombay made was to attempt to do it themselves. If the work had been done by 
contract, some of the risks at all events would have gone on the head of the 
contractors and no contractor would have accepted estimates,' which broke down 
so hopelessly before the work was started. The inherent defects of the estimates 
woul.d. ~ave, therefore, been brought out, if private enterprise. had been 
reqUlSltioned. 

IRREGULARITY 011' ACCOUNTS. 

32. The accounts of the Department were not kept in a satisfactory condi
tion. In paragraph 35 of his report, dated 11th of February 1922, Sir George 
Buchanan complains that-

"the accounts of the Back Bay Scheme do not appear to be kept on either one or the other 
of the systems described above. Although works estimates have been made, there is as yet no 

* .. During the year the system of construction by departmental agency was, as already 
mentioned, abandoned in favour of the contract system. The former method had much to 
commend it during the initial etages of the scheme, but, once, the necessary experience had been 
gained, the latter beoame preferable as more economioal." (Report· of the working of the 
Developmen~ Directorate for the year ending 31~:~h 1923.) 
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sanctioned project estimate. The Chief Engmeer keeps no a.ccounts, nor has he been furnished, 
with up to date statements of expenditure by the accounts branch in order that ht: may see hoW' 
matters stand. In this connection I wrote to the Chief Engineer on the 7th January, asking 1;0-
be supplied for the purpose of this report, with a statement in some detail giving the total 
expenditure on the project up to date .... On 21st January, I received a statement of expenditure
up to the end of October, which can hardly be called up to date, nor did it contain sufficient 
detail to be of any practical use." , ' 

, This irregu1.a.rity of accounts also came under the notice' in other quarters 
and on 24th October 1924 the Deputy President of the Council, Mr. B. G., Pahala~ 
jani, exposed the financial irregularity of the DepartIll.ent by quoting ,from the
.Accountant General's report as follows :-

", The expenditure on severa~ works in the Bombay Develop~ent Department has been. 
held under objection for want of sanction to estimates as requirell by the Public Works D~art
ment Code. Regarding the huge Back Bay Reclamation Scheme, which has been in progress 
for 18 months it appears that arrsngements are only being made to prepare a regular estimate 
in the absence of which no effective financial control is possible. Iii the matter of detailed 
working estimates for the Back Bay Scheme a similar negligence has been exhibited and officers 
have been allowed to start works including'the construction of residential accqmmodation for 
themselves, without any attempt to get prior sanction to the estimates. In: my report to 
Government, I have stated that r regard the above irregularities as' sufficiently serious to be
brought before the Public Accounts Committee, since no explanation is offered by the Reclama
tion Branch of its failure to observe' financial rules. In the meantime I have requested 
Government (Finance Department) to issue stringent orders to the Development Department 
that in future no work should be commenced before the estimate is approved and that if possible 
further expendj.ture on works in progress should be suspended until detailed estimates are 
sanctioned." , ' 

33. Further on the loth March 1924, Mr. M. R. Jayakar, in exposing the 
errors of the Department from .the Appropriation Report of the Accountant ' 
General for 1921-22, said :- " ' 

" I cannot help feeling that we can offer my honourable friends only an impotent opposition. 
I wish we had the power to do more. I do not mind saying that if to-day we had the power, we
would bring down the guillotine on this Department in a minute, without the least compunction, 
whatever the consequences. But as we have not the power, and as we are practical and sensible 
men, we wish to cut our coat according to the cloth, and with such a view I am making a 
practical suggestion. Let not Government make any mistake, let them know that a large !Julk 
of popular opinion in this matter is very strong." 

OMISSiON TO CONSULT THE HARBOUR AUTHORITIES AND THE 
ROYAL INDIAN MARINE. 

34. Sir George Buchanan in his report, dated loth January 1923, writes as 
follows :-

" The successful reolamation of the enclosed area by means of pumping material dredged 
-from the sea bed is the crux of the whole scheme. The sanctioned project provides for the 
dredging of material from the Harbour and pumping it through pipe lines laid &erOB8 the CoIaba 
Peninsula, but since that arrangement tl).e Harbour Authorities have curtailed considerably 
the area hitherto believed to be available, the portien cut off containing a.ccording to the borings 
the most suitable materia!." 
In his original report, 1919, he d!lfinitely indicated certain areas in the Harbour 
in a plan attached to the report and it was these very area.s on which experimental. 
borings were ,made by Mr. Kidd, the results of w~ich were accepted by Sir George 
Buchanan" both in respect to quality and quantity". It was in 1921 that the Chil1f 
Engineer received objections from the Bombay Port Trust and the Royal Indian 
Marine to these areas being dredged. As far as I have been able to discover" the 

. Government of Bombay did not, for a period of 2 years after Sir GeorgeBuchanan's 
first report, take the trouble of ascertaining whether there was any serious objection 
to interference with the Harbour. After the objeCtions were first raised, for a. 
period of 2 years again the Department does not Beem to have taken serious trouble 
of finding out whether anything could be done to overcome this obstacle. They 
had the knowledge of this difficulty with them for a.bout 2 years before they held 
out hope to the public by the report ending March 1923, 

.. all that can be said at present is that the indications are that a somewhat shorter period 
will be needed than was at first estimated." , ' 

Both the Bombay Port Trust and the Royal Indian Marine are limbs of Government 
and in higher official circles schemes of Back Bay Reclamation must have been 
definitely known, even if they were hatched in secrecy 80 far as the public were 
concerned. Why none of these bodies showed an earlier inclination to warn the 

w 23-11, 
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Government of Bombay, or why the Government of Bombay did not choose to 
consult them about the programme has not been disclosed from the papers in my 
posses...uon. But this single circumstance is of great importance because it leaves 
11. loophole to the manufacturers of the dredger and it will probably prevent the 
Government of Bombay in their efforts to recover damages from the manufacturer 
Qf the dredger "Sir George Lloyd", because the area specified with material of 
better quality is not available. As will be shown later this circumstance is respon
sible for the purchase of additional dredging plant and equipment on intermediate 
pumping stations including pipe lines amounting to Rs. 28 lakhs and more later. 

35. The ground, on which dredging ~as preferred to dry filling on the score 
Qf cost, has proved absolutely fallacious, the cost having increased from 5 annas per 
cubic yard to Rs. 1-3-0 .• It was the dredging scheme which involved working of 
the whole reclamation block as a single enterprise. 

The dredging machinery was taken from Great Britain in spite of the' opinion 
of Mr. Kidd of Sir WiUiam AnnstrongWhitworth & Co. that such plant had reached 
greater perfection in U. S. A. Allowing for the errors of the technical advisors and 
manufacturers in the specifications, it Setlms unthinkable that the Government 
should have accepted a bald statement of Sir George Buchanan that-

.. I accept his (Mr, Kidd's) conclusion both in respect to quality and quantity of 
material," 

ESTABLISHMENT CHARGES. 

36. On this topic considerable controversy arose in the Bombay Legislative 
Council. I shall content myself by pointing out that Sir George Buchanan in his 
report, dated September 1919, calculated that the establishment charges would 
be 5 per cent. The Government, however, have sanctioned 7! per cent. and Sir' 
Lawle.qs Hepper speaking in the Advisory Committee on 8th October 1924, pointed 
()ut that the percentage of establishment charges after the reductions, which had 
been effected, came to 6'01. 

HOW THE PUBLIC WERE MISLED. 

37. I shall now give an illustration of the very misleading impression, which 
~ach successive defender of the Department on behalf of Government has given 
from time to time. 

On 28th February 1921 in the Bombay Legislative Council, Rao Bahadur 
G. K Chitale said:-

" It is not for the benefit of the masses. The Back Bay Reclamation Scheme is primarily 
for the classes." 

Sir Chimanlal Setalvad in reply said :-
" I am quite prepared to answer the question put by Rae Bahadur Cbitale, namely, whether 

1;he Back Bay Reclamation Scheme will be for the masses or for the classes. The land produced 
by the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme will certainly be for people, who will pay for it. But 
Rao Bahadur Cbitale will remember tbat thirty or forty orores of rupees, the profit which will be 
realised out of the land that will be reclaimed, will be available for ameliorating the condition 
<)f the poorer classes. That money will be available to Government; that money will be avail
able to this Council; and you can do anything you like with it for the benefit of the poor and . 
working classes." 

O~ 14th March 1921, Sir ~imanlal Setalvad said in the Bombay Legislative 
Council:- , 

. "The cost of reclamation is calculated to be about Re. 10 including the cost of reclamation, 
t,he interest and the sinking fund. But even supposing we can get land for Re. 20, making all 
li~eral allowances for mistakes and miscalculations which we do not anticipate, still bearing in 
mInd the present market value of the land, we would make a very, very big profit on that scheme. 
That, in outline, is the Back Bay Scheme." 

Sir George Curtis on July 15th, 1921, ' 
" put down the cost of reclamation at five million sterling. In return for this sum, Govern

ment hop~ ~ secure at the end of seven years four million square yards of building ground. 
Part of this will be ready in four years. It is beyond my province to suggest what the return per 
.. quare yard would be some years hence. Recent sales, however, of land within half a mile of the 

, area to be reclaimed show a return of £10 per square yard. Even assuming that the actual retum 
secured would ~e ouly half of this, it is clear that the scheme is likely to be extremely profitable." 

Mr. St. Nihal Singh in his propaganda pamphlet said :-
. .. ]lost of the la~d, which is being reclaimed' ~ to be reserved for building purposes. 

~.>,,~arnl:e •. ue'lt"" "iIlco~daview of ths sea, and since they will be in the 
lIJlIIlediate neighbourhood of pars and playgrounds, their attraction will prove irresistable." 
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AIl late li.s 19th February 1924, Mr. Cadell as Finance Member o.f the Go.yern
ment o.f Bo.mbay estimated the value o.f the area to. be reclaimed o.n the Back 
Bay at Rs. 100 a square yard and said:- ' 

.. It is not sufficient to have good intentions only and I wish to explain that we have full 
:'Confidence in our financial position ..... '.It is calculated that the cost of the Reclamation 
Works includjng both Back Bay and East Colaba will fall well within the final estimate of 
nearly Rs. 8 &rores exclusive of interest, and that if we sell to the public about one-third of the 

,area reclaimed from the sea, we shall recover the wh91e outgoings of the enterprise, including 
interest with a very handsome balance in hand." 
. "In regard to the commitments relating to Development Department we, have every 
-expectation, as I have already explained, that the capital charges of the Back Bay Reclamation 
will be repaid within a period of 15 years and that these great works will be a source of permanent 
.assistance to our revenue." • 

Having given a lugubrio.US descriptio.n 'o.f the effo.rts o.f the Go.vernment .o.f 
Bo.mbay in develo.ping Bombay, the Finance Member o.f the Go.vernment fro.m his 
'high place in the Council o.n the o.ccasio.n o.f the budget let-falllike an o.racle the 
fo.IIo.wing pieoe of Wisdo.m :- . 

.. The citizens of Bombay may perhaps find some day that the Government of England 
may send representatives to inquire and le&fll from the citizens of Bombay how best ta convert 
their aspirations into solid fact.'" , 

I do. no.t think. The inquiry, which is o.verdue fro.m Lo.ndo.n .. is into. the 
pro.cess, by which' an irresPo.nsible Go.vernment has. invo.lved cro.res o.f rupees o.f 
"the public into. unpro.ductive channels, making a dead lo.SS in o.rder 'to. satisfy, 
no.t the aspirations o.f the people, but of highly placed o.fficials whose greed was 
fo.r glo.rificatio.n. • 

On 10th March 1924 in the Bo.mbay Legislative Co.uncil, l\fr. Co.wasji Jeh!mgir 
pid :--,. 

.. In t;,j).e Back Bay Reclamation nothing can be done; It is admitted on all hands that 
we must go ahead and finish it. I do not wish to express an opinion as to the valne of ' land 
to-day round and about the Reclamation. I leave that to honourable members who know the 
city of Bombay. I can tell you that the statement made by Government some two years ago 
to the Indian Merchants' Chamber that tM land on the Roolamation, when it is first ready for 
,sale, will oost this G01Jemmen~ Rs: 28 a square yard, is a statement I am prepared to' repeat 
to-day, and 1M! I said before, it is a statement I hope I OJ; my succeBSor may be able with conn-
,dence to repeat when the Reclamation is oompleted." , 

On 10th March 1924, l\k Lalji Naranji challenged the Department in the 
fo.IIo.wing Wo.rds:- , • 

.. It hal! been stated that Government has got an offer of Re. 50 pe~ square yard-of the 
Back Bay Reclamation area. Why should not this House welcome such a thing, If there is 
an offer, let it be bronght. It is merely bluffing the publio. I will challenge the Government 
Member to bring out suoh offers." 

Mr. K. F. Nariman o.n 10th March 1924 in the Bo.mbay Legislative Co.uncil 
'said:- . 

.. Take it from any point of view, ~nomio, scientific, utilitarian, -this scheme will do 
irremediable ham! to the interests of the future generation, and even of the present 
generation. 

Sir Lawless Hepper' o.n 10th March 1924, tho.ught in reply that the criticism 
that the Government are engaging in highly speculative transactio.ns, which were 
likely result in heavy financial loss- . 

.. is largely inspired, I believe, by a lack of knowledge of the real conditions, whilst in the 
case of the Back Bay Reclamation it is probable that the echoes of the disaster which attended 
the earlier project in the sixties of the last century are partly responsible for the fears which 
have been expressed. But apart from this it must be recognised, for it cannot possibly be 
-concealed, that there are powerful vested interests in Bombay which are, and must bE! from 
their very nature, definitely hostile to any measures caloulated to bring about a generalreduotioD 
in the value of land in the city." 

The idea that all the public spirit and benevo.lence in the Wo.rld is with the 
Department and that every critic o.f the Department is actuated with the Wo.rst 
Po.ssible mo.tives has been given currency to. fo.r to.o. lo.ng, and while the pro.vince of . 
Bombay go.es o.n finding immense sums to. liquidate the lo.sses, which have been 
made, they Wo.uld have sufficient time to. refleci on th!t mo.tives o.f the different 
parties co.ncerned. 

AIl late as 24th Octo.ber 1924, Sir Lawless Hepper said :-
" I believe it will be obvious and admitted that the Back Bay Reclamation can neither be . 

.cl1rtailed nor eliminated from. our programme. The lines and amount of reclamation are fixed 
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and determin~d by the sea wall, and of the four miles, which make up the total length of this 
structure some three miles are already completed. Does anyone really imagine that it would 
be possible, or anything but ruinous and disastrous, to stop t~e work at ~his stage' So ~ar the 
work h~ been mainly preparatory, and the actual reclamation, that 19, the production, of 
reclaimed land, has scarcely begun. But the whole of the preliminary work has been completed 
and 11.11 the ,expensive equipment has been purchased. Is all this work and plant, on which 
&S. 4,37,00,000 (including interest) has been spent up to 31st August last, to be scrapped and 
thrown away, just at the stage when it is beginning to accomplish its purpose' It is not that 
the previous stake of affairs in Back Bay could be reverted to, if the work were stopped. You 
will have damaged Back Bay, without replacing it by the new and equally beautiful curve which 
the Reclamation Scheme gives it. The Marine Drive, the open spaces and playing grounds 
will never materialise; nor will the sites for residences, for offices and publio buildings. To 
stop the reclamation now would mean to throwaway all the money that has been spent; to 
abandon an possibihty of ]7ojit, IYI' of even recovllTing tke expenditure incurred; and to deny 
to future generations the room for expansion, and the amenities which this great scheme is 
designed to afford." , 

To what extent the Department has tried to mislead the public can be 
indicated by the fact that in the ad interim report dated 17th February 1925 
prepared for the Advisory Committee by the Director, it is stated that-

" in regard to the possibility of financial loss, the expenditwe has, up to date, approximately 
closely with the forecast, the total including interest charges, to 31st March 1924, being 
&S. 412' 39iakhs, against the forecast figure of &S. 421 ·16lakhs." 

I do not lmow which forecast is here spoken of, but it is necessary to point out' 
that according to Mr. P. W. Monie, of whom the official propagandist speaks as 
"a civilian of remarka})le financial ability", in his letter to the Indian Merchants' 
Chamber, dated 18th July 1921, it is said:-

" Out of the total sum of Rs. 1,315 lakhs, which was estimated in March 1920 as likely to 
be required for Government schemes during the following five years, only Rs. 300 lakhs were 
assigned to the Back Bay Reclamation ...... I am to add that Government do not anticipate 
having to borrow from the public for any long period more than &S. 4 crores m, all for this 
particular scheme." 

It will be seen that the actual debt under the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme 
to·day is Rs. 5'33 crores and the scheme caunot be completed without finding 
further funds to the tune of Rs. 20'25 crores. To say therefore that they have 
gone according to progra=e and on the score of finance there should be no anxiety, 
is to mislead the public. According to the period of completion of the scheme as 
originally thought of, the whole was to be ready by 1927·28. Throughout the 
discussions Sir George Buchanan speaks of six seasons of dredging to complete the 
progra=e. The ,Chief Engineer has now put the completion period to 1943·44 
(Statement III). While the outlay, therefore, nominally remains the same up to 
31st March 1924, the achievements are woefully behind. The expenditure has 
approximated closely to the forecast, but the work has not. 

SUPPLY OF LAND. 

38. The factors to consider in the question of disposal of reclaimed land 
would be how much vacant land there is in the city of Bombay ofiering for sale 
and whether there is any serious shortage. In this connec-tion the, figures, which 
have been available so far, are very eloquent. The area of land in the hands of 
public authorities alone comes to 100 lakhs square yards, or ten millions square 
yards, as ~ll be seen ll:om the following statements :-. 

--------T-------,--------
Land still available for disposal or likely to be 

availa.ble for the future. 

lal Improvement Trust 
(b) Port Trust 
(c) Municipality . . . . • . 
(d) Bombay Baroda and Central India Land Colaba 
(e) Great Indian Peninsula Railway d~. 
(/) Military Land in Fort and Colaba 
(g) Colaba Land and Mill Company 

Sq.ydll. 

64,34,900 
8,85,854 
9,94,766 
1,05,577 

34,525 
1,71,427 

55,822 

86,82,871 

Approximate 
value. 

Lakhs. \ 
Its. 

)206'01 
437'13 
532'00 
42'23 
13'81 

267'13 
22'33 

2520'64 
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All this land has got to be sold and is with the exception of (g) in the hands of ' 
!bodies for which the taxpayer is ultimately responsible. There are besides the ' 

'lo11owing areas most of which though occupied at the moment, must provide r09ID 
, for expansion for the city in the future :-, . 

, Sq. yards. 

1. Milch cattle stables ".'.. ..~. 97,128 
2. Loco. and carriage'workshops of the Great Indian Peninsula and 

Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railways' ., 
3. The Mint . , 
4. Royal Indian Marine Dockyard, • ' 
'5. Sailors' Home . . ' 
6. The Fort. ani The Arsenal . , .. 

,7. St. George's Hospital a:J.d Eilropean General Hospital ... 

9,43,013 
52,404 

1,75,525 
12.562 
60,263 
78,609 

14,19,504 

Compare with this, figures of land disposed of in the last quarter of a century. 
~<! disposed of during l .. t 26 years. 

Improvement Trust, 
Port Trust* 

Total 

Arl!a in sq. yde. 

32,42,700 
3,52,600 

35,95,300 

Volu.,' 

Ra. , 
, 6,70,ll,80() 

98,97J)OO' 

7;69,08,800> 

39. When it is realised that the period of 25 years past saw two great pre-war 
booms and one unprecedented post=war ,Period of prosperity, 'the average price 
of between Rs. 21 and Rs. 22 does not raIse serious hopes for the future disposal 
of lands in the hands of any public authorities or private individuals. Disposal 
over areas conveniently located with reference to centref! of business or residence., 
at low rates offers therefore no parallel to'the rate of disposal over an isolated ares., ; 
at high rates .. It must be also remembered that lot of this land was" sold" inth&< 
sense of being disposed of on lease at a' rental which to the best of my. knowledge,' 
was well below 6 per cent. The last twenty-five :years have seen unchecked expan
sion of population and wealth in'Bombay. With the decay of industry, with interior 
regions doing direct trade, witfi new ports like Karachi and Vizagapatam diverting 
traffic, with increased cost of living and increased t!ade charges at the port, etc .• 
it is impossible to predict the same or any near rate of expansion for the next. . 
quarter of a century. The area disposed of comes to 140,QOO' square yards a year, 
part of which must be accounted for by quasi-compulsory displacement of trade· 
and a considerable part to house the displaced population from the demolition ~f' 
insanitary areas. The number of such population is :not likely to increase, in: 
future and land"for sale must in future rely on natural expansion of the city or OIh 

growth of prosperity inducing people housed in one room tenements to seek a 
higher standard, of accommodation. On both these issues optimism would be, 
unjustifiable. Apart from the question of new lalld from reclamation, this raises. 
a serious question whether the finances of the p)lblic bodies concerned will stand: 
the strain of diminished demand considering that they still have for disposallaml 
more than double of what they have passed on to the public. , 

40. There is no estimate available of vacant land in the hands of privata
individuals 'but it must be a very large figure when taken as a whole. There is. 
also plenty ofland, likely to go out ofits existinguse·(e.g., the tanks near most mills. 

, ' as they go on to- electric power) or imperfectly used such 80S sheds and one storey 
buildings. Taking the totsl of land then at a round figure of well over one crore
square yards still available, the idea that in Bombay there is dearth of land and. 
development is retarded on that account becomes an' exploded myth. Supply 
of additional vacant land to Bombay ceases to be a matter of public service and 
if it involved an outlay of public funds becomea positively mischievous. I must 
assume that the Government of Bombay were not in the dark about available 
la.nd and hence find it difficult to understand how they could through their varioua 
official spokesman, grow almost lyrical in speaking of the need for more land . 

• "The tota1ana 01 l""dlet mleuehold attheondoftbeyeOJtwaa 13,'I7,6M sqll"'" ylll'dLn 1AdmiDistn. 
tiOD Rep<ll't of Bombay Port Tniat, 1923·24). . 

.. 23-12 
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Sir George Lloyd before Bombay Legislative Council 3rd Augus1~ 1920, 
~hl: • 

"For construction of this magnitude, the first requisite is an adequate area of suitable 
land. This, as I have already mentioned, is available for 36,000 rooms in the areas covered 
by the Impr()vement Trust uehemes. The balance can, it is believed, be provideJ by reclamation 
ill certain parts of 11" island. I will not at this juncture weary the CounfJil with the detailed 
calculations, or OlE justification for those calculations." 

Sir ChimanIal Setalvad in securing assent of the ~ombay Legislative Council 
to the Development budget on 14th March 1921, ~ld:-

"As Honourable members are aware, the question of accommodation in Bombay, house 
accommodation, &0commodati m for industrial purposes has become for a long time a very 
acute question indeed. The space is limited that is available in the Island." 

S~. Nihal Singh in defartmental propaganda said:. 
" The anomalies created by the policy of • laissez-faire' owing to inordinate pressure of 

population on a confined space will thus be removed." 
"This land which is being built up in the Back Bay will give the people of Bombay, for the 

first time, adequate space for recreative purposes. Altogether 145 acres have been permanently 
set aside for open spaces-parks and playing fields. " 

" Bombay owes most of its civic problems to the rapidity with which its population has 
expanded in a comparatively small area invaded by arms of the sea. The rate of growth, es
pecially during recent years, has made it impossible for it to catch up with the difficulties thus· 
oreated. The need for building sites became clamant ........ The Fort in time became over-
crowded with buildings erected wherever siteJI could be bought on advantageous terms in a 
.city where land values were continUally rising ()wing to increased demand and inflation by 
.speculators ........ As building sites bccame scarcer and land values rose, open spaces 
vanished. There is in consequence hardly a metropolis in the world of the size of Bombay so 
inadequatelY provided with • lungs' play-grounds and recreation parks." 

" As population increased it burst beyond the bounds of the water-girt city and spread, 
without plan, across the creek to Salsette and even to the mainland. In some localities rice 
fields continued to cover acre upon acre, wbile other places became congested with suburban 
villas." . . . 

" In the Improvement Trust Scheme at Worli 1,350,000 square yards of building space 
will be made available at a cost of Rs. 1,76,00,000. . . . . .. . . 

" When this is done Bombay will cease to be an island and as supply catches up with the 
.demand, and in course of time overtakes it, it is hoped rents will fall automatically." 

The Development Report for 1920-21 says:-
" The reclamation schemes and the various projects of the City Improvement Trust will 

provide considerable room for expansion for the wealthy and upper middle classes for residences, 
offices, hotels, etc., as well as for Government and public buildings ............ There remain, 
however, the middle and lower middle classes for whom the provision of decent housing accom
modation in the Bombay Island is becoming a matter almost of impossibility, owing to the 
high cost of land. The existing suburbs and facilities for transport are altogether inadequate, 
whilst the development of much larger suburban areas is important if educational establishments, 
requiring hostel ahd playing ground accommodation, are not, in the future, to occupy an undue 
share of the area within the narrow confines of the city." 

Sir George Curtis before the Royal Society of Arts said:- -
" Recognising the fact and realising that it is necessary for the future expansion of Bombay 

that a large area should be acquired and made available on easy terms, the Government of 
Bombay have recently notified for aCquisition an area of 7,500 acres. The island proper 
must shortly be overcrowded." 

41. The Government of Bombay, therefore, coIUidently expected that the 
available vacant land in Bombay city would hE> all shortly built over. The fa(,-t 
that this vacant land considerably exceeds one crore square yards and, taking 
even the ridiculous Elfltinlate of Rs. 50 per sq. yard, the Government of Bomhay _ 
either expecwd-that Rs. 50 crores will be spent on buildings alone and another 
Rs. 20 cror~ on land in a short ~ime, or t.hey never troubled to go into any reason
able Cal(l~tlOn at all. On the ba.sis 'that all this land will be built over in the city, 
they acqurred between fifteen to sixteen thousand acres in the suburbs. The bulk 
of this land is now de-notified, which therefore would indicate that the Govern
ment of Bombay have abandoned the heresy of land shortage and therefore in the 
light of this their attitude in persevering with the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme 
must appear to 00 curious. TIlis withdrawal is a mere exercise of public authority 
in public interest justified by law. But had it been an actual purchase, there would 
have been great loss. 
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42. ,Out of the .10 million sq. yards, which I compute to be vacantland, 
:altogether ~4,34,900 BCl. yards are of the Improvement T~t. A port~'~f ~his 
is temporarily let out In the Bame manner as land belongmg to the Mumclpality. 
The Port Trust land is almost wholly given out on lea.se.* My colleagues have 
ignored the fact that when the question arises of re-leasing lands in the Port Trust, 
eonsiderB:b~~ difficulty will be felt if ~t~er land ~ crea~d elsewhere for suitable us~. 
The possIbility of a loss then to eX18tmg public 'bodies ,for ",hom the taxpayer 18 

ultimately responsible must be definitely considered and taken into ammunt against 
a.ny tendency for calculating results on a' narrow departmental basis., This posi
tion did not escape the notice of shrewd men, whenever the question of reclamation 
was disCussed and I shall content myself by quoting the view of Mr. J. F. Wat.<Jon, 
Chief Engineer of the Improvement Trust, who said before the Committee of 
Enquiry in 1914 that:-, 

.. I consider that a recIa.mation on the scale at present suggested is distinctly premature 
for the following reasons :-

(a) The estimated finaneial results of the scheme are in my opinion, far too sanguine, 
and cannot possibly be.Iived upto_ The Trust has during its period of existence leased 
annually an average of about 50 thousand square yards, having an average value of Hflakhs ' 
of rupees; this includes sites for both residential and business PUl'Joses, and it is obvious 

- that the capital invested for the latter purpose is not available fOJ: the reclamation in Back 
Bay.' Again the Trust figure inoludes a lot of very low priced lands which are bought by 
small investors and it need hardly be pointed out that capital from this source ~ not avail
able for the reclamation. Therefore it may safely be assumed that the leasing of 60,000 
square yards of land at Rs. 25 per square yard every year is quite' outside the range of 
practical politics., ' 

(b) It seems to me that not only would such a reolamation as that proposed hit itself 
very badly financially but it would 11.00 have' an adverse effect on the financial position o£ 
the Improvement Trust, and would prevent its doing as much useful, work as it otherwise 
would; because there must be a more or less definite average amount of capital in Bombay 
available annually for investment in lands. 
Supposing we assume that the amount is Rs. 50lakhs (exclusive of the amount to be spent 

on buildings to make the land revenue producing). There are three parties in Bombay at pre
sent int .. rested in supplying the land for the investment of the abovementioned capital,.t iz., 
the Improvement Trust, private owners and the Port Trust; in addition to these, there is 
Salsette claiming ,a portion of the capital for its development. If now a fifth party is added 
claiming, say 10 lakhs of rupees per annum (which is assuming that the reclamatioilis sold 
at the rate of 40,000 sq. yards per annum instead of 60,000· sq. yards) it is obvious that 

·the other four must lose heavily and the Improvement Trust being the biggest landlord will 
lose most." ' 

These sound ·views by officials 0:[ the Improvement· Trust were also expressed 
by Mr. Q. W. Owen Dunn before the Royal Society of Arts when Sir George Curtis 
expansively justified the Back Bay Reola.m.ation Scheme.' Mr. Dunn said: 

.. He was a little doubtful about the financial side of the scheme. When such a huge area 
of building land was placed on the market, almost at once the result might be a sljlDlp in land 
values which would upset all the financial calculations. He hoped that would not be t)l.e case. 
:Bombay was exceedingly prosperous at the present time .. as was the case during the American 
llivil war, but after that war there followed a great period of depression. and such periods might 
come again, although he trusted that that would not be the case. He hoped the new schemes 
whioh had been taken in hand would make Bombay even more beautiful than at present, and 
be the great sucoess Sir George Curtis thought they would be." 

43. The position now is this. That public authorities as a whole are holding 
land, a portion of which is valued at RB. 25'20 crores. Considerable period of 
time must elapse before this land is taken up by the public and money found for 
building on. During all this period interest is being lost on the very large outlays, 
which have been made. Over-supply of land could not be conceived to be greater 
than what it is in Bombay and as the taxpayer is ultimately concerned with regard 
to any losses, which may be incurred, it would be very unwise to attempt to add any 
additional land to the city by the "Ieclamation. It is possible that, if called upon, 
the various public bodies concerned would probably show that they will more 
than recover the outlay, which they have made on these land schemes. The 
recovery of this outlay will transfer the burden to the head of the purchasers of 
the land and through them to the dwellers of the city. Wbichever way therefore 

• n TIle &-' ..... of lond I"' ""I_old u ~ ond llf "'. ye. _13.77._ sq ...... yud&" 1AdmiDinra. 
tkall.opa<t 01 ~ Pan Tmat.19i3-i4~, . 
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th~ m~tter is looked at, no attempt should be made to increase the supply by ~he 
very expensive land, which will be turned out in the Back Bay, because by domg ... 
so the amount of money, which would have to b~ .recovered by sale of land by 
public authorities would be increased. The POSItIon would be as follows:-

Crorea. 
Ra. 

Value of land to be sold by the Improvement Trust, Port Trust and the 
Bomhay Municipality.. .. .. .. .. 25'20 

Total value to be recovered by completing the s~heme as per State-
ment III bl'sed on Chief Engineers' Estimates 25' 58 

Grand Total to be recovered by public authorities 50' 78 

These figures must make any serious publicist pause and realise that a change 
in public policy of the Government of B ... mbay in the matter of supply of land 
to the city is inevitable. . 

44 .. Even my colleagues rec~gnise that this very large area ~ust in some 
degree afl'ect the prosJ;lects of the disposal of the land on the reclamatlOn. 

They however thmk that" this land will not compete with the disposal of the 
reclaimed land being of a difierent category". 

I cannot concur in these conclusions. 
Statement showing land that will be available for disposal at Colaba :-

• Sq. yards. 
(i) B. B. &. C. I. Railway land (net building area) 105,577 
(ii) G. I. P. land 34,525 
(iii) MilitaljY land 32,590 
(iv) Colaba Land Mill 55,822 
(0) Bombay Port Trust 40,016 

268,530 

There is besides about 138,837 sq. yards belonging to the Military Depart
ment, bulk of it at Queen's Road that will directly compete. I have not heard in 
reply to my diligent enquiries, if any transactions have taken place or even any 
serious enquiries made for these lands hitherto. The question then is, with 407,367 
sq. yards thrown on the market, would it be 'considered advisable to proceed 
with the reclamation which will put on the market an additional area of 22,00,000 
or even of 3,60,000 inlmediately abutting and in the same neighbourhood. 

45. Whether the other 'areas will compete or not cannot be considered super
ficially by mere contiguity on the map. There is a common" market" for land 
subject to all the vicissitudes as markets for any other article and land values 
decline or advance generally in response to various economic forces. In a'nalysis 
the situation can be studied by considering :-

(a) the investors, and 
(b) residents, though in practice all factors get duly discounted in the final 

value of land. 
There is at any particular time a certain amount of saving in the hand~ of the , 

community seeking investment and Government loans, trade, industry (shares) 
an~ land or built properly compete for this. Various classes of investment appeal 
to l:nvest:ors acc?rding to the security and yield and their own confidence which 
varies WIth their knowledge and previous experience. If property in land in 
coni.unction with the buildings yields less in comparison to, say, Government paper, 
havmg regard to all outgoings in the form of rates and taxes and vacancies or unpaid 
arre!!:rs of rent, .then land values decline all over. Money seeking investment in 
reclalm~ land ~ Back Bay has to be diverted from other investments by the 
temptatlOn of a higher return. If the return to investment in other lands is better, 
the offer of these other lands for sale or lease must affect the demand for land on 
Back Bay. To argue otherwise is like the argument of children in a family that 
because t~ey ~ve ask~d in any particular month for more books, more clothes 
and more JOY ndes or cmemas, and because these things are different from each 
other, therefore the common purse of the papa will not feel the pinch! 

46. Possibly my c?lleagues in arriving at their conclusion thought that 
residen~es for on~ ~lass did not compete with residences of another class. In fact 
~nomlc comp.etfuon. acts through ~ch class competing for utilities and amenities 
WIth the class Immediately next to It. But the competition reaches right to the 
bottom. 
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47. It was on this basis that Sir George Lloyd claimed that the Back Bay 
reclamation would do good to the poor people. . He 'said in his speech to the Indian 
Merchants' Chamber on the 9th of August 1921 :-
, "There seems an idea that you can provide housing for the population of:acity in . water
tight compartments,-that a housing scheme for manual workers profits only that class or that 
a housing scheme for business.q1J&l1;ers profits only the business class. A moment's reflection 
will show the error of that belief. All populations are lluid and relief given in one part is 
indirect relief given to all." 
The same logic when inverted and applied to conditions, 'jVhich' have always been 
there, but which Sir George Lloyd's Government were unwilling to recognise, 
comes to this. If there is a very large area suitable, for building, for ¥using of 
various classes available in the city, any additions anywhere. must affect the 
prospects of that area and vice 'Versa the. existence of that area must affect the 
prospects of reclaimed land on Back Bay. Indian. rich men- live not only in 
Malabar Hill and Mahaluxmi, but in crowded parts like Fort, Kalbadevi or 

. Mandvi; or in outlying places, like Mazagon, Mahim, Andheri, Ghatkopar or Borivli. 
Englishmen, whose standard of life is better than the rest of the population, live 
not only in Colaba, Ballard Pier and Malabar Hill, but in Byculla, Matunga and 
Pali Hill. All these places even as considered in relation to the same class of 
residents, compete with one another. . . ' 

48. If Back Bay reclamation land and fiats built on it are offered very cheap, 
it will reduce the demand on existing ..areas of better .residences everywhere. On 
the' other hand if the land is priced high and rents of fiats are heavy on the proposed 
reclamation, the areas already in occupation will continue to receive the patronage 
of residents and in this way directly compete with the Back Bay. 

49. Other factors must be considered in determining. the competition of 
'areas not abutting the reclamation- land. Improved roads and motor facilities 
make residential areas outside like Mahim, Bandra, etc., more attractive and take 
away the demand for land in the. city. The electrification of suburban lines is a 
single factor of great importance having a tendency to reduce demand forland 
and land values' in Bombay everywhere, but is bound to hit Diore new areas about 
to be placed on the market. The W orli estate of the Improvement Trust,"":"'in a 
manner of speaking an extension of high class localities of Mahaluxmi and Peddar 
Road,-offers amenities, after the building of the new bridge at Mahaluxmi, which 
in my mind must enable it to compete directly with the Back Bay land, because it 
is clear that the development of both these schemes cannot proceed simultaneously 
without hitting each other. 

60. Further relevant consideration is the experience of the past in the matter 
of expansion of population in the different wards. From this it will be seen that 
the growth. of population for the past 30 years has been negligible in the A ward 
notwithstanding the addition of Colaba Reclamation and the Ballard Pier. . Any; 

, assumption that population seeks larger residential areas near the place of work, , 
i.e., in or near Fort, is absolutely unwarranted as will be seen from the following 
statements :-' 

TABLE A. 

Total population as entered in Census Reports of 
'Ward. 

I [ 1891 1901 1911 1921 

A .. .. 64,819 63,642 67,869 66,445 
B .. .. 1,52,275 1,30,046 1,30,358 1,28,697 
C .. .. 2,06,372 1,65,256 1,83,400 1,98,384 
D .. .. 97,329 77,410 1,11,065 1,44,174 
E .. .. 1,80,425 1,80,871 2,26,470 2,70,552 
F .. .. 54,404 68,127 95,221 1,39,571 
G .. .. 43,998 72,974 1,20 .. 103 1,65,216 

-_. 
Harbour and Dock .. . ... .. ... . ... . ... 
Railways .. "I . ... . ... . ... . ... 
Homelesa .. .. 22,142 37,681 44,979 62,875 

Total .. 8,21,764 7,76,006 9,79,445 11,75,914 

.".13-13 
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, 51. The Governor of Bombay on the 9th of August 1921 tried to answer 
the critics of the Back Bay Scheme, who characterised the project as unneces
sary and impracticable and financially unsound. Amongst other things he said :-

"Now gentlemen, we have got to build before we can destroy. When those business 
quarters have got to be destroy~, where are the b~~ facil~ties they off~r to ~e replaced 1 
No one can give me an answer WIthout Back Bay. It 18 1lIIposslble. You will not m any great 
city in the world move the heart of a' business centre any great distance; you may tempt it to 
move by half a street in one direction or another but little more; everything centres round the 
stock exchange, the financial quarter and so on, and here as in the city of London business 
goodwill, interest and habit render big movementimpoasible. If that is the case,_nd it is 
indisputablf the case,-where in the Fort, ~ proximity to th? business centre, are you going to 
replace business quarters destroyed, or provide for the expansion of Bombay trade at reasonable 
cost. I repeat the trade of Bombay and the growth of the City is not going to stand still. It 
is my duty to do everything to encourage,its expansion. What alternative from the business 
point of view is there, to provide large areas of new and cheap land for such purposes 1 •....... 
Its future largely depends upon business being able to be carried on cheaply, and for this purpose . 
office and housing in the business quarter, not at fancy rates but at low rents, is essential to the 
wealth and prosperity of the city." 

I cannot do better than quote from the speech of Mr. Lalji Naranji on loth 
March 1924 in the Legislative Council on this subject:-

" But during the time there is so much stringency of money owing to the several heavy 
capital commitments, he (the General Member, Mr. Cowasji Jehangir) must take care that he 
goes on at a very reasonable speed. 

" Another thing I wish to point out is that during the gener;U discuasion he mentioned that 
he was going on with his schemes for giving more light, more room, more air, but I will ask him 
to take his own instance. He has got a building newly built in Churchgate Street in the Fort 
area of this city. He has told us that Back Bay is being developed because of shortage of 
offices. He himself has got a new house in Churchgate Street which honoUrable members will 
8ee when paasing through that street. He has put a very big board ' To Let '. He has been 
fortunate enough to get a foreign bank as one of the tenants,-he has got a Japanese Bank as a 
tenant,_nd I am glad and I congratulate him that he is going to get some money from this 
foreign bank, but he is not going to get any money from our own people in rent which they 
cannot afford to pay. Has he got sufficient tenants 1 I do not think he has, and it may be 
due to the prevailing depression in-trade. But this house which is called the "Ready-
money House .... .. . • , 

" The Honourabie the President: May I draw the attention of the honourable member 
to the fact that that house belongs to the father of the Honourable the General Member t ... 

"Mr. Lalji Naranji: But he is the future Baronet and so it belongs to him. He is the 
residuary legatee. I am simply quoting an instance. If that is his experience, why should 
Government go on developing th", area when offices are not required t How many houses are 
vacant there in the Fort area t Then there is at Colaba the old cotton green. Why not depend 
on them! Let him come before this House next year and say that all this land has been disposed 
of and let him justify it and then ask money for further development. As regards the Fort area 
in his speech the Honourable the Finance Member has justified the statement that there is 
shortage in the Fort area. But I challenge him to prove that there is shortage in Fort area. 
I wish that there may be so much trade as to cause shortage in the Fort area; but Government 
was deceived by _the speculators' fa.lse demand that was created during the war time and they 
are still thinking that they are justified in continuing the scheme at this speed and that they 
will get nearly eight crores from the scheme. I appeal to the Honourable the General Member 
that instead of arguing with me, he should cut down this grant and stop the progreas of his 
work to the extent o~ the demand of land that his department produces. From the figures that I 
have placed before him and the House, the House will be satisfied and the Honourable the General 
Member will also be satisfied that I have brought this motion in the interest of right 
economy." 

52. As already indicated the deliland for residential area in the Fort is neither 
great nor on the increase. Since the land would be costly on whichever figure 
it is u!timately decided to sell it, it may be used for residential purposes for 
wealthier classes. My colleagues in the Committee have mentioned that the reclama
ti~n when completed would giv,: them 1,800 plots of 1,200 square yards and taking 
thi;l.land at Rs. 50 and assummg that the fiats were built upon it, they are of 
opinIOn that the rent of ~h of these flats will be Rs. 450 a month. Assuming, 
however, that.the calcula.tion is correct before considering how many such new flats 
may be taken In a year, we have to deal with the factor for selling prices of land taken 
at Rs. 50 per square yard. This being, a.cco.r1ing to the Department the cost price, 
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it implies that either there is. prior disposal before ,the' finaJ.opmpletion or . there 
is a quey of investors ready with .the money with the~totakeit over from 
Government, as soon as the land is ready. This assumption would imply that the 
public of Bombay is willing and have the reSources tl?pay down a sum of eleven 
orores or with interest lts. 25 crores for land on or before the' completion of
the Bcheme. , 

53. According to the number o,f square yards to be disposed of per year being, 
taken at 60,000 and 20,000 respectively. the number of flats added would be 300 
or 100 per year. The question for the, public to consider i,s whether 300 new 
£Iats with such high rent canbe absorbed every year for a period extending 100 years. 
The calculations of Rs. 450 a month would be further altered by the fact that· the 
disposal of 60,000 square yards a year would mean realisation at something like 
Rs. 125 per square yard, and if, as I think proper, 20,000 square yards are assumed 
to be disposed of every year, the land will have to be sold at Rs. 300 in order to 
recoup Government the aCtual outlay without interest.' . 

54. Coming to the final argument it comes to this, that the Government of 
Bombay will be obliged by any project for continuing the scheme to inour a heavy 
loss per square yard for the area reclaimed of either Rs. 75 or Rs. 250. By doing 
so, they would be subsidising, if they can continue to find the money, residential 
classes whioh use suoh flats, and I seriously doubt that publio opinion will allow 
this to be done. 

55. ,Whichever way the soheme is examined, a conservative estimate of the 
amount that should be sold must be made, and, taking that estimate at 20,000 
square rards, whioh I consider proper, it seems absolutely hopeless for the Govern
ment 0 Bombay to be able to dispose of land on the reolaimed area on an average at 
Rs. 300 and over per square yard. The oost of the flats will be prohibitive even for 
offioers of Government paid on the best scale when oonverted into flats and rented 
out with the usual calculations allowing interest at 7. per cent. 

li6. These oaloulations then point to a definite loss in oompleting the scheme. 
The question of oalculating the loss did not appeal to my oolleagues, but I oonsider 
it essential that suoh oalculation should'be made on the data available in order to 
prevent any attempt being made a second time to mislead the tax-payer. It is 
very neoessary to point out that by continuing the programme of the development 
to oompletion, the loss will be increased manifold. My own estimate is that loss will 
exoeed Rs. 100 orores if the scheme is oompleted, but I am prepared for argument 
to aocept the findings of my colleagues as to the perioq of disposal indioated 
by them in statement V. Taking 40,000 being the area disposed of every y~ar, 
it would ta~e 55 years to complete the soheme and by their' oomputation 1088 
is put down at (533'67 plus 33'89) RH. 567'56 lakhs as on 1st Ootober 1925. 

57. As interest has to be paid throughout this period on this loss and the 
receipts are already oomputed in arriving at the loss, this amount would have 
rea.ched when all land is sold off the gigantic total of Rs. 181'33 orores. The human 
mind is staggered at a. figure like this, of which we only heard during the late war. 
Even this figure is on an estimate based on disposal of land every year equal to 
Ballard Estate for the next 55 years after the land is ready. There oould be, 
therefore; no doubt about the desirability of immediate and complete stoppa~e 
and any suggestion that the matter is open to reconsideration at any time m 
future might involve added liability over the present figure, which at least, is 
known and definite. 

58. One of the relevant factors to consider seriously in the matter of disposal 
of land either in reclamation ground or in the hands of the publio authorities is 
the oost of building. After a careful enquiry the figures of cost per square yard 
were given by the Improvement Trust as: Dadar area RH. 205 per square 
yard, Chowpatty RH. 203 per square yard. For the Colaba Reclamation I was 
given a figure of RH. 200 a square yard and in the Ballard Pier the cost of 
building has been indicated as from RH. 500 to 750 per square yard. The figure 
whioh my colleagues in Sub-Committee have shown for building flats in the 

-Back Bay Reclamation area is B.s. 250 per square yard. It would be unsafe 
to take anything lower. 
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" The f~llowing table will indicate the amount of new money which Bombay 
wiij have to find' according to the area. disposed of 'every year:-

Area of land-sq. yards. 
Annual requirement of Money I 

for Building at Rs. 250 I 
per sq. yard. 

Period of disposal. 
No. of year •. 

&S. 
100,000 2,50,00,000 22 

60,000 1,50,00,000 36'6 
40,000 1,00,00,000 55 
20,000 50,00,000 110 

This amount will have to be found according to the area disposed of in 
addition to the cost of land and without any reference to the money called for 
remunerative buildings in other parts of the city. Figures of the total amount of 
money spent by Bombay every year on building were not available but if they could 
be collected from the Executive Engineer's Department of the Bombay Municipalty 
even as a rough estimate, they would give the utmost economic limit of possible 
outlay on "buildings during the next few years. As this money has to be divided 
on properties which may spring up in different parts of the City, an under-current 
of conflict of interest between the various public bodles is unavoidable and greater 
degree of co-ordination of effort, than what can be seen at present, is desirable. 

59. In dealing with the question of disposal the point that has to be seriously 
considered is the building costs in the city. Building costs comprise building 
material and building labour and if the Government of Bombay were to be told 
that they are responsible for the 'serious increase in the cost of building material 
as well as building labour, they would probably stand aghast at the harm, which 
they have done to the residents of the city. Behind the demand for increased 
rents was the undeniable economic fact that the cost of erecting new buildings 
had grown so high that in order to extract a reasonable return on capital so invested, 
the rent charged would have to be heavy. The rent of these marginal additions 
to house accommodation in Bombay naturally governs the rent of all existing 
premises. The Government of Bombay established the Rent Act and for the 
time being prevented economic adjustments, but they were by their development 
activities in ,the meanwhile doing everything possible to induce higher rents. 
After a careful enquiry with builders and estate agents generally, I have come 
to the conclusion that the main cause of the rise in value of building materials 
and building labour iIi. Bombay over and above that which should be indicated 
by a general rise of prices, was the building activities of Government. I am equally 
convinced that the moment the Development Department as a Department is 
closed and the existing chawls handed over to the Improvement Trust for being 
taken care of and the Back Bay reclamation stopped, prices of building material 
~nd ~he wages of building labour are likely to show reasonable decline in keep
m& W?-th the decline of prices and wages in other directions. When this happens, 
building by private individuals on lands at present lying vacant and unused will 
proceed on definite calculation of return to_ investment. The position at present 
IS that the progress of building for residential purposes is practically at a standstill, 
because costs are heavy and rates have become prohibitive. It is a vicious circle 
for Government to have reckoned the high rents of the boom time and even now 
to take .the rents of new buildings as a basis for the inference that there is dearth 
of housmg. 

b:o. Sinc.e vacant ~nd is of no use except with buildings on and since so many 
pu c autho~tes ar~ Vitally interested in disposing of vacant lands, I suggest that 
ahsmall pUf~c .en~mry should be instituted at once for going into the, question of 
t ~co~ts 0 uilding.material and for finding out at which stage of labour or trans
po ,t e C?sts have mcreased and whether any means could be devised for reducing 
&h~m. This ~as ~ be d~lDe in any case, eVjln if the Back Bay reclamation is stopped. 

f li ~~erBm b ch high building costs act prejudicially is by increasing the cost 
,0 vmg -: t~r ay and by thus puting off the population which would otherwise 
~e:nd :: . e here. The on-costs in agency and trade as well as in industry 
. ' n f t ~cread .by the aame ratio and again become a deterrent to the 
~oil~e 0 rtyra e. a~hmdustry. The factor most directly affecting the return to 

prope 18 e local 'rates and the. increase of these rates during the 
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last -few years may have been justified by the needs of munioipal finanoe, but has 
certainly hit every other publio body by turning away capital, which would have 
been sunk in the building trade, to fields more remunerative of offering greater 
certainty as to principal and interest., 

DISPOSAL OF LAND. 
61. I have asked the Departm~nt whether any forecast was ever prepared 

_ of the period of disposal of the land or of the ~ate of sale per squa:~e yard. It 
appears that the G1>vernmentof Bombay never considered these questIOns at all. 

The nearest approach. to a calculation is seen in a letter from the G1>vernment 
of Bombay, dated 4th December 1919, in the following words:-.-

- .. Taking the ~ea to be reclaimed at 1,145 acres the cost of reclamation and equipment works 
. out under the present scheme at Rs. 6'63 per square yard. Assuming however that of the 

total area reel&imed 400 acres are required for roads and parks, the net area available for building 
is 745 acres, so that if the charge for the whole scheme is debited against this area. the net cost 
per square yard works out at Re. 10'19. The whole of this -ar.ea, however, will not be available 
for sale or lease to the public. A considerable portion must be reserved for Government buildc 
ings, but I am to say that there is no present intention of reserving any portion of this area 
for a new Government House &8 was originally suggested. How much will be So reserved 
cannot be stated at this stage, but assuming, for the sake of argument, that &8 much as one-half 
of the area available for building will be required for Government purposes, which is of course
an extremely outside figure, the net cost of the whole scheme per square yard of the area available 
for sale or lease to the public works out at Rs. 20' 38 only. If interest charges are included this 
figure might be raised however to Rs. 30." 
According to these oaloulations and the pr~visiori of interest the GOvernment of 
Bombay evidently expected to disP9se of the area of 22 lakhs square yards - in 
7 years, thab is to say, over 300,000 square yards a year. When the question was 
discussed the estimates were put up in the first instance by the Department on the 
basis of ll-year period of disposal, that is 'to say, 200,000 square yards a year. 
This anbicipation is absurd and even my colleagues in their report mention it only 
to reject it. The next basis of calculation is 15 years disposal at 150,000 square 
yards. This also is rejected by the majority report of the Sub-Committee in the 
words, " a result which we believe to be very doubtfu,l of realisation ". , 

Directed by Sir Lawless Hepper, my colleagues in the f?ub-Committee have 
taken a period of 22 years for disposal of land giving the'area disposed at 100,000 
square yards per year (Statement III). I have to point out that the area of 
the entire Cuffe Parade leclaimed by the. Bombay Improvement Trust is only 
90,000 square yards. The figure of receipts anticipated at Rs. 50 per square yard 
would leave a net loss to the Department according to statement on next page 9£ 
over Rs. 40 per square yard, or Rs. 40 lakhs a year. The outlay on buil~s and 
land together, which is calculated on this 'basis, is about Rs. 3 crores a year for the 
next 22 years. To expect thiS to happen would be more like the forlorn hope of a 
gambler who has lost than a reasonable business anticipation. . 

The Committee appointed in 1912, which under G1>vernment inspiration threw 
in their weight of opinion in favour of the reclamation, were of opinion that the 
land, which could be disposed of on the Back Bay Reclamation, would be an area of 
60,000 square yards iru;lJuding all the requirements of Government and public bodies. 

Sir Heury Proctor, one of the members of that Committee for whose judgment 
considerable respect is felt in Bombay, even then thought that Rs. 25 was a rather . 
heavy figure and would not attract the necessary capital :-

" I do not myself consider that the scheme quite fulfiJs the object aimed at, which is, I 
understand, to provide housing accommodation at reasonable rents. It is perhaps true that 
Rs.' 25 a square yard is a reasonable rate for land in Bombay, situated as the proposed 
reclamation will be ; but it appears to me that if this is to be the price of the land, then it will 
only furnish accommodation for wealthy people or result in the erection of Bats. It is true that 
it is much about the rate charged by the Improvement Trust and Port Trust for sites on the 
Marine Lines, WeI1ingtoIl Lines and Apollo Bunder, but the effect of that rate in those instances 
was the erection of Hats which, in my opinion, are most unsuitable for this country and, except 
in certain back plots shonld not be encouraged on the reclamation. The results foreshadowed 
in Messrs. Lowther, Kidd and Company's report, viz., ' a decided abatement of the excessive cost 
of housing and the substitution of a type of house better adapted to conditions of living in a 
tropical climate' are hardly likely to be obtained unless there ara a good proportion of sites 
available at,considerably below that 6gure." . 

,. 2~1' 
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My colleagues in the Committee in the partial scheme, whirh they are putting 
up, have ultimately fixed the area -to be disposed of every year, at ~O,OOO square 
yards a year as an outside limit of optimism and 20,OOC square yards a year as a 
conservative estimate. Assuming that the cost of the scheme is according to ,the 
latest estimate Rs, 1,100 lakhs, the prices, which would have to be recovered, will 
vary according to the area disposed of every year as indicated in the following table 
supplied by the Department. ' 

Note showing the average rate per square yard which would have to be obtained 
to liquidate the debt incurred on the Back Bay Scheme up to the date of completion 
of the scheme if the disposal of the land took 10, 20, 30, 40,50,60 or 100 years after 
the whole debt is incurred calculating interest at the rates of 6 per cent. and 7 per 
cent. on debt incurred, and assuming that the land available for sale on completion 
costs Rs. 50 per square yard. 

Total area available for sale being 22 lakhs square yards, the total cost on 
completion of the scheme at the rate of Rs. 50 per square yard would be 
Rs. 1,100 lakhs. The following tables show in column 7 th& rates per square 
yard which would have to be obtained 'to liquidate the debt without any/rofit, 
assuming rate of interest on the debt to be 6 per cent. in the first tables an 7 per 

,cent. in the second :- .. 
Amount that 

Annuity to 
extinguish Lowe.t .. lling Period Re. 1 a.t end R., 1,100 l.khs .t a.nnuityof debt in col, 3 Area. of land oIDis, Re, I will produce at end of rate per 

posai. 01 period at 6 end of period at at end of period at to be Bold square yard. 
Years. per cent. 6 per cent. period at 6 per cent. per annum. Divide 6 by 

6 per cent. Divide 3 by 6, 

4. 
1 2 3 4 /; 6 7 

1 

----
Rs, Rs.lakhs. Rs. Rs. lakhs.1 Sq, yards. Rs. 

10 1'79085 1,969' 93500 13'18079 149'45 2,20,000 67'93 
20 3'20714 3,527' 85400 36'78559 95'90 1,10,000 87'18 
30 5'74349 6,317' 83900 79'05819 79'91 73,333 108'96 
40 10'28572 1l,314'29200 154'76197 73'10 55,000 132'90 
50 18'42015 20,262 '16500 290'33590 69'78 44,000 158'58 
60 32'98769 35,286'45900 533'12818 68'06 36,666 185'62 

100 I 339'30208 3,73,232'28800 5,638' 36806 66'19 22,000 300'86 

AmOllDt that Annuity to I Lowest selling Period Re, I at end of 
extinguish Area 1 

of Die- R., 1,100 Iall. at annuity of Re, I debt in coL land to °be ",to per 
pooaJ. period at 7 end of period at 7 will produce at 3 at end of BOld r 'b&reyard. 
Years. per cent. per cent. end of period period at 7 I pe ivide 6 

at 7 per oent. per cent. annum. by 6, 

1 
Divide 3 by 4'1 

2 3 , 6 I 6 7 

, 
Rs, Rs.lakhs. Rs, Rs,lakhs. i Sq, yards, Rs. 

10 1'96715 2,163'86500 
I 

13'81645 156'61 
1

2,20,000 71'22 
20 3'86968 4,256' 64800 40'99549 103'83 1,10,000 94'40 
30 7'61226 8,373'48600 94'46079 88'64 73,333 121'00 
40 14'97446 16,471'90600 199'63511 82'51 I 55,000 100'00 
00 29'45703 32,402 '73300 I 406'52893 79'70' 44,000 181'14 
60 57'94644 63,741'08400 813'52038 78'35 I 36,666 213'68 

100 867'71623 9,54,487'85300 12,381' 66179 77'09 300'40 ! 22,000 

It will be seen ~hat this note supplied by the Department speaks of " assuming 
that the ~d available for &ale on completion costs Rs. 50 per square yard" 
and also the total cost of completion of the scheme at the rate of Rs. 50 1'6r 
square yard would be Rs.l,100 lakhs". On account of the way in which the position 
~as presented, I. have found it very difficult to get hold of this elusive factor of 
Interest, for which no provision appears to have been made in departmental 



'forecasts, The project estimate, of the Chief Engineer, the last of which gives 
the figure of Rs, 1,100 lakhs, is as will be seen below without the calculation of 
interest during the period of construction:- , 

Figures in l.kh. ohllpees, 

, 
Item, '-,~ Sir~e Estim&:e sane- Reviaed Eoti-

Buoha.n8.n'e esti· tioned by Item, IIl&te of Ohief 
ma.te. Govemment. Engineer, 

,--

ea wall "I 
118'11 235'21 Works othl'r than 600-60 

filling, 

Dredged filling -- 250-78 

eclamation .. 166'52 _ 251'34 Dry filling (including 158'24 
M~ Topping), 

, , , 

I 
Renewal of Dredger 13'50 

Pipe Line, 
oads and drains ., 75'00 211'91 

Additional ' rollinl! 11'20 " 

stock and sidings, 
, 

E stablishments and con-
sultants' fees .. 17'98* 66: 67t ' Establishment .. 72'10 

u nforeseen charges .. nJ 10'00 Unforeseen charges .. 20'00 

377'61 775'13 1,126'42, 

I 

D educt amount estimated 
to be realised by sales 
of plant .. 10'00 67'00 nil 

uct credit for plant 
to be loaned ,to East 
Colaba Scheme .. nil 5'70 nil 

.. 
367'61 702'43 1,126'42 

• This mcludell establishment eharges at 5 per cent, of cost of works. 
, t This includes establishment charges at 71 per cent, of cost of works, 

63, To take these actual costs under the various headings without any 
, provision for interest may be convenient !or certain departmental purposes. But 
It gives an absolutely wrong notion to the public that the land will cost Rs. 50 per 
square yard. The only proper basis, on which the cost of the land without any 
reference to receipts can be calculated, is as follows: ' 

'Statement showing the total ea;ptmditwre to be incwrrea on the completion of the _ 
Back Bay Reclamation Scheme if Wry fiZZing of two trains a day is used up to 
completion of blocks 1 and 2 and thereafter dredging and topping only and the 
interest charg~ payable thereon tiU completion-- ' 

(N ote,-Interest is taken here at aU: per cent. merely because majority sub-committee reckon' 
at aU: but really it mould be seven per cent,) 

Debt incurred in connection with Back Bay Reclamation 
up to 1st October 1925 " , • , , , 

Expenditure from 1st Octo"ber 1925 to 31st March 1926 
Interest on this at Ii per cent,' " ,: 

Total to end of 1925-26 

FigoreoiD 
Ra,1akho. 

533'67 
22'28 

'22 

556'17 
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Figurea in 
&,lakh., 

1926-27 Interest on this at 6 per cent. 33'37 
Expenditure , • , , 32'73 
Interest on this (32'73) at 3 per cent, '98 

Total to end o~ 1926-27 623'25 

1927-28 Interest on this at 6 per cent_ 37'40 
Expenditure 35'24 
Interest on this (35' 24) at 3 per cent, 1'06 

Total to end of Hl2,7-28 696'95 

1928-29 Interest on this at 6 per cent. 41'82 
Expenditure 35'34 
Interest on 35' 34 at 3 per cent, 1'06 

Total to end of 1928-29 775'17 
----

1929-30 Interest on this at 6 per cent. 46'51 
Expenditure 32'83 
Interest on 32' 83 at 3 per cent, '98 

Total to end of 1929-30 855'49 

1930-31 Interest on this at 6 per cent, 51'33 
Expenditure 33'38 
Interest on 33' 38 at 3 per cent, 1'00 

Total to end of 1930-31 941'20 

1931-32 Interest on this at 6 per cent, 56'47 
Expenditure 40'83 
Interest on 40'83 at 3 per cent, 1'22 

---
Total to end of 1931-32 1,039'72 

1932-33 Interest on this at 6 per cent, 62'38 
Expenditure , , 26'56 
Interest on 26' 56 at 3 per cent, '80 

Total to end of 1932-33 1,129'46 

1933-34 Interest on this at 6 per cent, 67'77 
Expenditure " . 29'48 
Interest on 29' 48 at a per cent, '87 

----
Total to end of 1933-34 1,227'58 

---
1934-35 Interest on this at 6 per cent, 73'65 

Expenditure , , 26'06 
Interest on 26'06 at 3 per cent, '78 

---
Total to end of 1934-35 1,328'07 

1935-36 Interest on this at 6 per cent. 79'68 
Expenditure , , 34'01 
Interest on 34'01 at 3 per cent. 1'02 

----
Total to end of 1935-36 1,442'78 



Figoreein . 
&,lakha, 

1936-37 IntereSt on this at 6 per cent .. 
Expenditure 
Interest on 29' 93 at 3 per cent. 

'.' 86'57 
29'93 

'90 

To~al to end of 1936-37 1,560'18 

1937-38 Interest on this at 6 per cent. 
Expenditure . 
Interest on 26' 85 at 3 per cent. 

93'61 
26'85 

'80 

Total to end of 1937-38 1,681'44 

1938-39 :mte,est on this at 6 per cent. 
Expenditure 
Interest on 43' 57 at 3 per cent. 

10Q'89 
43'57 
1'31 

---
Total to end of 1938-39 1,827'21 

1939-40 Interest on this at 6 per cent. 
Expenditure .. 
Interest on 25' 55 at 3 per cent • 

109'63· 
25'55 

'77 

. Total to end of 1939-40 1,963'16 
----

1940-41 Interest on this at II per cent. -
Expenditure . 

117'79-
~5'55 

Interest on 25' 55 at 3 per cent, :77 
---

Total to end of 1940-41 2,107'27 

1941-42 Interest on this at 6 per cent. ., 
Expenditure , . 
Interest on 25' 55 at 3 per cent. 

126'44 .. 25'55 
'77 

Total to end of 1941-42 2,260'03-

1942-43 Interest on this at 6 per cent. 
Expenditure , , 
m.terest on 8'22 at 3 per cent, 

135'60 
8'22 

'25 

Total to end of 1942-43 2,404'10 

1943-44 Interest on this at 6 per cent •. 
Expenditure, .. , . 
Interest on 10'09 at 3 per cent, 

144'25 
10'09-

'30 

Total to end of 1943-44 2,558~74 

I want to contrast this with the latest statement, for which .the Department 
made it responsible on the 15th of September 1924 :- . 

.. The maximum outlay including interest is estimated at Re, 12 mores and the receipts 
at Re, 16i mores approximately, . 

.. On a more pessimistic &ssumption that no sales take place till 1931-82 the profits are 
- reduced to 2-1/' crores. the maximum outlay including interest beingRs. 14-3/' cror$ and 
the receipts 17 mores appro:r:imately, 

.. The probable date of completion of the whole scheme is 1931, and it should be possible to 
put land 011 the market before that date." .. 

(Report on Back Bay Reclamation prepared by the Department for the benefit of the 
Advisory Committee.) , . . 

'" t3-15 
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65. The loadstar of all the hopes of the Department seems to be the receipts 
. from the sale of land to the IDilitary. This is put down in the latest departmental 
return at Re. 239 lakhs to be received in the year 1931-32. If this receipt is 
calculated down to the date of the completion of the scheme, it will reduce from 
Re. 2 558' 74 lakhs a sum of Rs. 507' 50 lakhs. This leaves the balance as the cost 
of th~ reclamation scheme, which will yield 22 lakhs square yards of building area 
and thMefore gives the cost per square yard of over Rs. 93. It is necessary to 

. contrast this with the statement, which the Department made in a note before the 
Advisory Co~ttee as late as 17th February 1925, in which they say :-

" The actual cost (including interest) per square yard of net developed building area will be 
in the neighbourhood of :&s, 30 at the time when it is expected that land will begin to be 
available for sale to the public." 
While I have evcry desire to refrain from attributing ·motives of deliberation to 
anyone, I must record in public interest that it is very wrong for the Department 
to talk of land costing Rs. 50 and much more so of land being sold at Rs. 50. 
The cost of the land has been clearly demonstrated according to the practice of 
costing in all business concerns to be Rs. 93. 

66. All statements indicating the amount, which would have to be recovered 
per square yard on the basis of a total recovery of Rs. 1,100 lakhs, prepared by the 
Department and given by me on page 22, become not only valueless, but positively 
mischievous in the sense that they conceal the probability of financial loss of 
great magnitude. 
. 67. On any calculation that can be put forward the loss is likely, therefore, if the 
Government of Bombay persists in carrying on the project, to run into anything 
from rupees 50 to 200 crores. In mentioning these figures I have carefully in 
mind the fact th ... t in very early stages of the prosecution of the programme. the 
physical impossibility to carry on would be met with through financial stringency, 
which even a great Government can feel. The decision, however, whether to carry 
on or not rests with Government and a committee can only make the mechanical 
calculation of the figures of loss, even if they sound as incomprehensible as the 
figure of Rs .. 50 crares given by GOvernment as the profit from the scheme. Under 
the circumstances, since it will be found in very early stages of this enterprise 
impossible to carryon through financial straits, it would be the better part of 
wisdom to decide here and now for a complete stoppage and a finale to this drama 
of financial extravagance. The problems of best realisations from the debris left 
over could not be dealt with properly in an atmosphere of controversy befole the 
Government's final decision is announced. 

68. I hq,ve, thMefore, after a lcmg and anxious consideration corne to the conclusion 
that the work of reclamation on the Back Bay slwuld be stopped. Many programmes 
by private individuals and corporations initiated during the period after 1918 have 
already been stopped through liquidation. The Back Bay Reclamation itself might 
have been undertaken by a commercial syndicate but for the erroneous estimates 
made by Sir George Lloyd, who wanted to retain for the public treasury the gains 
which were then supposed to arise from these operations. If a public commercial 
syndicate had undertaken the operations, it would have gone into liquidation long 
ago. The increase in estimates from 3' 67 to 7' 02 crores in the first instance and 
to 11 :48 crores at the present moment with possibility of further rise would have 
left such a syndicate depleted of finance and incapable of carrying on. In any 
case the deterioration in values of land and the almost total disappearance of 
the demand for land for the time being would have suggested a revision of 
programme at a much earlier date and the total stoppage of work. 

69. By a total stoppage of work, which could have been undertaken one 
seaB?n earlier in ~esponse to popular demand, an outlay of abou~ half a crore which 
was mcurred durmg the last year would have been saved. At the present moment 
the amount of debt outstanding is Rs. 533 lakhs. The realisations from the sale 
of plant, etc., would be Rs. 45 lakhs. A total net 1088 of Re. 488 lakhs, or Re. 29'28 
lakhs per year has therefore to be faced if a larger' loss has to be avoided. As 
UBUal, t~e ~hinery of Government' when once started cannot stop and an 
atte~pt 18 bemg ,made to carry on, but it will involve a much greater loss on the 
provmce ~nd will mortgage the entire future of the province. What have the 
ryots of Smd and Karnatak, Gujerat and Maharashtra done that they !lhould be 
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lladdled deliberately and through financial error with eo large an annual charge r 
The Government of Bombay have turned down schemes of education and. sanita.J 

· tion in so many directions for lack of funds. How can they countenan~ possible 
increase of these charges by completing this scheme ~. ' , 

70. Another factor inducing me to come to the conClusion for'total stoppage 
'is that the bureaucracy, which has been set up in a separate Department for 
development purposes, would then have no business to continue. This hierarchy 
·of officials is not only costly but has evolved a tradition for misleading the. public' . 
,as to the objects and pUrposes of their activities and as to the exact financial obliga
tions, which some of their activities are going to throw on the heads of the taxpayer. . 
The cost of this. Department in the development headquarters alone every year is' 
Rs. 2,25,000. The subordinate staff at the seeretariat gets out of this. only 
Rs. 72,000. The balance therefore goes,to support a few high-placed officials. The 
necessity for continuing these offices would disappear, the moment final decision is 
'reached that the Back Bay Reclamation sbpuld be' stopped. On the issue of the 
development chawls, Government have already decided not to build any further 
and, . the mere administration ~f the chawls should in due course be handed over 

, 'either to the Improvement Trust for management', or the option,. which was 
contemplated at the time of the inauguration of the housing scheme,'should be' 
offered to the Bombay Municipality to take over" these" workmen's palaces". 
On the question of suburban development, the third main'branch of the activity 
of the Department, Mr. Cowasji Jehangir" the member in charge of this Depai:t~ 
ment, said very definitely on behalf of Government in·the debat\l on 10th March' 
1924 that :~ • 

.. As to the development in the suburhs the policy of Go~ernmeIJ.t is ~ne of' considerable 
caution. They do not propose to further develop any of the residential or industrial scheme~ 
unless there happens to be a. demand for land in 'a.ny one of the schemes. If there happens to be. 
no derrwm.d, Govemment do not intend WI tke comimg yeaA' to spemiJ, a;n,y mtYIleY on 'these residential 

, aM industria! schemes." 

Iconsider that the cheapest method of ~dministering the residual of the actiVities 
of the Department would be to utilise the Public Works Department of Bombay, 
the Collector of Bombay and the Collector of Salsette to look after various scheme~ 
falling naturally within t~eir purview .. That the work will not be extensive can 

· be seen from the notes, which have been prepared by the Depattmerit for theCom.l 
mit~e and only co~~lete stoJlpage will provide the necessary gro1ll!-4 fo~ raising. 
the 18sue of the abqhtlOn of tl)is Department. I repeat that the abolitlOn 18 called 
for in the interests of economy of public funds as 'Yell as to put an end to the vicious 
tradition of optimistic views involving Go.vernment further into speculative 
ventures that ~ave already led to such serious losses. , 

71. It was suggested in the course of the Sub-Committee's enquiry that an 
attempt shbuld be, made to reduce the- loss as much as possible and alternative (II): 
of carrying on for the next four or five ye.ars was justified on this score. This 
justification does not arise at all, because as against the total loss of Rs. 488 lakhs, 
the Government of Bombay will still go on holding as a per;petual asset, the sea 
wall. ,In a discussion with the Chief Engineer and the Assl8tant Engineer, I was 
assured that the sea. wall was as permanent as any hili that was made by nature. 
Should prosperity come to the city and the demand for land increase in future; it' 
may be possible for some syndicate to approach the Government of Bombay for the 
privilege of doing reclamation on their own account and risk on payment of so much' 
royalty. When this occasion will come no one 'can say. Nor is it easy to predict 
what the amount of recovery under this head might be, but a total stoppage alone 
will bring more life into the Beriously depleted property values of the city as a whole 
and might at some very distant time render scheme of :reclamation again a practical 
proposition. To my mind alternative (II) indicates pute opportunism and in-' 
volves Bome obscuring of the various issues which must be considered in connec
tion with this scheme. It does not pointedly reveal for the time being a loss, which 
the Government must definitely realise and write down in- their books as from 

· to-day. It leaves uncertain the question of the completion of the Bcheme, which. 
from every computation is fraught with the greatest danger of a very much bigger 
loss.- Its only recommendation would be iha.bib-would keep in. employment a 

, certain number of men engaged on the operation. In a proper estimate of tIle whole: 
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situation, this purely humane considera~ion ~ not balance~ ~y sufficient financial 
security and ought not, therefore, to weIgh with the authontles. 

72: Another question to consider is whether Government and public bodies 
are prepared in their present condition of financial straits to put the necessary 
money for buildings, which they conceived as desirable in their extravagant 
mood:-

" One hundred acres of the reclaimed land are reserved for Government and municipal 
buildings, 27 acres for educational and 18 acres for hospital purposes." 

I do not know whether Government have any estimates of the total cost of these pro
posed buildings. But their cost can hardly be assumed to be less than Rs. 2 crores, 
if the same ideas dominate the capital of the Bombay Presidency as have dominated 
the builders of-New Delhi. A complete stoppage of the Back Bay will put an end 
at all events for many years to come to this extravaganzia. 

RATE OF .INTEREST. 

73. In the calculations, which have been put up from time to time, I-find it 
very curious that the rate of interest, which has been throughout maintained at. 
7 per cent., has been suddenly altered to 6 per cent. in the final estimates put uP. 
before the Sub-Committee. The departmental report for the year ending 31st 
March 1922, speaks in connection with the East Colaba Reclamation "including 
interest throughout at 7 per cent.". A note prepared by Sir I,awless Hepper on 
the 27th January 1925 also calculates the rate of interest at 7 per cent. through
out the period of the disposal of the reclaimed land.. At 7 per cent. the cost per 
square yard, at which land should be sold in order to recoup the entire outlay, 
would increase considerably. To my mind 7 per cent. is a safer figure to take, 
because as the facts about the development activities of the Government of Bombay 
get more and more known, the Government of India are not likely to allow the 
Government of Bombay to take-:money borrowed on their larger credit, and should 
the Government of Bombay ever go into the market on their own, I have no 
hesitation in saying that they would not be able to borrow at less than 7 per cent. 
as soon as it is realised that they are indulging in operations, which might involve
losses running into several crores of rupees and might efiectively tie down the more 
assured sources of their revenue. If the schemes of re.clamation are continued 
the credit of the Government of Bom1;lay appears to be doomed .. 

74. In reaching final decision on this subject a very close thought must be 
given to the financial efiect of total stoppage or of a continuation. Bombay has. 
hitherto, held a repu.tation as the wealthiest Province in India but events of the 
last three or four years indicate that Bombay has been losing ~ound more rapidly 
than any other part of the country. People are only just begmning to realise how 
the diversion of money from trade and industry into dry, and as it now turns out, 
unproductive channels of Government finance has hit the prosperity of the City. 

I cannot illustrate this better than by quoting Sir Maneckji Dadabhoy on the 
subject. Dealing with the question of public debt in the Council of State in the 
year 1924, Sir Maneckji Dadabhoy said :-

" I must respectfully point out that it was a great blunder committed by Government when 
they floated the sterling loan last year in England at 7 per cent. and when they permitted the 

_ Bombay ~ovet;nment to float the development loal;l at 6t per cent. What was the result t It 
tempo~y. ~ed Bombay .because merchants and other people withdrew all their money 
~~m the lomt Stock compawes and banks where it was deposited and invested and employed 
It m the purchas.e .of th~ 6, per cent. development loan, with the result that there was no money 
left at a ,,-ery cntacal tame for the purpose of carrying on the trade of Bombay, and that fact. 
accompawed partly by the Reverse Councils which were then in vogue acco1plted for th& 
partial ruination of the industrial activity of Bombay." , 

Sir Geo~ge ~ in his budget statement before the Council in Bombay for 
1921-22, reVlewmg the new features of financial a.dministration under the reform 
~~ . 

" An important fea~ of the new arrange~ents is that permission has now been granted· 
to loca~ Government to ~ loans, o.n th~.secunty of revenue allotted to them, to meet capital
expenditure on works of lasting public utility, where the cost is so large that it cannot reasonably' 
be met from current revenues or where the project is likely to prove of &1'emunerativ&, 
character ... 
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. 76. Perhaps it is not realised bi 1;I1e layman that the Govenunent of Bombay 
have gone headlong in their borrowing prqgramme under the heading of. develop-
ment. ,The following figures will indicate ilie position :- , . 

Debt outstanding on 1st .ApriU924 under Development .. 
Estimated borrowing during 1924-26 ' .. 
Proposed to be borrowed during 1925-26 

. 
Total 

.Annual charges without including sinking fund Rs. Crores . , 

. l{)foorelf.: 

Rs.· • 
27'21 
6'36 
0:'50 

38'06 

2'16 

(Budget· of the Government of Bombay for 1926-26) 

.Borrowings of the Development Department as Buch- have been as follows :-" 

Up to end of 1921":'22 
1922-23 
1923':"24, 
1924-26 
1926-26 

39'7 . 43 lakhs. 
286 
279'60 
239 
200 

13,91 ·931akhs. 

(Letter from R. D. Bell, Esq .• dated loth January 1926.) 
The expendi.ture of Back Bay Reclamation has been indicated by: Sir Lawless 

Hepper as follows :~ 

• , 
Years. Ezpenditure. ; ReIQ':,ks, 

Rs, . 
1920·21 .. .. 42,47,616 Actual. 
1921·22 ,. .. . 1,52,38,862 Do . 
1922·23 .. .. 79,38,872 Do. 
1923·24 .. .. 80,73,005 Do. 
1924-25 .. .. 76,38,1l3 Revised: 
1925-26 .. .. 66,00,000 'Budget. 

Total .. 4,97,36,467 (the' latest actual figure ~ . Re. 533'67 lakhs.) 

.. 
It will be seen from this as well as from the financial pOSItIOn of the Baek 

Bay Reclamation Scheme that borrowing has gone on recklessly in the belief that 
. projects were remunerative. To my mind, the need has arisen of a very careful 

examination of this entire outlay running into about Rs. 40 crores, spent on the 
city of Bombay and the bulk of it likely to involve burden on the head of the tax
payer of the province. In any case, for any request fot further loans under the head 
of development, a stronger justification must be forthcoming in future than 
hitherto.' . . 

76. It must be remembered that the borrowing power of the Government of 
Bombay and their credit depends ultimately on their resources. These resources. 
in the nature of their income are not likely to increase until the Meston Settlement 
is revised in their favour and there does not appear to be any reasonable chance 
of this to happen for many years to come. It,would be beside my purpose to deal 
with the finances of the province generally, but it is safe to assume that with the 
pressure of public opinion, it will be impossible for Government to keep up the 
excise revenue at the figures at which it is to-day, and new taxation would become 
necessary in increasing measure to meet the hiatus of interest from the develop
ment operatio~, whic~have proved a dead loss on the whole, not only in the Back 
Bay Reclamation but In most of the other schemes. . 

.. 23-10 
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77. The industry and trade of BomJ:>ay,. whi?h is at present de\,ressed, and the 
population of the city of every class, which 18 gOing through the distress of unem
'PloymeJ;lt, can claim that, other things being equal,. the Government of Bombay 
should assist them. The most direct method of assIStance that the Government 
can adopt is to stop making further clainIS on available funds from public saving 
and to allow these funds to support the fabric of trade and industry. 

The proper way to look at the programme of completion of the scheme is to, 
indicate that before completion a sum of Rs. 20'25 crores would have to be found 
for actual construction expenses and interest. How this amount has been reached 
on a conservative calculation is already indicated in the statement on page 25. 

78. The sums required are likely to be substantially increased, if the estimates 
again go wrong, and estimates, which have been revised half a dozen times in the 
upward direction, might fail before the period of completion, now put at 1943-44 
instead of 1926-27 originally. No representative of the taxpayer can, therefore, 
contemplate lightly the loss that would be involved to public finances, if anything 
were again to go wrong. Rs, 20' 25 crores have got to be found in the first instance 
on the expectation that buyers will come along to recoup Government for this out
lay. This would be, therefore, a very highly speculative undertaking and should 
anything happen to retard the advent of purchasers due to any accident in the 
political, administrative or business life of the city, a very large sum, which would 
be still larger by loss of interest through the delay, would be jeopardised. On the 
other hand an immediate stoppage would not lead to any further outlay of Govern
ment funds and would thus release Government resources for other and perhaps 
more useful purposes. It would further have the effect of bringing into the hands 
of the Government realisations for the assets at Rs. 45 lakhs within a reasonable' 
time required for liquidation. ' 

79. Apart from this, the fact that one of the principal causes of increased 
estimates is the low output of the dredger" Sir George Lloyd", should have induced 
the Government of.Bombay to take up this issue at law with the manufacturers 
of this plant. The efforts made by the Government of Bombay to safeguard 
their interes,ts in this direction have been nil for a long time and even to-day they 
must be regarded as extremely feeble. An immediate stoppage alone would bring 
this issue to a head and involve some recovery. Assuming that this recovery is 
only 25 per cent. of the value, that will mean about Rs. 25 lakhs as against a 
fraction of Rs. 10 lakhs, which has been put down as total value of all dredging 
plant and piping . 

. 80. Another factor to consider in the matter of complete stoppage is the 
saVIng of outlay on railways, transport facilities and terminals .. Wild schemes 
of , reclamation and the dream of a new city gave rise to a programme 01 over-head 
railways or underground electric, the cost of which staggered even the extravagant 
progenitors of the Development programme under Sir George Lloyd. In the report 
of the Development Department ending Margh 1922, we read:-

" The construction of a system of underground railways in Bombay can hardly be considered 
~ be a question of practical politics at present, looking to the large financial liabilities already 
Incurred on schemes of development. " 

Further, it was stated by Mr. St. Nihal Singh in his pamphlet.on " Development 'of 
Bombay" as follows :-

, "~ner or ta'ter there will undoubtedly have to be a circular system of underground 
railways In ~mbay, co~ecting up the main railway 100ig distance termini and the principal 
parts of tJ;te CIty, extending perhaps to the Back Bay Reclamation. The question has indeed 
been co~dered by the Advisory Committee which has expressed the opinion that such a 
system will eve~tua~y ,~e, necestl8;lY to serve the traffic needs of the city ; but that in view of 
th~ large, finan~ lia,bilities entaiIeii by the development schemes at present in hand, it must 
WaIt until some time In the future. " 

" A portion of, the railway line wliich at present disfigures the sea face along the full length 
of the Back Bay ~ be removed altogether, while another HOOtion (between the Churchgate and 
Grant Road Stations) will probably he sunk underground. " 

The issue of the undergr?und is for the moment, therefore, in suspense, but in 
suspenee as a sword hangmg on the taxpayer. This programme would be finally 
abandoned, the moment decision was reached that the Back Bay scheme was not 

, to be proceeded with. 
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81. In the same marier the notice, which the Government of Bombay have 
given to the Bombay Baroda and Central Indian Railway for taking over 'the lines 
from Grant Road to Colaba, would have to be Withdrawn, because if there is no 

'land to be reclaimed on the Back Bay, then there are few public men in Bombay 
who would advocate discontinuance of this railway. The scheme of electrification 
would after a short time do away with the difficulty of sm9ke nuisance, if there was 
any, for the local traffic. The balance of advantage with reference to every class of 
population is in the continuance of this railway service to Colaba and, considering 
the altered situation in the city, if the Government were to invite the views of 
public bo.dies, I have no hesitation in saying that public bodies representing the 
largest number of residents of the city would emphatically ask for status quo so 
far as .the Bomba.y ~aroda and Central.Indian Railwll;y'to Colaba is concerned. 

82. In the same manner the questlOn of the termmal for the Bombay Baroda 
and Central Indian. Railway was precipitated on account of the vigorous prosecution 
{)i the reclamation scheme. Considerable outlay has been already made at Grallt 
Road in the acquisition of land, but the additions to the Victoria Terminus with a 
view to cope with long distance traffic on both railways, which are computed to 
. cost Rs. 88 to Rs. 110 lalli, would certainly be saved. The saving under the head 
cl terminal would be great enough to justify instl!-nt decision instead of postpone
ment of the consideration fora few years. There is now el!ough land released at 
Colaba to enable the pombay Baroda and Central Indian Railway to make necessary 
facilities for the terminal by a very small O]l.tlay. The land at Grant Road, which 
has been acquired, is in a very populous area, and its disposal is pot likely to offer 
problems as serious as the disposal of any other land in the hands of public bodies 
m the city, even if it were pointed out that, having been acquired in the boom time, 

. some loss would have to be written down on that land. The balance of gain under 
this heading would be still large enough to justify a recommendation for total 
.stoppage. ' ' 

83. The ground, on which I find the greatest reluctance to advise the 
continuation . of the operations either towards completion, or towards partial' 
,completion is the unreliability of the estimates. I have been at great pains to see 
whether reasonable car~ was taken at different stages to make- careful calculations 
or investigation and the warnings arising from each change in the estimate were 
utilised for the necessary reconsideration of the whole scheme. I regret to find that 
the indications point absolutely to the contrary. Report after report goes on 
,repeating ad nauseum notes of, optimism regardless' of the changed situation 
.and a new figure was only accepted, when it was unavoidable. This attitude on 
the part of the Department can be understood, but; its effect on the mind of anyone, 

. who looks into the accounts and the working, is of destroying the confidence for 
the. future. Sir George Buchanan in his report, ilated 11th February 1922 com
plamed that the accounts of the Department were not kept on a proper plan and' 
the variations in so many essential factors, every one of which affects the financial 
prospects of the Bcheme, have been Bo great that I cannot do better than merely 
,summarise in a tabular form, leaving the necessary inferences to be drawn by all 
who might read them. ' ' 

,Estimates of totaZ cost of Reclamation. 
EstimatA>d 

By whom putlrward.. Total outlay recovery of Nett outlay DatA> of tho •• tilnatA> plant at end in Re. 1akha. of work in in Re. lakho. of total outlay. 

Re.lakho. 

1. Sir George Buchanan in his 377'61' 10 367'61 September 1919. 
report. 

2. Government of Bombay in .. .. 400'00 4th December 1919. 
their letter in Governmen1 . 
of India. 

S. Sir Chimanlal Setalvad .. .. 400'()() 28th Febmary 19~1. 
before the Bombay Legisla-
tive Council. 

4- Report of the Department. .. .. ' 618'00* _3lBt March 1922. 

men~rh" ,. to mclude mtolOOt. See quotatiool flODl officiaJ !'8port ... _ 33. (Report of DevelopDlODt Depart. 
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Estimated 
Total recovery of Nett outlay Date of the estimate of 

By whom put-forw.,.d. outlay in pla.nt at in RI. total out,lay. 
Be.lakhB. end of work I&khB. 

- in Rs.lakhl!J. 

4. Sir George Buchanan in his 668'89 70 598'89 11th February 1922. 

5. 
report. 

Sanctioned project estimate. 775'13 67'67 702'43 Octeber 1922. 
by the Government of 

(5'70 fr om East C olaba Reclamation). .Bombay. 

6. Mr. Lem;., Chief Engineer, .. . . 726'54 July 1924. 
Reclamation, in his report 
te Sir George Buchanan. 

17th February 1921i. 7. Chief Engineer's estimate .. 57 . . 
put in ad interim report by 
the Directer .of Develop-
ment. 

8. Chief Engineer, Reclama- .. . . 712'79 January 1925. -tion, according te depart-
mental note put before the 
Sub-Committee. 

9. Sir Lawless Hepper in 1 .. . . 880'00 27th January 1925. 
departmental note. 

10. Estimated by Chief Enginee .. 45 . . 
for recovery in case of iru-
mediate tetal steppage. 

II. Estimated recovery after sUo .. 35 . . 
years work in partial 

12. 
completion. 

Chief Engineer in his note 978'51 .. 978' pi Latest. 
te the Sub-Committee. 

13. Do. •. 1,103'78 .. 1,103'78 .. 
~ against this figure, the statement on page 25 shows Rs. 2,558' 74 Iakhs including interest. 

Oost of IAedging per cubic yard. 

By whom put forward. &Jrnate. Date. 

-'--------------------- .. _.\-------

1. Sir George Buchanan's report 

2. Chief Engineer's report 

September 19l9. 

Jannary 1925. 

Area to be disposed of and the number of years for the disposal 
of 22 lakhs sruare yarils. .~ 

n.l \{&.o<.o& put forwar~. No. of yeanJ. No. of Sq. Yda.1 Date. 

I 

1. Government of Bombay in their 
letter te Government of India. 

7 years 314,286 4th December 1919. 

2. Sir Lawless Hepper in draft 22 100,000 September 1924. 
. report. 

3. Sir Lawless Hepper in Depart- 30 73,000 27th Jannary 1925. 
mentaJ note. 

4. Sub-ColllJ)littee written unde~ 35 60,000 1st October 1925. 
the guidance of Sir Lawless; 
Hepper. I 

5. Alternative suggestion of th1no 20,000 1st October 1925. 
Sub-Committee. 
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" 

EstimotRil Profits oj the Back Bay Reclamation: 

. ~Y whom put forwa.rd. 

1. Sir Chimanlal Setalvad in the 
Bombay L~lative Council. 

. 2. Sir George Curtis before the 
Royal Society of Arts. 

S. Sir' George Buchanan in the 
propaganda pamphlet (price 2d.) 

4. Sir George Lloyd before thE 
Indian, Merchants' Chamber. 

5. S~ Lawless Hepp&, depart
mental. note for the Advisory 
Committee. 

Amount • 

Rs. 

Plus 50 crores 
. Plus. " ~i least 30 " crores 

'~ extremely pro~table " 

"On a very conservative esti· 
mate of land values it is con· 
fidently expected that· there 
will be a handsome surplus from 
sales " 

"a fur ~er, piece of .business 
than many of the solid business 
that are undertaken in Bombay 
City. " 
Plus 41 crores 

D.te. 

. 28th February 1921. 

15th July 1921~ 

9th August 1921. 

17th September 1924. 

6. Sir Lawless Hepper in Depart;.. Plus 2 crores . . 27th January 19.25. 
mental note. 

7. Majority Sub·Committee minus Rs. S crores 1st October 1925. 
including Sir Lawless Heppe 

8.. Majority Sub·Committee led minus Rs. 5' 66 crores 1st October .1925. 
by Sir LawleSs Hepper. (as on 1st October 1925). 

9. According to do... minus Rs. 19'488 crores 1st October 1925: 
10. Calculations of the Sub·Com· minus Rs. 181' 33 crores .. 1st October 1925. 

mittee headed by Sir. Lawless 
Hepper indicating loss as OD 

date of closing the books. 

84. In reaching the conclusion that there should be an immediate complete ' 
stoppage, I have tried not to dwell on several aspects of the activities of the 
Development Department, about which the public of Bombay raised their voice' 
from time to time. I have not referred. to the falsification of the cry on which 
money was raised in Bombay,' viz., that the expenditure will be incurred "In 
Bombay, for Bombay and by Bombay". I ·have not tried to refer to the 

'numerous and extravagant arrangements made by the Department to boost 
the scheme .e.nd their ,activities by newspaper propaganda, by subsidising 
writin~s and B:(lending money in other ways. The question of the employment 
of Indians, which the Indian Merchants' Chamber raised in the early stages, 
is a perpetual question in this country, but no one will say that this huge project 
was at any time handled by Indians in a responsible manner or that the reproach 
for the failure of it could be shared by Indians. Nor is it necessary for me for, 
the .purposes of this conclusion on purely financial grounds to refer ~ the 
challenge of Mr. K. F. Nariman to the Department for an open enquiry into 
the charges of corruption. It will be remembered that the Government 
have not accepted this challenge. The working of a large department ,takes 
place from the point of view of the individual citizen behind high walls and only a 
fraction of what is happening ,reaches the p!lblic. On a mere Consideration of 
papers placed before me, it was impossible that I should tumble across any facts 

. leading to 8. subst&n,tiation of the charges of misappropriation of public funds in 
connection with the Back Bay Scheme. But I might mention that corruption in 
the Development Department has been the common talk of Bombay for the last 
four years and it is regrettable in, the light of this that Governmnent hav~ not 
accepted the demand for an open enquiry . 

. IlEALTH OJ!' THE CrrY. 

85. The process of recl~tion everywhere in the past has given rise to 
malaria and the danger was foreseen when ,the development of th~ Back Bay 

wls-n 
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reclamation was . begun. The Government appointed a sanitary committee to 
advise the Department as to the different steps which were necessary and I 
suggest that a report should,be called for from this co~ttee as to the position 
arising from complete stoppage and such steps in the mterests of the health of 
the city as they advise should be forthwith undertaken. ' 

ALTERNATIVE SUGGESTED BY MY COLLEAGUES. 

86. These conclusions having been reached, the next problem to examine is 
whether any recommendation could be made to Government side by side with the 
recommendation that the project as a whole having proved hopelessly out, must be 
abandoned. The search should now be for reducing the liabilities and for maximum 
realisation of such assets as there are. My colleagues on the Sub-Committee have, 
paid serious attention to this and have recommended that. the best manner of re
ducing the loss is to prosecute the scheme further for four years, complete the 
military area and reclaim the plot opposite the Churchgate station of 360,000 sq. 
yards. In support of this recommendation they have put up two statements 
(No. I and No. II). Summarised the position is as follows:-

87. The disposal of 60,000 sq. yards (Ballard Pier being about 40,000 sq. yds.) 
a year from 1929-30 to 1934-35 for six years at Rs. 80 seems to me to be almost im
possible. 60,000 sq. yards would give fifty plots of 1,200 yards and six flats in each 
of these plots would give three hundred new fiats each year. The rate, at which my 
colleagues themselves compute the rent of these fiats, is Rs. 450 a month. This is 
however based on the value of land at Rs. 50. Taking the value of Rs. 80, this 
would be increased Rs. 495 per month. The question, therefore, to ask is whether 
for the next few years there will be three hundred tenants ready to occupy fiats on 
the Back Bay Reclamation at the rate of Rs. 495 per month. I have no hesita
tion in giving a reply in the negative. But the reply to this question will be called 
for not from the man in the street, but from the investor, who will have to put 
down his money. Anyone who knows the psychology of the investor, would feel 
that the slightest doubt or hesitation on the prospects of letting out these fiats 
would keep back the investor and would, therefore, prevent the sale of the land, 
as land is no use whatsoever by itself. 

88. I propose, therefore, to examine seriously the schem~ in statement 2, 
whi<:h puts the area disposed every year at 20,000 and puts the average price 
receIved at Rs. 60 per square yard. On this basis the number of fiats added every 
year with a rent of Rs. 465 will be 100. This addition it is estimsted to continue 
till. the end of 1946-47. If the expectation of sales are fully realised, my colleagues 
estimate that compared to the cost to be incurred hereafter there will be a gain of 
Rs. 164' 53 lakhs, which will reduce the debt from Rs. 488' 67 to Rs. 324 '14 lakhs. 
I cannot concur in this recommendation for several reasons, which I state 
below:-

1. In t1!eir report my colleagues put down th~ position as follows :-

"We therefore take the estimated liquidation value of the plant to-day as 
under:- _ 

Dredging plant 

Other plant 

Rs. t 

10lakh.e. 

35 ., 
Total 40 lakhs. 

" On this basis we amve at the net liability as on 1st October 1925 as 
follows :-

Debt on 31st March 1925 

Expenditure 1st April to 31si September 

·Rs. 
493·00 lakhs. 

25·50 
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Therefore debt 'on 1st Qctober 1925 is Rs. 493' 00 lalli plus Rs. 
interest at 3 per cent. . '.. . 507'79 lakhs .. 

Rs. 25' 50 lakhs plus interest at I! per cent. 25' 88 ~, 

533' 67 ·lakhs. 

Less estimated T!iqwt.daticm value of plamt 45'00 " 

Nett liability on 1st October 1925 .. 488' 67 lalli. 

Then they summarise the position with regard to the second proposition, which 
I am examining, as follows:-

Sta.tement. Partioulars. 

Disposal o} blocks I and n at average rate of Rs; 60 per square 
yard in 18 years at 20,000 sq. yards per annum 

Gain 6S on 1st Debt on 1st 
October 1925. Uctober 1925. 

Rs .• ., Rs. 

. (iakhs,) 

164'5!! 

(lakhs.) 

324'14 

The debt as on 1st October, Rs. 324 '14 ~, is reached as follows:-;- . 
Re. 

488'67 
-164'53 . 

- 324'14 .. 
!twill be seen from the above that credit is taken for Rs. 45lakhs for the value 

, of the plant, and yet both in statement I and in statement II credit for Rs. 35lakhs 
for the value of the assets is taken again. In other words if the assets are already' 
disposed of at Rs. 45 lakhs, there will be no assets to work from and the value of the. 
assets has, therefore, been counted twice. This leaves With presented debt atRs. 533' 
lakhs on their own computation and without making any of the allowances for the 
factors mentioned.below a net profit not of Rs. 164'53lakhs, but of Rs.164·53 
minus 45 lakhs, i.e., Rs. 119' 53 lakhs. The results of the Sub-Committee's work 
are after many months efforts on the part of the Department. to put forward the 
position, and I regret to see that an error of RB. 4/j lalchs should creep in Ukethis., 
But this amount is so large that I am compelled to point it out as a ground for 
rejecting their conclusions. * -. . 

(2) Bya partial completion, the realisation ot money from the sale of assets 
which is now Re. 45lakhs, would be postponed. The present value of the realisation. 
after the completion of the sections suggested by my colleagues is lower than what 
would be got by immediate stoppage, by Re. 11,40,000, which figure must 
therefore be deducted ~om the gain, which my colleagues have tried to establish. 

(3) They themselves state that in making this calculation no allowance has 
been made for the cost.of the Marine Drive, estimated at Re. 5' 30 lakhs. The 
attempt to saddle the Bombay Municipality with the cost o~ this mayor may not 
succeed, but the prospects of disposal are bound to be affected by the existence 
of this road and I, therefore, reckon that if this partial completion is accepted, the 
Department cannot shift the obligation to spend this Re. 511akhs. , 

(4) In making this calculation no provision appears to have been made for 
general charges, which in one of the sta~ments put up before the Sub-Committee 
were put down at Re. 50,000 a year. Nor are audit charges put in, which were 
indicated in one of the statements. at Re. 33,000 to Re. 12,000 a year. 
These charges calculated cumulatively till the completion of the scheme would 
considerably reduce the estimated gam. . 

(5) The cost of disposal of land has been put down at half per cent. for . 
brokerage, but I think the amount of brokeragQ should be increased to·two per cent. 
There would be other charges before disposal including half the legal charges, for 
which no provision appears to be made . 

• This error, in which the majority Sub-Committee had fallen. and whick they are now a.clmowledgiDg ...... 
discovered by me afte< they had fixed their ",port, &Ild yet Sir LawleN Hipper.. ChaUman of ~ CoaImi_ 
lried to insinuate that I had. • moti'ge in not disaloalng this error to them.. I am, therefore, OOIIlpelled to publish 
as ... appendU oOl'l'OOponienoe that \oak place on the .ubject. . . ' 
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(6) In the expenses calculated during the period of disposal, the item of water, 
lighting and drainage has not been mentioned. 

For my purpose it is not necessary to calculate by how much the expected 
gain of Rs. 164 lakhs would be reduced but it is clear that the sum would be much 
inside one crore after due allowance is made for these factors. 

(7) On the side of costs the Chief Engineer's estimates are the only guidance to 
go upon. In the first instance before these estimates are finally accepted I think 
they should be passed by the Consulting Engineers. In the form, in which they 
have been put up, I find myself most reluctant to accept them. . The estimates 
put up by the Department have been falsified several times in the past and it is 
impossible to feel safe that there will not be another serious increase in cost in the 
next. few years. Any such increase might not only wipe out the expected gain; 
but might actually increase the loss. 

(8) The next ground for hesitation arises from the fact that out of the receipts, 
which are anticipated, the most important is Rs. 239 lakhs from the Military 
Department of the Government of India. To my mind, as representative of the 
tax-payer, any Ip.oneyspent by the Government of India, where expenditure could 
be avoided, is equally objectionable as money spent by the Government of 
Bombay. 

89. According to Press Note, No. S.A.-4755, dated 9th December 1921, in 
which details of arrangement with the Military Department are given, it would 
appear that in the atmosphere in which the transaction was made, the Military 
Department expected to be reinstated in a very much larger area with all the build
ing accominodation necessary for the services displaced and the Government of 
Bombay expected to receive not only Rs. 239 lakhs at the rate Rs.20 a square yard, 
making a profit on the cost of reclaiming the land, but they also expected and 
stipulated for a share of the profits out of the realisations of the " valuable" . 
military.lands. The schedule of this share of profits indicates that the anticipated 
profit out of tlie sale of military lands was about Rs. 3 crores. These facts do not 
appear at any time to have been properly checkE!d thereafter. . 

In their report of 1921-22 the Development Department states:-
' .. Since ~he agreement wasm8de revised figures for the cost of reclamation have been 

. prepared and the result was communicated to the Indian Merchants' Chamber and Bureau 
in reply to a communication by them. In accordance with these figures the total cost of the 
reclamation at the time of the transfer of land to the Military Department including interest 
will be 618lakhs equivalent to Rs. 11 per yard, and 88 the figures referred are believed to be an 
overestimate, it is not in the least likely that Government will lose having fixed the cost price at 
Rs 20. In any case GIY/Jel"Ylment, will receive frqm the MilitMy Department, fur the whole area abt>ul 
.dmdJle of what the land will at the date cost them." 

A rosy presentation of the case like this, secured for the Government of 
Sir George Lloyd at the time congratulations from all quarters fot a very 
'.profitable business deal '. . 

90. In the course of the work of the Sub-Committee I called for figures of the 
cost of reclaiming the military area. Two such figures were worked out for me~ 
one giving the cost at Re. 19'48 per square yard and the other giving the cost at 
Rs. 21'20 per. square yard. If I may imitate the note in the departmental report 
quoted above, I should say that the figures referred are believed by me to be a. 

. gross underestimate as no interest has been allowed for. In any case as the matter 
stands the pevelopment 1?epart~ent will not recoup.or will incur a. serious loss 
on completing the transaction WIth the military. 

The depreciation of property values in Bombay and the fact that land is a drug 
·on ~~e tnarket a~d must remain so for about a generation more also wipes out the 
antiCIpated receipt from surplus profits by the Government of Bombay. 

91. Turning to t~e same.transactio~ from the point of view of the tiillitary, I 
regret that the suggestIOn, which I made In the course of the Sub-Committee's work 
fora proper valuatio~ to be made our, as of to-day, of military lands and properties 
by a competent a~chitect through the financial adviser to the military land scheme 
~ not been C&ITled out. I have been on the contrary provided with a. note that 
gives me the figure of outstanding liabilities of the Military Department at 
Re. 267' 64 ~khs. As the military are taking land from the Development 
Department. ill an undeveloped condition, there is the entire cost of providing 
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roads, water, lighting and drainage on, an area of about 12 lakhs square 
yards. There is further /the cost ·of reinstating all the buildings for services, 
which were hitherto using existing, properties. These details have not been 
supplied to me. But I have very serious doubts whether the cost of both these 
items could be covered by the meagre sum of RI!. 28' 55 lakhs. ,-

,92. The Director of Development did not arrange for me a meeting with the 
financial adviser of the military lands as I desired. He has indicated in his letter, 
dated loth 'of September 1925, that the estimated assests by the, sale of lands now 
remaining in the military land scheme are Rs. 322' 62 lakhs. As the military 
land in the Fort and Colaba area still available is put down at 171,427 square 
yards, this gives a figure in the neighbourhood of Rs. 200 a square yard, w~ch 
the military expect to realise as against the figure of Rs. 50 a square yard, which my 
colleag1!es have thought fit to put down for reclaimed land for the whole scheme 
and of Rs. 40 per sq. yd. which the Colaba Land and Mills Co., reckons as the value 
of their land. ' 

93. The next point to consider is, when these receip¥ will be realised. Un<J,er 
original scheme it was anticipted that the Military Department would have to pay 
down ~oney to the Government of Bombay in February 1923. -(Vide letter from 
Government of Bombay to Government of India,dated 4th December 1919). 
Under the new provisional scheme recommended by my colleagues. the money 
would have to be paid down in the year 1929-30 though the departmental note 
8ubmjtted to the Sub-Committee mentions September 1928. Questions of interest 
would, therefore, naturally arise and if the receipts from sale of military lands 
are delayed by any cause, interest would have to be paid. Altogether the position 
financially from the point of view of the Military Department in the matter of this 
transaction has not been demonstrated to be sound.' ' 

94. In fact I have come to the conclusion that if the scheme is carried further 
the Military Department would have to find in the first instance at all events, new 
money from Government of India finance for carrying out their obligations. A 
recent question on this subject in the Council of State elicited the fact that the 
Government of India did not expect to put forward any new money towards this 
scheme. Whatever the prospects of the remote future may be for land in Bombay, 
the Military Department's lands, which are thrown in the market here and now, 
must bear the f1ill brunt of the depression, and the Government 6f India ~o not 

, appear to be wise to the situation so far, or they would have promptly demanded a 
cancellation of the arrangement. " 

95. (9) Assuming then that the estimates of my colleagues are correct and 
that on the score of military land contract there are no difficulties on 'either side, 
the next point to consider is that in completing the scheme, additional public 
funds would. be called for in the first instance.' , 

1. Funds for comJ!leting the military area and 360,000 square Rs-.· 
yards including interest up-to 1930-31 ., .. 407'26lakhs~* 

2. From postponement of the receipts by saJe of plant '45 
3. For military payments . ',: .. ,..' 239'09 

Total ., 691'35 
Further interest would have to be paid on existing liability of 533' 67 lakhs 

as on 1st OC10ber 1925 each year thereafter at 32'02lakhs' 
All these funds since the suspension in actual practice of separate borrowing 

on their own by the provinces mUst come from the co=on funds of the Govern
ment of India.. The drafting of these is for an object, whose }lecessity does not 
appe~ at any time to have been clearly demonstrated. Do the Military Depart
ment In Bombay need the larger plot at Colaba! I have not found anything in the 
departmeD:~1 reports put up 80 far to indicate that the original contract was made 
for real military needs. I have found every indication that the original contract 
w8;S made'~ecause both sides were greedY!Uld thll military thought that they were 
gOill~ ~ get a muc~ larger plo~ of ll;'nd and a nice slice of the profits from the sale 
of eXl~ting .propertles. It 18 .high ~lme, ther~fore, that the whole of this transaction 
~ncelve~. ill highly speculative atmosphere 18 carefully looked into and rescinded,' 
If the military need is not definitely proved. Assuming that there is going to be 

. • ~ arriving: at this figure. in order to be on the safe side, I h..l.Vol caloulated the outlay on WorD alone as 
IJlft~ . Ul Statement Ul. as it was never explained why the expenditure should be lDDalle .. if the scheme ia 
provwOOtJly Cltrried on for the nut eiz: yeara ~Ul if the schema were to be oompleted.. 

w 2:1-18 
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larger convenience "at Colaba, the suspension of the transaction for the next ten, 
twenty years and its resumption whenever reclamation is discussed in future ought 
to be 110ssible. -

H the military contract is rescinded, the resumption by the military of their 
old lands is likely to withdraw from the land market a large area, which will give a 
fillip to the demand for very extensive lands in the hands of public bodies like the 
Improvement Trust, the Port Trust and the Bombay Municipality. There should 
be, however, nothing to prevent the Military Department from taking over all 
the avaiJable land in Colaba, which is vacant, as a matter of exchange transaction 
on valuations fixed as between these public bodies by arbitration. The Military 
Department can by doing so get very extensive areas of about 250,000 square 
yards in fairly salutary locality and sufficiently near each other for the purposes of 
control. 

, 96. (10) The department itself only a few months ago was opposed to a scheme 
of modifying the project by reducing the area to be reclaimed. In the interim 
report, dated 17th February 1925 prepared under the guidance of Sir Lawless 
Hepper, we read: .. 

" As an alternative to closing down the work completely, it might be posaible to modify 
it by reducing the area to be reclaimed either permanently or by postponing part of the reclama
tion to a later date. In view, however, of the heavy expenditure which has aIready been incurred 
,on plant and on the sea wall which has nearly been completed to enclose the whole area, the 
.committee are of opinion that any such modification would have the effect of increasing the co~t 
-of the land reclaimed, and would prejudice the financial prospects of the scheme." 

In addition to these, the grounds for rejecting the alternative of partial com· 
pletion have been already indicated above amongst the grounds for immediate total 
.stoppage. 

97. (11) While in an immediate stoppage, there is a dead loss, the extent of 
which is fully known to the last penny, the danger in continuing is that the whole 
fabric of uncertainty would be hanging over the head of the taxpayer. Should the 
costs increase as they might and should the prices expected be not realised, a much 
greater loss would have to be faced. On the other hand while such a thing as forced 
liquidation is not known to Government assets, the Bombay public will remember 
what happened to several important markets on account of the surplus stores being 
dumped in, when :they were no longer necessary, through a mere executive order at 
the top without any regard tQ the effect on trade or on values generally. While the 
taxpayer would have to bear a great loss, the owners of property in Bombay might 
have to face great stress through an enormous area of land being thrown on the 
market immediately for what it will fetch. Without doing any good to anybody, 
therefore, the progra=e of continuation conceals hidd~n dangers which must be 
avoided at all costs. 

98. (12) The only method that can be reco=ended for the partial com· 
pletion of the military land and the recovery of 360,000 square yards on the basis 
estimated by my colleagues so as to yield a reduction of debt by Rs. 164lakhs, or 
any appreciable sum, is that the Government of Bombay, after having stopped opera
tions on their own account, should in the first instance approach the Bombay Port 
Trust or the Bombay Improvement Trust and allow them to examine the estimates, 
on which this profit is expected. If these public bodies, whose deliberations are 
guided'by executive boards consisting of some businessmen, are fully satisfied that 
there will be a surplus of Re. 164lakhs, then they should be allowed to take over with· 
out a!1y cha~ge the e~ting plant and to carry on the scheme on their own account 
and nsk, subject to sharmg with the Government of Bombay a portion of the surplus 
expected. I have very serious doubts if either of these bodies would look at the 
pr~posal even for a moment. . The next method of getting the departmental 
estuna~ thoroughly checked is to invite private enterprise to take over the scheme 
on their own account and risk without any reference to existing debt and to work 
it exactly as ~he Development Department should have worked and to share half 
the pr?fits Wlth the Government of Bombay. The temptation of Re. 82 lakhs 
profit 18 bound to evoke some enquiries from business firms both in India and in 
Engla:nd, .and such .firms would go into this affair, only if the estimates stand close 
exammatlOn a~ the~ hands. The public of Bombay is entitled to ask the Govern· 
men~ to subInlt their ~alculations in this way to an independent examination by 
partIes, who are not likely to be drawn into the transaction unless the estimates 
are sound and Conservative. The avoidance of the risk from the head of the 
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tax-payer would be we~ worth the profit, if any, which such an outBide party would 
takeaway from these .operations. In: recommending this I am ,consciousj;liat 
.a fair chance should be given to the .Department to vindicate ,itB position and;to 
.reduce the very' great loss, ,to which the taxpayer is already·co~tted. But I 
have little hope that the departmental. estimates would emerge ,Qut o£ /L' .1)108e 
ilnquiry by an outside business body unscathed, or that this .apparentsurplus of 
RS .. I64lakhs will not vanish and be reduced to p.negligible amount. 

CONCLUSION. 

'Summarised my conclusions are:....,.. 
~) ,The scheme was ,never .,properly .considered ,by the Government of 

Bombay. 
(2) The sanction of the Government of India was given IDa hurry .and .was 

secured through an incomplete presentment of the Ilnt'n:e programme. 
(3) The Dredging Plant ,was ordered even before the scheme was sanctioned 

and the specification of the plant }Ilust have . been .faulty.·to give 
results very much lower than what was expected.- After complete stoppage, 
enquiries should be held into the' financial liabilities of the JIlanufa.cturers 
of the plant and the responsibility of the officers involved in its ordering 
and purchase. , . 

(4) Public opinion or business opinion of the city was not at all considered 
at any ·stage in the progress of the programme. 

{5) Grave financial miscalculations were made both as to cost and.reali-
sations. _ '. 

(6) The question of interest. charges was never seriously thought of. 
(7) The period of disposal and the possibility of disposal or the possible price 

'to be realised were l).ot considered. _ 
(8) At a much earlier stage tile scheme could have been stopped with a much 

smaller loss and about Re. 21 crores of public funds spent on the scheme 
could have been saved in this manner. . 

(9) The scheme should be immediately stopped, the establisblnent disband~d -
and the plant sold.· .' 

99. The department in then: activities appear to have aimed throughout at' 
dazzling the world by a piece of work of which Sir George Buchanan in his report 
(Deoember 15th, 1924) says: • 

.. I believe I am correot in saying that dredging operations on this scale have never been 
attempted either in India or elsewhere. " '. 

Sir William Sheppard I?residing at Royal Society of Arts at Sir G. Curtis 
lecture on July 15th, 1921, sald :- . 

.. With regard to cost, there were few works in India' indeed none of. the precise kind des
oribed which had cost, eo immense a sum as thirty millions. Even in Europe eo large a echeme 
would be considered wonderful; he believed the renovation or Paris, to which Sir George had 
referred, only cost about half the proposed expenditure on Bombay." 

Mr. St. Nihal Singh in his artistic booklet on Development, says :-
.. The most spectacular work in which the DeVelopment Directorate is engaged is un

doubtedly the stretching of the eouthern part of the Island to provide greater apace for recreative, 
office and residential purposes. Additions are being made to both sides of the sea face, much 
larger on the west than on the east. When the work is finished the existing area of .that portion 
of the city, roughly about two and a half square miles, will have been nearly doubled. Com
pared with this project, how puny look the schemes regarded as daring less-than three quarters 
of a oentury ago." ., 

* * * * * .* * 
.. ~ the filling had to be brought to the site by trains carrying 1,000 tons each, at the rate of 

two ~ a day working for 300 days out of the year, it would require 41 years to complete the 
operation." 

* *. * * * * * 
.. Wh~ the reorganisation oontemplated under this part of the scheme has taken place, 

Bombay will become one of the moat orderly cities in the world." 

100. According to information supplied to me officially, the amount of 
existing land within a line drawn from the Crawford Market east and west comprising 
sherefore the entire maidan, Fort area and Colaba, is put doWn at 1,450 acres. 
Those, who projected the !6Clamation of a work alm~ equal in extent, must have 
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been absolutely mad in assuming that .almost a new city could be called in~o 
existence on the reclaimed land. Some of those responsible for this extravagant 
idea did feel the necessity for exciting the confidence of the public by asserting that 
the programme, though it appeared absurd, would be realised. . Sir George 
Curtis in his lecture before the Royal Society of Arts in 1921 said:-

" It may be thought that I am drawing a fancy picture. But I am speaking of nothing 
which, if all goes well, is not practicable within 10 years." 

To my mind the Government were gliding on a wave of prosperity but had 
better means than any layman of realising that conditions must change and de
pression must set in corresponding to the boom. In the inception, the scheme 
appeared certainly grand and the chorus of appreciation from every quarter must 
have turned the heads of the Government of Sir George Lloyd, who it must be 
remembered were playing with public money. 

It is o1ear that the Government of Bombay hav~ not enhanced their own 
reputation or the reputation of the Province so far, but they will make the "Pre
sidency ridiculous in the eyes of every one, if they, in the face of overwhelming 

. facts of this kind, do not come to an immediate decision .for total stoppage. I 
find it difficult to discover a parallel to a scheme of this magnitude, which was 
conceived so hastily and executed so badly. There would probably be no enter
prise on record anywhere in the world that involved so great a 1088 to people, who 
through their poverty were never in a ;position to bear any 1088 and who were mis
guided into acquiescence to these activities through tall talk of great profits. I 
shall, therefore, make a free gift to Mr. P. R. Cadell of his remark as Acting 
Finance Member in introducing the budget on 19t1i February 1924 :- ' 

.. Members of this House accustomed to the achievements of joint stock enterprise in the 
City of Bombay in the last few years will not, I hope, fail to recognise that by comparison at 
least, this may be called a favourable balance sheet, and that its success is due in no small measure 
to the devoted efforts of the Directors and the Managing Agents, as' represented by the late and 
present members of the Government and the officers of the Secretariat and the Heads of 
Departments. " 

So far as the Development activities of the Government are concerned, the 
Directors and Managing Agents of the enterprise, if it had been a business enterprise, 
would certainly have been made financially answerable even under the imperfect 
working of Company Law at present. 

I associate myself with the remarks of my colleagues regarding appreciation 
of the assistance rendered by the Chief Engineer and the Secretary, Mr. Gh~vala. 

MANU SUBEDAR. 
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6th Jnne 1925. 

Sir LAWLEsS HEpPER, Kt., , 

Dea.r~, 

Chairman of the Sub-Committee to enquire into the 
. fiDancial prospects of the Back Bay Reclamation, 

Old Custom House, Fort, Bombay. 

I acknowledge receipt of the minuteS prepared by the department of the meeting of thlt 
Sub-Committee held on 4th Jnne 1925. I invite reference to paragraph 7, which dealt with the 
discussion that ensued out of my letter of the 23rd May asking for certain papers. It is possible 
that as the discussion lasted for three quarters of an hour and as it has been summarised in the 
course of a paragraph, many points have not been included therein. I think, however, that 
it is desirable that some of the points of the discussion should be noted. In the first instance 

.1 strongly protest against the novel principle that you have ennnciated that a member of _ a 
committee like the one in reference, which is practically a committee of investigation, should not 
be given any information unless the committee as a whole desire that such information should be 
placed at its dispoeal. I regard this as an attempt to prevent relevant facts and figures being 
made available in order to enable members of the Committee to colJle to a proper judgment. 
I could see considerable reluctance on your part to make available even Sir George Buchanan's 
report (which I have not still had) till I mentioned that I was a.n:xious to see at what stage exactly 
the deficiency in the capacity of the dredger from that which was originally planned and paid for 
arose and when it was detected by the consulting engineers, who were earning fat fees. With 
regard to the papers containing the original loaD I!,nd expenditure programme .a fixed by the· 
Government of Bombay and approved by the Government of India you were of opinion that it: 
was all ancient history and would serve no useful purpose in the enquiry. You furtherthoughtc 
that it was not relevant to the investigation which was in hand, which referred to the future, 
rather than the past. Further between the 23rd of May-and the 4th of Jnne when the meeting: 
was held, you were not able to secure the necessary sanction of Government, who, I presume,_ 
would not want to hold back anything from a public committee which they have themselvea. 
appointed. I pointed out that these original programmes were most relevant to the investiga
tion, that at one time we were told that there would be a profit pf fifty crores of mpees on the 
development project and I wanted to see at what rate it was expected to pay interest and other 
charges and how 'this or any other hypothetical figure of profit was reached. I was told that the 
average rate of interest, which the department was now paying, was 6' 2 and that for future 
purposes it would be safe to assume 6 per cent. This also could not be gauged withont the assis
tance of papers leading up to the present issue. I then requested you to write to Government. 
if there was any departmental difficulty and to get their sanction to the papers in question being 
made available to me. I must further point out that the papers should be made available to. 
me in the form in whioh they went to Government of India and not summaries of correspondence,. 
which are referred to in the minutes. In conclusion I would remark that as the only non-official 
on this committe, and representing the commercia.J community of Bombay and the taxpayer 
of the Bombay Presidency, I ~ entitled to every courtesy and facility at your hands, and I 
trust I shall be given this in future unless the Government of Bombay art;. so far convinced of 
their ea.rlier financial errors as to seek a superficial whitewashing enquiry and a dlllDlDY repor1o 
on lines fixed by. the Secretariat. , _ 

.. 23-19 

I beg to remain-~ 
Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) MANU SUBF.DAR'_ 
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APPENDIX II. 

EXTRAc'r from the Written Statement of Oowasji Jeoongir, Esq. (Jr.), dated November 
24th, 1913, before the Claude Hill Committee on Bombay Development: -

" As to the' provision of sites for Government Institutions, and institutions in which 
Government are interested', there are some sites and buildings available, in close proximity, 
to the present Government buildings. I believe the Secretariat is in urgent need of expansion. 
I would advocate the acquiring of the Taj Mahal Hotel for that purpose. With several alterations 
it is capable of being made into a grand Secretariat, with spacious offices and a Council Qhamber 
worthy of this City. It ought to be able to supply all the wants of Government now and for the 
future. Considering what it could cost Government to build a new Secretarist with the present 
enhanced rates of building materials if the hotel could be acquired at cost price or under, it 
would be financially to the advantage ?f Government. 

The present Secretariat should be handed over for educational purposes. This would enable 
the Elphinstone College to be extended and would also accommodate some other educational 
institution. 

I would advocate the acquiring of the Wellington Mews. I consider it a great initial 
mistake to have allowed unsightly stables to have been built on so beautiful a site. The pulling 
down of the stables would of course be necessary which would entail some 1088. 

I would advocate the acquiring of the Watson's Hotel for educational purposes. 
The Colaba Cotton Green will soon be available and even if it is intended to ear-mark 

it for the St. George'lt Hospital a oonsiderable portion of the area could still be available for 
'Government Institutions. 

I believe that the portion of Upper Colaba which is handed over to the Military is found to 
he more than they require, which belief is confirmed by the many Barracks remaining untenanted 
·throughout the year; I would suggest that an area be here set aside for the St. George's Hospital. 
-When once the Cotton Green is removed the numbers of Cotton Godowns and all the Presses 
·will have to follow. Thus a most valuable area will be set free over and above the Cotton Green 
itself. • All these sites could well be used for Government and educational institutions and would 
.be no further off from the main centre than the proposed Reclamation. 

I would advocate the acquiring of the Sailors' Home which is now no longer suitable for the 
·object for which it was built but which would be most suitable for an educational institution. 

I must not be forgotten that once the Cotton Green is ,removed the B. B. and C. I. Railway 
will only have to cater for local traffic at the Colaba end, and the land which is now found 
necessary for their needs will be set free and can then be laid out and utilized by Government. 

In Diy opinion the question of providing suitable areas for the better and middle classes is to 
a great extent tied up with the question of the Love Grove Pumping Station, which has been for 
years a thorn in the side of the question of the development of Bombay in this direction. 

The Corporation are spending about 25 lakhs in increasing the power of the station and 
taking the sewage out-fall of the city to a greater diStance into the sea. This in the opinion 
I believe of Mr. Midgly Tailor will satisfactorily mitigate the great nuisance that now undonbtedly 
exists. If these .efforts of the Corporation are successful the whole foreshore- between 
Mahalaxmi and Worli Fort will -become an ideal residential quarter. I would here li!ce to 
mention that I do not agree with the opinion so often expressed that businessmen prefer to 
live in the proximity of their offices. Over 50 years ago when Motor Cars were unknown the 
better claas of merchants both Indisn and European migrated from the Fort to Malabar Hill. 

- In these days of quick locomotion there is no reason why the Worli foreshore and hill if 
properly and systematically developed should not become another Malabar Hill provided the 
pumping station nuisance is remedied. 

The Mahim woods and foreshore is a';other area which may well be developed as a residential 
quarter and it is possible if means ~f communication are improved that the upper middle classes 
may. be. t:em~ted to go out to this part of the Island. This question of the developing ·the 
Mahim Dis~ct has already: been before the Corporation and I I?elieve the residents would prefer 
the Corporation to develop It rather than the Impro~ement Trust as ·this would certainly be 
beneficial to their interests. But I am afraid the Corporation would not be in favour and 
rightly so, of incurring so large an expenditure. I am therefore in favour of the p~ of a 
Town Planning Act ~table to our needs and that both the Worli and Mahim Districts should be 
systematically developed under the operation of the new Act. 

I do not believe there is such a scarcity of residential accommodation in the Fort and its 
vicinity as seems to be imagined and which can be readiI;y seen from the high percentag~ of 
flats to be found vacant throughout the year. I think it will be found that seven to nine per 
cent. of the flats that are kept np-to-date and in a state of good repair, are untenanted. About 
ten per cent. of the other flats are unlet during the _<on, and the percentage sometimes rises, 
I am informed. as high aa twenty-five per cent. during the hot weather and monsoon. 
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Therefore I caimot agree that j;here is any great increasing demand for residential '1uarters 
even in this district. The Wlts m&y oomparatively be oonsiderlld high but still they are 
110 higher than in Calcutta where there is no question of a lack of space· for expansion. .There 
may be a dem&nd for very cheap fiats in the -Fort but those who O&Dnot afford' to live in a 
district where the price of land is high will be forced to go further afield to Ma.him or even out
side the Island. This is nothing un118U&l. It is to be found in every big city in Europe and 
must eventually be the same in Bombay, and would have been the .same before now if a suburb 
had been laid out with cheap and quick means of. oommuni(l&tion with the business centre. 
In my opinion there are plenty 'of sites still av&ilable for-ehawls for the working classes in the 
district North of Jacob Circle but they should not be enoouraged to be built further west than 
Hains Road or in the Mahlm District. There is also ample acoommodation for :chawls on the areas 
developed by the Improvement Trust. . The Agripada estate is a suitable locality where there 
is a oonsiderable amount of vacant land. In the Parel !!Cheme (Improvement Trust Scheme in) 

· the Trust have acqUired an area of over 8 lakhs of square ya.rQs round and about Soparibag 
Road. Having regard to,the fact that it is oonnected with a main arterial Road, a part of this 
locality would be admirably suited for the middle classes, the other part.for chawls. La.khs . of 
yards in the Naigaum and Dad&r-Matunga District are also suitable and intended for the 
middle classes. I think it will be acknowledged that these districts in the Islarid itseH will 
meet the growing n_ of the City for a few- generations to oome." 

• .. * * • 
"From the above it will be seen that I am of opinion that any reclam&tion BOheme is at 

present premature. Such a 8Oheme, if decided upon, would only provide residential quarters 
· for the better .classes. Froill. figutes already before the Public if the big 80heme is ca.rried out 
as proposed by Government larid will cost rupees 25 a square yard. I would a.sk the Committee 
to consider what the rents for the houses would be, if the reelsm&tion is not to beoome a huge 
tla.t-larid. I "ould think they would be somewhere near rupees 300 a inonth. I have' already 
mentioned above that acertaiD. percentage of Flats 4J.. and round and about the Fort are always 
va.ca.nt, I therefore do not consider that there is any great demand for tla.ts of this rent. . . 

_ I &Iil. strongly of opinion that looking to the way in which investors have burnt their. fingers 
· en the Cuffe Parade, where I believe tl:ere are some plots still nnlet, the publio williiot oome 
,.forward in any numbers to build on the proposed reclam&tion, 1 admit that having an extensive 
· park and recreation grounds is the only tempting part of the scheme. But before Government 
· decide upon launching upon so ambitious a programme 1 trust they will seriously take into 
· oonsideration whether the development of other p&rta of the Island woUld not suflice 'for our 
· needs, for at least a couple of generations to come." . , 
-. $ir ~les8 Hepper in his eviden~ on the 27th November 1913, &aid :-

"Q.-Supposin"g that for Government purposes it were f01lll.d necessary to reclaim any area 
irrespective of any particular 80heme would it in your opinion dOM a site for which 
there would beademand by those people who would decline to go to Worli and M&hlm , 

..4.-1 think it depends on what the reelsm&tion would cost. _ 
Q.--Bupposing larid was put at a fairly reasonable figure, would there be p"eople to come 

forward and acquire larid' Would that be an attractive site for the wea.lthyclasses , 
A.-I think perhaps it is well to 8&y it would. But it'is difficult to 8&YeXa.CtlY. It 

depends upon the priee of land in other p&rta of the Island. 
Q.-Do you think it might be expensive and would attract only the wealthy classes , 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-You 8&y in p&ra.gra.ph 8 of your written etatement' that so far U concerns the provision 

of additional &leU for housing the population you would urge the reclam&tion 
of existing larid and its proper dr&ina.ge, together with development of Salsette, before 
reclam&tion of any large additiOlla.l &re&8 ~m the £ea. That, I take it, has reference 
purely to residenti&l requirements , 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-I don't think th&t you object to Government reclaiming for Certain InstitutiOD& 

within a particular.&rea t 
A.-I was only referring to addition&! &rea. for housing." 
Si, L~Wle6. Hepper in his etatement dated 16th November 1913, &aid :-
.. My view is that if a demand for increased acoommoda.tion for the housing of the better 

and middle classes exists to such an extent a.s to wa.rra.nt the serious oonsidera.tion of extensive 
recla.ma.tion in Back Bay it would be far better to spen.l the money in "removing the Love Grove 
Pumping Station with a view to conveying the sewage to the north-ea.st of the Island where, 
after biol'.lgica.l treatment, the efHuent oould be discharged into the harbour. This would 
render available for residenti&l purposes a large &rea in Worli and Mahlm which private 
enterprise, oontrolled by a Town Plarining Act might be trusted to develop, provided rea.soll&ble 
means of communication were domed." 

• • • • • 
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" Generally speaking, so far as concerns the pro~o~ of addition~ areas for h.ousing the 
population I woUld urge that the reclamation of "the eXlBting land, and Its proper drainage, both 
as regards 'sewage and storm water together with the development of Salsette, should precede 
the reclamation of any large additional areas from the sea." 

The' Horwurahle Mr: Munmohandas Ramji in his statement dated the 7th November 
1.913, said: -

" I am against Reclamation. " 
M. M. 8. GuiJba!/, ES'J.., I.C.S., in his written statement dated the 5th November 1913, 

said:-
"In so far therefore as the decision in favour of the reclamation scheme involves the 

acceptance of the principle that the demand for accommodation near the Fort is a permanent 
demand; I disagree with it. On the contrary I believe that a systematic and well ordered 
development. of the north of the Island and of Salsette must react on the demand for 
accommodation in the Fort." 

Mr. P. R. CtUie!!, as Municipal Commissioner for the City ~f Bombay, in his statement, 
dated 28th October 1913, says:-

. "If, however, reclamation is determined on I think it should be in considerable portions. 
To reclaim any small exclusive areas of land appears to me to be much more expensive, and to 
be much liable to be dangerous to health since, sinc~ there would be constant disturbances 
in the areas adjoining the most recent reclamation. I would, however, venture to suggest 
that the figures so far published as regards the cost of reclamation should be further examined. 
So far as I can judge they appear to depend too largely on the estinIates of one man." 

Mr. J." F. Watson, Engineer, City Improvement Trust, in his oral examination on 
5th December 1913, says:-

" Q.-You say that reclamation would depreciate values of land belonging to the 
Improvement Trust' 

A.-No, I don't think I have put it that way. What I mean is that a reclamation would 
depreciate the annual return from land owned by the Improvement Trust. This is not same as 
depreciating the value of land. It means that the Trust would have to wait longer to get the 
money for their land. It would also affect the Port Trust and private owners in the same way. 

Q.-In what way would it affect adversely the Improvement Trust, the Port Trust and 
private owners' . 

A.-You have a certain supply of land to sell. If another man comes in and offers some 
of his land, some people will lose by reducing the amount of money you can possibly get." 

Mr. H. P. Mody in lois letter to the Special Officer and Secretary to the Committee on the 
Development of Bombay, dated 27th November 1913, says:-

"I shall first discuss the question of reclamation, for it promises to figure largely in the 
deliberations of the Committee. I may state at once that I am altogether opposed to any sclie1M 
for reclo.imi"!} the Back Bay foreshore. Since the idea was first mooted no case has been made 
out for altering the naturallay-out of the city in the way in which it has been suggested to be 
done. For the various purposes for which reclamation is thought to be necessary, there is 
ample available land withiri the present limits of the city, which, in consequence, need no 
enlargement. I hope to show, in its proper place, that it is not necessary to have recourse to 
reclamation to provide residential areas, or recreation groqnds or sites for Government 
institutions. Another objection to the scheme is on the score of its not being financially a sound 
proposition. There is reason for apprehending that the official estimates of the cost of the 
undertaking, and the area of land which is expected to be taken up annually by the public, 
are unduly optimistic and in view of the notorious uncertainty attAching to all schemes of 
reclamation, this aspect of the question must be carefully examined. Then again; the scheme 
wi!! ,:,eate an undesirable and excessive concentration in one particular quarter, dislocate all 
eXlBting property values, retard the natural movement of the population towards the suburbs, 
and be generally in conflict with the avowed policy of the Government with regard to the 
development of Salsette. For these reasons, which I cannot discuss at length here, I am 
opposed to any scheme of reclamation, whether based on the lines laid down by Lord Sydenham's 
Government or on a more modest scale." 

Mr. Hoosei1l1ilwy :A.bdoolablwy Lalji in his letter to the Secretary of the De;elopment 
Committee, dated 29th November 1913, says:-

" I therefore simply wish to record without any comment that my views, as regards the 
subject matter the Coinmittee has under its consideration and my reasons for the same will be 
found to be in consonance with those of the majority of the non-official witnesses who have been 
examined o~ h~ve submitted their views, for example I am opposed to Rec~tion Scheme, 
and that building space and ground for all our needs and requirements of the present and of the 
near future could be supplied by: . 

(a) Utilising the Hornby Vellard and Malllm Woods. 

(b) The doing of the B. B. &; C. I. Railway from Grant Road to Colaba. 



(e) By removing the Cotton Green at Colaba. 
(d) By the removal of the present Government House at Malabar Point if desired. 
(e) By filling up all the low-lying land in Bombay and in: its vicinity. -

(f) By acq~ under the Land A~qw;ntion, Improvement Trust ~,:", Town Planning 
Acts, such other swtable lands as may be wanted or necessary." -
Mr. J. F. Watson, Improvement Trust Engineer, in his written statement to the Develop-

. ment Committee, says :- ' 
.. The estimated financial results of the echeme are, in.my opinion, far too sanguine, 

and cannot possibly be lived upto. The Truet has during its period of eXistence leased 
annually an average of about 60 thousand square yards, having an average value of 10 
la,hs of rupees; this includes sites for both residential and business purposes, and it is 
obvioUs that the capital invested for the latter purpose is not available for the Reclamation 
in Back B~y. Again the Trust figure includes a lot of very low priced lands which are 
bought by small investors and it need hardly lie pointed out that capital D;om this source is 
not available for the Reclamation. Therefore it may safely be assumed that the leasing of 
60 thousand ~quare yards of land at Re. 25 per square yard every year is quite outside the 
range of practical politics. 

" It seems to me that not only would such a Reclamation as that proposed hit itself 
very badly financially but it would also have an adverse effect on the financial position 

, of the Improvement Trust, and would prevent its doing as 'I;!luch useful work as it otherwise 
would; because there miIst be a more or less definite average amount of capital in Bombay 
available annually for -investment in -lands. -

" Supposing we assume that the amount is its. 50 lakhs (exclusi";e of the amount to be 
, spent on buildings to make the land revenue producing). There are three parties in Bombay 
at present interested in-supplying the land for the investment of the abovementioned capi
tal, viz., the Improvement Trust, private oWners and the Port Truet ; in addition to these 
there is Salsette claiming a portion of the capital for its development. If now a fifth party 
is added claiming, say, 10 lakhs of,rupees per annum (which.is assuming that the reclamation 
is sold at the rate of 40 thousand square yards per annum instead of 60 thousand square 
yards), it is obvious that the other four must lose heavily and the . ~mprovemen:t Trust 

- being the biggest landlord will lose most:" 
Mr. (now Sir) Purshotamdas Thakurdas in his written statement, dated -nth of November 

1913, said :-_ 

(b) "Should the area made available as suggested above be not sufficient, I am of the 
opinion that recourse may be had to reclamation. • 

(0) "I alI! in favour of reclamation of one small -section at first to be followed by 
additions, if teclamation be found suitable from a financial point of view, which is very 
much doubted at present. . 

" You will notice from the Indian Merchants' Chamber and Bureau's reply to (Ii) 
paragraph 5 that they have reason' to apprehend that the cost of reclamation will be too 
expensive to make it a feasible scheme'." 

Mr. (~ Sir) Ohum1al V. Mekta in his written sta:tement dated 28th of November 
1913, 'l8id:-

" Without ,wisDing to suggest separate compartments for different grades of society. I 
believe the reclamation will meet the demands of the wealthy classes and the people now 
rssiding in Fort, who will be displaced by the increasing number of offipes and, shops ...••• 
Reclamation woUld he Ii good investment provided th,e estimates of cost are maintained." 

Sir D. E. Wacha in his sta~ent dated the 19th November 1913, said:"":' 
" And it is 'surprising to see the Government now inviting people to state what 'progress' 

has been made since 1909 and what are their views as to development! Where is the guarantee 
that the views they are now invited to express will be regarded! If the public, I mean that 
large majority which has permanent ties and interests in the City, have on more than one 
occasion in the past been greatly disappointed, not to use & stronger word, and if, after making' 
~ show of public investigation, the Government has carried out its own pre-det~oo. policy. 
18 there any reason to doubt that the.action of the Government will be different in the present. -
instance1" , ' ~ _ . 

The Honourable Mr. Phiroze C. Sethflll in his statement dated the 20th November 191:r. 
aaid:- , 

.. Theinorease in the population of Bombay is not at so amazing a pace as to warrant the 
very heavy expenditure which the reclamation is bound to involve 8!ld with doubtful reSults 
~ to the, leasing of the plots at fairly remunerative rates. The physical configuration of Bombay 
18 very like that of New York and the tendency in both cities is for Government and commercial 
offices to be congregated towards the tapering point where the islands are -at their narrowes1; 

.13-30 •. 
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with the result that, as more room is wanted for business centres, properties hitherto used a, 
residences have by degrees been converted into offices. This has been our experience in the 
Fort, but an experience which after all has helped to remove the occupants of crowded Fort 
residenCes to the north and west of the Island where the congestion is not great and consequently 
the residents of the Fort who have migrated are doubtless now occupying healthier and roomier 
residences. If there is more space required for Government and business offices, I contend that 
if the area in Fort north is taken in hand, where a large number of houses are of the poorer 
class and very insanitary, this area when developed will easily afford that broad thoroughfare 
from east to west, which has been felt to be a great desideratum, and the removal of the existing 
poor residences will open up enough spaces in the Fort to meet for the next thirty years or more 
the increased requirements of Government or of the commercial community. If Bombay 
continues to grow at a quicker rate than what it has been doing in the last three decades it will 
be time a quarter century hence, and not before, to take in hand the question of the Back Bay 
Reclamation to supply to this City the want which Brooklyn supplies to New York and the 
population of New York to-day is at least 4l times that of Bombay." 
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. APPE~IX III. 

OO"esptm.dence regarding "emw" oj R8. 45 lakks in tke MajoriJ;y Suh-eommiUee's report. 

Minutes of a meeting of the Sub-Committee appointed to enquire into the financia.l prospects 
of the B&ek Bay Rec!&mation Project held on the 22nd September 1925. . 

Present : 
Sir Lawless Hepper, Kt. (Ohairman). 
Mt. Manu Subedar. • 
Mr .. R.H .. A. Delves, F.S.I. 
Mr. A. V. V. Aiyar, C.I.E. 
& S. P. Gheewala, M.A. (SecrMl'y). 

The draft report of the Sub·Comniittee, copies of which were circulated to the members n:,. 
,accordance with the concluding sentence of t.he minutes of the last Sub'Committee meeting held 
on the 7th Sept!mber 1925, was discUssed at this meeting, and it was &CCepted by 8.11the members, 
except Mr. Subedar, subject to 80me minor alterati~ns which the Chairman &greed to :tn&ke. 

'The Chairman undertook to have the. report printed for signature. Mr. Subedar said that he 
would send to the Ohairman his dissenting minute in about a week's time, which tlle Chairman 
undertook to append to the report. It was decided to hold the next meeting when the report 
would be ready for signature. 

S. P. Gheewa!&,. 
Seerettirjr to the Sub-Committee; 

Development Directorate. 

(Signed) H. A. L. HEPPER, 
Chaixmali. 

Minutes of the' meeting of the Sub-Committee appointed to enquire into the financial pros
. peets of the :S&ek Bay Rec!&mation Project held on the 9th October 1925. 

Present : 

Sir Lawless Hepper, Kt. (Ohairman). 
Mr. Manu Subedar. 
Mr •. R. H. A. Delves, F.B.I. 
Mr. A. V. V. Aiyar, C.I.E., 
Mr. S. P. Gheews.Ia, M.A. (Secretary). 

The Ch&irm&n placed before the members of the Sub-Committe~ a printed copy of the 
majority report. It was signed by the Chairman, and Messrs. Delves and Aiyar, and by the 
Secretary. Mr. Subedar handed to the Chairman his dissenting report, which it was decided 
to get printed and to send a proof copy to Mr. Subedar for his approval; , 

S. P. GheewsJa, 
Secretary to the Sub-Committee. 

Development Directorate. 

No. D. C.-283. 

Development Directorate. 

(Signed) H. A. L. HEPPER, 
Chairman. 

Old Custom House y~, Fort; Bombay. 
Dated the 12th October 1925. 

Memorandum, . 

In his minority report Mr. Subedal' has drawn attention to the fact that a mis~e has occur
red in the statements prepared for the report, because &s. 488' 67 !&khs has been taken as the 
debt on 1st October 1925. _This figure was arrived at by:deducting the estimated liquidation 
value of the plant, Rs. 45lakhs, from the total expenditure &s. 533· 67. The eRect has been to 
take credit for value of plant twice over, and me figures amved at of lOBS at present value are 
therefore Rs, 45 !&khs too low in each case. . 



2. Mr. Subedar has not explained why he thought it necessary to withhold his knowledge 
of this error from his colleagues, but in any case it would appear desirable that the statements 
should be corrected. 

3. Corrected copies will be supplied to members as soon as possible, when a further meeting 
will be held to consider what, if any, change should be made, in the recommendations of the 
majority; 

To 

(Signed) H. A. L. IIEPPER,~ 
Chairman. 

All members of the Sub-Committee appointed to report on the financial prospects of the 
Back Bay Reclamation. 

Sudama House, 

Copy. Ballard Pie~, Bombay, 
13th October 1925. 

To 

The Chairman of -the Financial Sub-Committee, 
Development Drrectorate, 

Bombay. 

Dear Sir, . "'-. ~ -

! r~ceived~your very urgent memorandum No. D.C.-283, dated the 12th instant. 

In this connection I may say that on the 9th instant the reports of the majority Sub~Com
mittee and my report, were duly signed and delivered. They became the property of the 
Special.Committee before whom they should now be put. I have no desire to make any altera
tions in my report, except to indicate in a foot-note whatever changes the majority Sub-Com
mittee decide to make at the stage. 

You will remember that the final report as prepared by you chased me all over the country 
to Simla and was in my hands"only half an hour before the day of the meeting. It was duly 
adopted by everybody except myself on that day. It was the report which appeared to me 1;<) 

be framed with every desire to either postpone the consideration or make the project appear less 
unprofitable than it ia. The statement, for example, that the cost of the proiect will be eleven 
crores of rupees and the recoupment wiih interest would be made in 15 years by selling land at 
Rs. 80, is of this order. How was I to know what you now characterise as an error of Rs. 46 
lakhs was not embodied in the report after proper consideration 1 It.is not an error of the typist 
in one place, but appears in eleven places. You will agree that it is very difficult for a non
official to penetrate official mentality. You will thus see that the mention of this Rs. 45 lakha 
could only come as part of my report since this calculation had already been embodied in your 
,!fficial report. What is the paltry matter of Rs. 45lakhs when I find an under-statement on the 
point of total cost and outlay of Rs. 14' 58 crores! I 

I shall be obliged if you will send me the proofs of my report when ready, !/dld, as desired 
by you, I shall put in the numbering of the paragraphs. 

Copy. 

Memorandum, 

Yours faithfully, 
(Signed) MANU SUBEDAR. 

Development Directorate, 
Old Custom House Yard, Fort, Bombay, 

Dated the 14th October 1925. 

A meeting will be held at 4-30 p.m. on Monday the 19th instant to resume consideratioIl< 
of the position arising out of the error brought to notice by Mr. Subedar in his minority report. 

By order, 
(Signed) S. P. GHEEWALA, 

Secretary to the Sub-Committee, 
Development Directorate.. 



To 

,,,9 

The Becreu.ry to the Sub-Committee, 
Development Directorate, 

Old Custom House Yard, Fort. 
- Bombay. 

Sndama HOWIe, 
~illiard Pi~ Bombay, 

17th October 1925. 

Dear Sir,' 
I have read your memorandum, dated 14th instant, conveniIig a meeting ofthe Sub-Com

mittee on the 19th instant. I hold that when the reporte were signed on the 9th instant the 
Sub-Committee ceased to exist and any proceedings of the Sub-Committee would be irregular 
and illegal. The only duties _now remaining for you are to print the respective reporte and to 
circulate them to the larger Committee. -

With regard to the report itself I have nothing to add to my letter; dated 13th of October 
1925. . 

Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) MANU S~EDAR. 

M 'nutes of the meetings 0/ the Sub-Oommittee appOVllteil to enlJUire into the financial prospect. 

0/ the Back -Bay Reclamation Project held on the 13th amil19th October 1925. 
- -

Present : 

Sir ·Lawless Hepper, Kt. (OhaiJrman). 
Mr. R. H. A. Delves, F.S.I. 
Mr. A. V. V~ Aiyar, C.I.E. 
Mr. S. P. Gheewals, M.A. (Secretary). 
Mr. R. D. Bell, C.I.E., I.C.S., Deputy Director, was also present. 

The question arising out df the error bronght to notice by Mr. Subedar in his diasenting _ 
report was discussed by the Sub-Committee. The Chairman read letters, dated 13th abd 
17th October from Mr. Subedar, in which he expressed the opinion that the majority report 
having been signed on the 9th instant had become the property of the Special Committee and 
that any further procedure in connection with the report would be irregular and illegal. 

2. The members present resolved to record the opiDion- that the majority report would 
become the.property of the Special Committee only when it was submitted to that Committee. 
In the meantime the signatories of the majority report were at:perfect liberty to correct or amend 
their report in any way they wished. The necessity for correcting the report after it had been 
signed would not have arisen, had Mr. Subedar brought,to the notice of his colleagues on the 
Sub-Committee the fact that an error had occurred in, preparing the statements. . 

3_ It was decided to make the necessary corrections in the statement as well as the conse
quential alterations in the report. The Commij;tee decided that the change did riot affect their 
conolusions or recommendations which had been arrived at-the meeting held on 2nd September, 
before provision of credit by' sale of plant had been introduced into the statements, which waa 
subsequently done at Mr. Subedar's suggestion. 

4. In view of Mr. Subedar's ststement that he did not desire to make any alteration.in Ills 
report, the following words should be added to the note at the foot of page 7 :-

," The error referred to by Mr. Subedar. which appeared in the first print of our report. 
has been corrected. Our conclusions and recommendations are- not affected by this 
alteration." . 

5. Revised proofs should be sent to all members together with proof copy of Mr. Subedar's 
report. 

S. P. GHEEWALA, 
Secretary to the Sub-Committee, 

Development Directora~. 

'W 23-ll1 

(Signed) H. A. L. HEPPER, 

Chairman. 
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APPENDlXD. 

The Secretary to Government of Bombay, 
Development Directorate, 

Old Custom House Yard, Fort, 
Bombay. 

Sudama House, 
Ballard Pier, Bombay, 

22nd October 1925. 

Dear Sir, . 
The majority and minority reporte of the Financial Sub-Committee on the Back Bay 

Reclamation Scheme were signed on the 9th iustant. The figures, which were supplied to me by 
the Department, from which I have reached certain conclusions, were embodied in the minority 
report and these conclusions make it imperative that the Government of Bombay should pass 
orders for nothing further to be spent on that scheme. I now understand from outside that the 
Chief Engineer is fixing up contracts for emptying wagons on the Back Bay for the next three 
years. I am also told that arrangements are being made at the date of official closing of the 
monsoons to start dredging for the next season. I trust there is no truth in this information, 
but if there is, I wish to let it go on record that as a member of the Advisory C()mmittee I think 
the outlay of RH. 22· 28lakhs for the next half-year season on the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme 
or any portion of it would be altogether unwarranted in view of the financial prospects of the 
scheme having been now disclosed as hopeless. . 

I am aware that the Government are responsible for the execution of this project, but I 
take it that it must also have been known to Government that, in spite of some delays which 
were avoidable, the Department have in their p088ession to-day facts of a startling nature, and 
the Government in my humble opinion should try and avoid any further outlay which will 
appreciably add to the 1088 on the project and the consequent burden on the tax-payer. 

I beg to remain, 
Dear Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 
(Signed) MANU SUBEDAR. 

11 - 231'· ;\ 12il ~ 
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